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1.0 SUMMARY 
This report documents the work conducted under the NASA Advanced 
Transport Operating System task contract, Contract NAS1-18027, Task 
Assignment 15. It describes the development of a system requirements 
definition fw the flight control system of a commercial-type research aimaft of 
Langley Research Center's Advanced Transport Operating System program, the 
Transport Systems Research Vehicle, also known as the NASA 515. 
The objective of this work was to develop a definition of the 'kinsport Systems 
Research Vehicle flight control system requirements able to facilitate the 
research and development of alternate, more advanced software and possibly 
hardware architectures for modem transport aircraft flight control systems. 
The NASA 515 is a highly modified Boeing 737-100 aircraft designed 
specifically to investigate advanced navigation, guidance, control, and display 
concepts. In the experimental configuration, the aircraft is flown from a 
research flight deck (mounted in the aft cabin of the aircraft) whose entire flight 
control system is under software control. Therefore, alternate software 
implementations can readily be investigated. 
For the purposes of this report, the Transport Systems Research Vehicle flight 
control system is defined to be the baseline software for the NASA 515 research 
flight deck, including all navigation, guidance, and control functions, and 
primary pilot displays. At the beginning of this study, the system was built 
around two digital Norden PDP-11/70 computers, termed Norden #1 and 
Norden #2. Since that time, the system was modified and the Norden 
computers were replaced with DEC MicroVax computers. For this report the 
system will be described for the Norden computer configuration. Norden #1 is 
the host to a Speny microprocessor display system which provides the Primary 
Flight, Navigation, and Engine Display formats; hence it is also referred to as 
the Displays host computer. Norden #2 hosts the guidance, navigation, and 
control software; hence it is also referred to as the Flight Managemenmight 
Control host computer. 
The scope of the requirements definition contained herein is limited to a portion 
of the Flight Managemenmight Control computer functionality. Included is a 
discussion of the tasks required to increase the scope of the requirements 
defmition and recommendations for follow-on research. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
There is a strong requirement for a new generation of avionics systems with a 
more integrated hardware and software structure. Future cockpits will 
incorporate a wide range of enhancements. Heavy application of artificial 
intelligence techniques can be expected to encompass the entim spectrum of 
crew station technologies: from data fusion to optimized display resource 
management, to real-time onboard maintenance and fault reporting, and even to 
the optimization of pilot physiological needs. There is a significant challenge to 
integrate symbolic and numeric computation k a real-time enhnment as well 
as to effectively allocate functions between man and avionics. In addition, 
advances in the development of distributed and parallel processing systems 
necessitate the careful allocation of processing tasks among the system’s 
computing resources in order to realize the increased system performance, 
reliability, and flexibility that these architectures offer. (References [ 11, [2], 
In order to successfully address the function specification and allocation 
problem, both the application requirements and the system architecture should 
be considered. Consequently, an effective systems engineering analysis is 
required to first identify the system requirements. A good requirements 
analysis addresses a system’s true requirements, that is, those essential features 
or capabilities that a system must possess in order to fulfill its purpose, 
regardless of how the system is implemented. Development of the best 
architecture for the application starts with a good essential requirements 
specification. 
[31,[41.) 
The objective of this work was to analyze the NASA Transport Systems 
Research Vehicle (TSRV) flight control system (FCS) and develop a system 
specification that would offer high visibility of the essential system 
requirements in order to facilitate the future development of alternate, more 
advanced software and hardware architectures. 
Neither the original (i.e., essential) TSRV FCS requirements nor the evolution 
of the baseline software are well documented, thus the “essence” of the system 
was backed out of the existing implementation. The available documentation 
consists only of a somewhat cryptic software description document and a listing 
of the source code. Consequently, the specification produced is more 
influenced by the particular design preferences than would be a “top down” 
analysis for the development of an all new system. Furthermore, because the 
analysis was of an existing system, the scope of the requirements were limited 
to only those features actually implemented in the code. However, a good 
systems analysis should specify the (essential) requirements in such a way that 
they may be easily modified and/or extended to include new features. 
The systems analysis approach used was based on the Object Oriented Analysis 
(OOA) methodology developed by Boeing. In short, the Boeing OOA approach 
unifies traditional systems analysis methods of information modeling, process 
modeling (e.g., Yourdon-DeMarco Structured Analysis), and behavior 
modeling (e.g., Ward-Mellor Real-Time Extensions) into a single more 
powerful method which synergistically combines the strengths of all three 
methods. 
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A Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool is extremely useful for 
the OOA methodology. The Cadre Technologies Inc. teamwork tool was used 
on this project as it indirectly supports the Boeing OOA 
readily available at Boeing. Because teamwork does n 
Boeing OOA approach, various conventions were 
teamwork to the OOA methodology. Furthermore, for this report, the 
teamwork data representing the TSRV FCS requirements analysis were 
reformatted into a single, unified, object-oriented specification. 
This report documents a partial set of TSRV requirements and includes: 
1. A brief description of the existing baseline system 
2 . A discussion of the systems analysis approach used, including 
an overview of OOA and a description of the typographical 
conventions manifest in the printed analysis 
3. The requirements specification itself 
4. Recommendations for extending the scope of the analysis and 
for potential follow-on research activities 
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3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
This section contains symbols and abbreviations used throughout this report, 
including those used in the requirements specification of Section 6. However, 
please note that it does not include “object ident%ers.” These are defmed in the 
object class descriptions found in 6.1 (see also 6.4, lndex of Identifiers). 
ADCEP 
AFCS 
AFD 
AGCS 
ATOPS 
BW 
CADC 
CASE 
CRT 
cws 
DAS 
DATAC 
DEC 
DEU 
DFD 
DMA 
DME 
DR11-A OT B 
DU 
EIU 
ErU/SIU 
ENG 
ERD 
FAA 
FCS 
FFD 
FM/FC 
FPA 
GTA 
HSB 
IAS 
ILS 
MCP 
MLS 
MSP 
NASA 
NASA 515 
NCDU 
NAV 
Norden #1 
Norden #2 
OOA 
OCCM 
OCRD 
“Attribute /Derived attribute / Common domain /Event / 
Process” 
Automatic Flight Conml System 
Aft Flight Deck 
Advanced Guidance and Control System 
Advanced Transport Operating System 
Bus Interface Unit 
Central Air Data Computer 
Computer Aided Software Engineering 
Cathode Ray Tube (display monitor) 
Control Wheel Steering 
Data Acquisition System 
Digital Autonomous Tenninal Access Communication 
Digital Equipment Company 
Display Electronic Unit 
Data Flow Diagram 
k t  Memory Access 
Distance Measuring Equipment 
a general purpose DEC bus (UNIBUS) interface car& a 
type of DMA device 
Display Unit 
Effector Interface Unit 
Effector Interface Unit/Sensor Interface Unit 
Engine display format 
Entity-Relationship Diagram 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Flight Control System 
Forward Flight Deck 
Flight Managemenmght Control 
Flight Path Angle 
Ground Track Angle 
High Speed Bus 
Indicated Airspeed or Instrument Approach System 
Instrument Landing System 
Mode Control Panel (same as MSP) 
Microwave Landing System 
Mode Select Panel (same as MCP) 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
FAA designation for NASA’s TSRV airplane 
Navigation Conml and Display Unit 
Navigation display format 
Host computer for TSRV AFD display system 
Host computer for TSRV AFD FM/FC functions 
Object Oriented Analysis 
Object Class Communication Model 
Object Class Relationship Diagram 
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OCRM 
PFD 
SID 
SrcJ 
ss 
STAR 
STD 
TSRV 
wx 
Object Class Relationship Model 
Primary Flight Display format 
Standard Instrument Departure 
Sensor Interface Unit 
SIDBTAR 
StancladTerminal Arrival 
State Transition Diagram 
Transport System Research Vehicle 
Wi%thtX 
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4.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system of interest is the flight control system (FCS) for the research flight 
deck of NASA’s Transport System Research Vehicle (TSRV), a highly 
modified Boeing 737-100 commercial jet airplane, also referred to as the 
“NASA 5 15”. 
Hardware and software descriptions are included below only to provide a 
general overview of the system. Other references should be consulted for a 
more detailed understanding. 
4.1 TRANSPORT SYSTEM RESEARCH VEHICLE (TSRV) 
The TSRV is used as part of NASA’s Advanced Transport Operating System 
(ATOPS) program established to investigate advanced navigation, guidance, 
control, and display concepts. In the full-up test configuration it is flown from 
a second flight deck mounted in the cabin of the aircraft and referred to in this 
report as the Aft Flight Deck (AFD). The AFD contains the basic controls 
required to fly the airplane and uses the advanced controls and displays in a 
completely realistic environment. The AFD pilots have essentially complete 
control of the airplane, although the AFD control authorities are limited and the 
forward flight deck (FFD) crew can take over control at any time. (References 
151, [a) 
4.2 AFT FLIGHT DECK (AFD) ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
The following description of AFD architectural features is based on References 
151 and [71- 
The AFD features programmable electronic Primary Right Displays, Navigation 
Displays, and Engine Displays, a Navigation Control and Display Unit 
(NCDU), a glare-shield mounted Advanced Guidance and Control System 
(AGCS) Mode Select Panel (MSP), and Panel Mounted Controllers (PMCs) 
that take the place of conventional column and wheel controls. (Recently the 
PMCs were replaced with side arm controllers.) Also, a Data Acquisition 
System @AS) provides real-time data recording and data display for inflight 
and postflight evaluation. 
Figure 4.1 is a simplified block diagram showing the arrangement of the 
principle components of the research system. The system is built around two 
Norden digital flight computers (militarized versions of the general purpose 
PDP-l1/70 computer), designated Norden #1 and Norden #2. Both computers 
are interfaced to the AFD and an extensive m y  of sensors by a Digital 
Autonomous Terminal Access Communication (DATAC) system, a high-speed 
multitransmitter/receiver data bus. - 
Norden #2, the Flight Management/Flight Controls (FIM/FC) host computer, 
receives sensor information and switch/button settings from the Sensor 
Interface Unit (SIU) across the DATAC bus. Based on the modes selected on 
the MSP, and the flight path selected via the NCDU, it performs the flight 
management, guidance, navigation, and flight controls functions which generate 
6 
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commands that are issued to the control surfaces via the Effector Interface Unit 
(EN) to direct the airplane in flight. In addition, the ac rovisional 
guidance buffers as well as other data needed to generat shipped to 
Norden #1 via a DRll-B interprocessor link. 
Norden #1, the Displays host computer, interprets input information from 
Norden #2 as well as from the sensors to create data blocks that are sent to a 
microprocessor-based Sperry Color Display System which provides the 
primary Right, Navigation, and Engine Display formats. 
The Sperry system communicates with the displays host through a Direct 
Memory Access @MA) channel. The information from the host is 
by Intel 80186 microprocessors which generate data usable by S 
units @Us) for the creation and positioning of display symbology. There are 
twelve individual pieces of hardware involved in the standard Sperry display 
configuration. Included are eight color display units (denoted PED, NAV, or 
ENG in Figure 4.1), three display electronic units (DEUs), and one bus 
interface unit (SIU). Each DEU has four microprocessors containing programs 
which perform VO functions and create data in formats acceptable to the DUs. 
Note that one of the microprocessors contained in DEU #2 is a weather (WX) 
radar processor which feeds weather radar to each DEU. 
4.3 BASELINE SOFTWARE 
For the purposes of this report, the TSRV FCS is defined by the “baseline” 
software for the TSRV research flight deck including all navigation, guidance, 
and control functions, and primary pilot displays. It is comprised of the 
software contained in the Displays host computer (Norden #l), the FM/FC host 
computer (Norden #2), and the Sperry Color Display System. 
The baseline software available for analysis on this project was a 1989 source 
code listing provided by NASA on a magnetic tape. This source code is best 
described by Reference [7], a software description document, also provided by 
NASA. The software described in Reference [7] is delivery 4.1 (D4.1) of the 
baseline FM/FC system which was released in July 1987. 
It should be noted that these resources represent various portions of the 
software current on different dates. Consequently, some inconsistencies were 
found during the analysis. In these instances, the most logical and/or expedient 
resolution of the conflict was made; no attempt was made to document these 
conflicts or their resolution. 
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5.0 
5.1 
APPROACH 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
This report addresses only part of the development of a complex, integrated 
system: the analysis and specification of its requirements. The role of “systems 
analysis” in the life-cycle of a system may be best understood in the proper 
context. Figure 5.1 shows one view of the evolution of a system, from the 
perception of a problem or objective to a fully operational solution. 
Initially, a problem generally exists as ideas about what the issues are as well as 
even preconceived notions of the solution; or at best, as a partial list of 
requirements. It is necessary to move from this nebulous condition to a more 
precise set of requirements, or better yet, a well-defined model of the 
requirements. This model should be a complete, consistent, and coherent 
specification of the essentiaf requirements of the system. AnaZysis is the 
process which identifies the “essence” of a system. See Reference [8]. 
The concept of essence helps distinguish between the true requirements of a 
system and those things which are really implementation oriented and/or 
technology dependent. In the analysis stage, the specification of the system 
should not be influenced by past design solutions -- “We’ve always done it that 
way” -- or by current technology constraints such as processor speeds or 
memory limitations. It is important to clearly define what the system needs to 
do, not how it shall do it. 
Following the analysis phase is the design phase, where real-world constraints 
as well as design preferences are imposed upon the system’s essential 
requirements specification. The result is a technology dependent model of a 
solution to the problem. It represents one answer to the question, “How can the 
essence of this system be mlized?’ 
In the final phase of development, the design requirements are implemented in 
the form of hardware, software, etc. 
In the case of the TSRV FCS, the systems analysis process started from a 
specification of the system “as built”. Therefore, in a “reverse engineering” 
sense, the requirements were backed out of the existing implementation. 
Nevertheless, the goal was the same: to produce a specification of the essential 
system requirements. 
9 
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5.2 METHODOLOGY SELECTION 
5.3 
The analysis of the TSRV FCS was carried out using a Boeing-developed 
Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) methodology. See Reference [9]. The Boeing 
OOA method unifies traditional systems analysis methods of information 
modeling, process modeling (e.g., Yourdon-DeMarco Structured Analysis), 
and behavior modeling (e.g., Ward-Mellor Real-Time Extensions) into a single 
mure powerful method which synergistically combines the strengths of all three 
methods. See References [8], [lo], [ll], and [12] for background information. 
OOA is an alternative to “structured analysis” as a requirements specification 
language. It unifies elements of information, behavior, and processing on an 
atomic level (object level), whereas structured analysis provides three 
hierarchical system level views which are not necessarily consistent and require 
parallel maintenance. OOA provides a method to rigorously define the 
requirements of any complex system in such a way that the analyst can readily 
identify any missing or contradictory requirements. The result is a complete, 
consistent, and simplified description of a system’s essential requirements. 
Furthermore, OOA provides a solid foundation for partitioning systems into 
“objects” and results in a system definition which allows a smooth transition 
into design. Object oriented specifications map very easily into object-oriented 
design and object-oriented programming (using languages such as Ada, 
Objective Cy and Smalltalk), but also may be readily translated into other design 
schemes such as a standard hierarchical structured design. 
OOA’s partitioning methodology and design flexibility are a few of the features 
which make it particularly suited to the goal of defining alternate architectures 
for an existing complex system. 
OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS (OOA) OVERVIEW 
OOA partitions a system into objects, or object classes. The goals of OOA are 
1) to assist in the “discovery” of the object classes in a system and the 
relationships between those object classes; and 2) to provide a mechanism to 
document those object classes so that they can be verified and later 
communicated to designers and programmers. The “products” of OOA and the 
relationships between them are depicted in Figure 5.2. The products are the 
deliverable results of applying OOA to a specific system. In other words, they 
are the graphic and textual models that are produced by the process of analysis. 
The products of OOA describe the system at two conceptual levels of 
detail: clars level models and system level models. Class level models provide 
the detailed internal views of single object classes. System level models, on the 
other hand, describe the way object classes fit together to make the system as a 
whole. The system level models are not concerned with the internal details of 
the object classes. Likewise, the internal “schematic” of each object class must 
not concern itself with any other object class directly (i.e., knowledge of the 
internal workings of another object class is not allowed). These rules support 
the principle of information hiding. 
11 
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Figure 5.2 The Products of OOA 
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5.3.1 Class Level Models 
5.3.2 
An object class can be thought of as a template that represents the generic form 
of all objects which belong to that class. Object classes can be described by the 
data they carry, the processes they perform, and the behavior they exhibit. 
Therefore, each object class template is comprised of three class level models: 
1) a Data Model; 2) a Process Model; and 3) a Behavior Model. In order for 
an object to be a member of a given class, it must conform to the class’ 
template: that is, it must be &scribed by the prescribed data, it must do the 
prescribed work (processing), and it must exhibit the prescribed behavior. 
Data Models 
The data aspect of an object class is described textually by a set of Attributes. 
Each attribute represents a single meaningful fact that is pertinent to, and 
necessary for, all instances of that class. The set of attributes for an object class 
defines the information that is relevant for that class. 
Process Models 
The Process Model captures the functionality of an object class,. that is, the 
activities or work performed by the objects in that class. The model defines the 
set of P rocesses that operate upon or manipulate objects within that class. 
A Process Model is described both graphically and textually. The graphical 
portion is in the form of the familiar dataflow diagram notation. A rigorous 
specification of the work performed by the processes is also necessary. The 
Structured Analysis “minispec” is a convenient mechanism for describing the 
details of a process. 
Behavior Models 
The behavior aspect of an object class is described by a finite state automaton. 
This can be thought of as a collection of States and Transitions which respond 
to certain Events. A state is a phase, stage, mode, or condition of being. The 
states for an object class are distinguished by ongoing processing, recognized 
events, and the responses to those events. An event is a circumstance, 
occurrence, or happening which may cause a change in the state of an object. A 
transition is a change from one state to another state due to a particular event, 
System Level Models 
There are two system level models that show how the population of object 
classes in the system are interconnected. The Object Class Relationship Model 
(OCRM) and the Object Class Communication Model (OCCM) depict how the 
object classes interrelate and interact, respectively. 
The OCRM is represented by the Object Class Relationship Diagram (OCRD) 
(which resembles the Entity Relationship Diagram of traditional Information 
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Modeling methods). This model describes the gxistence relationships among 
object classes. A rough example of a relationship is, "every time there is an 
airport (object) there will be one or more runway (objects) associated with it." 
On the other hand, the OCCM depicts the glvnamic communication which takes 
place between objects during the life of the system. A rough example is: "the 
human pilot (object) may -- at some time -- send the following commands (in 
the form of data &fined in the appropriate Data Model) to the autopilot (object): .......". In other words, s model shows the sources nd destinations of 
every event and dataflow can pass betwesn objects. In the case where the 
number of communications that take place in a system render a single 
communication diagram of the whole system unreadable, multiple 
communication diagrams can be developed each focusing on a related subset of 
the communications in the system. 
5 .3 .3  External Object Classes 
It should be noted that a complete understanding of the internals (data, 
behavior, processing) of every object class is generally not required, and 
sometimes may not be possible. This gives rise to a special type of object class, 
an external object class. All that need be known about them is that they are the 
sources and/or destinations of named events and data for the system. 
The external object classes are identified in the analysis because they are 
significant in the overall understanding of the system. Later, these classes may 
be represented in the design phase by VO interface routines. In the analysis 
phase, every object class must either be described by data, process, and 
behavior models, or be designated as an external object class. 
5.4 ANALYSIS STRATEGY 
A strategy serves the purpose of guiding the analyst toward the goal of 
completing the analysis, and different strategies may be appropriate in different 
situations. The analysis strategy used here was necessarily oriented toward the 
OOA methodology. The strategy was to develop the OOA models (see 5.3) of 
the system requirements using an information centered approach. 
With this strategy, the analyst focuses frrst on the information aspect of a 
system in order to discover as many of the object classes as possible. The 
result of this activity is a fmt approximation of the OCRM along with Data 
Models for each of the object classes found so far. 
Note that at this stage, those objects with little or no data (i.e., those which are 
more process and/or behavior intensive) have not necessariiy been discovered: 
the list and definitions of the object classes are likely to be incomplete at this 
juncture. As subsequent phases of analysis (e.g., behavior and process 
modeling) are pedomed, new object classes may be discovered, or a few 
existing ones may be combined or split up. This is to be expected given a 
"bottom up" strategy of discovering object classes; the existence and 
completeness of an object class cannot truly and finally be validated until its 
Data, Process and Behavior Models are all &fined. 
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5 . 5  
Next, the analyst models the behavior aspect of the system by developing a 
Behavior Model for each object class. Additional behavior requirements not 
expressed by the Behavior Models for the known object classes may hint at the 
existence of hidden (i.e., as yet undiscovered) object classes that need to be 
exposed or at the need to re-partition some of the existing object classes. 
The next step involves modeling the processing aspect of the system by 
developing a Process Model for each object class. The approach is to examine 
every state and every transition defined in the Behavior A4 1 for every object 
class and ask the question, “Is anything svpposed to happen in this state or on 
this transition?’ Processes are then created to represent the work required and 
those processes are coupled with the appropriate states or transitions. Again, 
additional processing requirements may expose new object classes. 
Finally, the OCCM of the system is built. In this strategy, the development of 
the communication model is a relatively mechanical process as no new 
information should be discovered. The task should be a simple matter of 
connecting the outputs of each object class to the appropriate inputs of the 
others. 
The description of this strategy implies a relatively step-by-step approach. In 
reality, it was a more iterative process. Nevertheless, it was a useful strategy, 
particularly for an analysis of an existing functional implementation where the 
existence and partitioning of objects was not obvious. 
CASE TOOL 
A Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool is extremely useful for 
the OOA methodology. A CASE tool can be thought of as a database 
management application which includes graphics objects and freeform text 
entities in its database schema, includes editors for the manipulation of these, 
and provides appropriate navigation throughout the database. The Cadre 
Technologies Inc. teamwork family of tools (Reference [13]) was used as it 
was readily available at Boeing. 
The teamwork CASE tool family automates standard structured methodologies 
using interactive computer graphics and multi-user workstation power. Using 
teamwork the analyst can examine the system being developed from multiple 
viewpoints -- all within one integrated environment that monitors the entire 
project’s progress, rigorously checks for errors and produces automatic 
documentation. Teamwork’s checking facilities provide automatic verification 
of the models by checking for completeness of the models, checking for 
consistency between models, and helping to find syntax errors. 
Teamwork analysis tools help create descriptions and smctured analysis of 
complex specifications. They allow description in both functional and object- 
oriented analysis. However, teamwork does not directly support an object 
oriented analysis approach. Consequently, various conventions were 
developed to adapt teamwork to the OOA methodology. Creative utilization of 
teamwork has allowed essential information not directly supported by 
teamwork to be recorded in the requirements specification (Section 6). Details 
regarding these conventions are described in 5.6. 
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Also, for the purposes of this report, a Boeing-developed teamwork database 
report writer was used to format the TSRV FCS requirements analysis into a 
single, unified, object-oriented specification (Section 6). 
5.6 CONVENTIONS 
When reviewing the requirements specification given in Section 6, it may be 
helpful to know beforehand some details regarding the conventions that have 
been followed. This sub-section documents the conventions present in the 
printed reports and diagrams that comprise the requirements specification. It 
does not attempt to explain all of the rationale behind various conventions, but 
rather is intended to be a concise resource for the reader of the specification. 
For this reason, notation that has been published and is generally known is not 
explained. Furthermore, familiarity with the concepts of OOA is assumed (see 
5.3), while knowledge of teamwork (see 5.5) is not. 
Teamwork did not directly support the Boeing OOA methodology. Although 
special application of the standard notation and conventions were defined by the 
tool developer to support Project Technology’s Real-Time Object Oriented 
Analysis (see Reference [12]), these conventions were lacking in various 
respects. For example, one naming convention that required object class names 
to contain parentheses and spaces made it difficult to navigate within the 
software and eliminated any chance of producing an error report. 
Consequently, various conventions were developed to adapt teamwork to the 
Boeing OOA methodology. Reference [ 141 contains additional background on 
some of the basic problems as well as solutions associated with using off-the- 
shelf CASE tools for Object Oriented Analysis. 
Any convention typically satisfies a number of demands simultaneously, though 
perhaps not all of them ideally. A compromise is often required among content, 
readability, ease of use, and teamwork’s “happiness” with the idea. The 
conventions outlined below maximize content but avoid sabotaging the 
automation offered by teamwork (such as error reports, listings, on-line 
navigation among elements in the specification). At the same time, this 
supplementary-to-teamwork information is captured in a rigorous fashion, 
amenable to mechanical (i.e,, automated) syntax checking and cross- 
referencing. Some of the conventions are conventions required by teamwork. 
Others are Boeing-developed, and have enabled the recording of essential 
information in an OOA specification that is not directly supported -- and 
therefore not expected -- by teamwork. 
The following paragraphs are &signed to allow the reader of the specification to 
extract important information at a glance. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
THE EXAMPLES PRESENTED HAVE BEEN TAKEN FROM THE 
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION. HOWEVER, SOME HAVE 
BEEN MODFED TO BETTER IUUSTRATE VARIOUS POINTS. 
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5.6.1 General Conventions for All Names 
Some examples of various name conventions are: 
an object name: 
an object name: 
an object name: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
a derived attribute name: 
an event name: 
a process name: 
a relationship i d  
a relationship name: 
“FP--Flight-Plan” 
“W--Waypoint’’ 
‘WFP--Waypoint-ona_Flight_Plan” 
“Maintain-Selected-AI titude” 
“ROY 
“ROS A-may-be-assigned-to” 
Words are generally capitalized and separated by an underscore (‘-’); 
exceptions are allowed for small words such as “is”, “or”, etc. Relationship 
names are also an exception. 
Names always begin with a letter and contain only letters, numbers, 
underscores and dashes. 
The dash (‘-’) is used only when explicitly required by these conventions; it is 
not used otherwise. 
A given name is generally made up of two or more parts, separated by the 
reserved dash character. One of these parts will be the basic mme of the thing 
in question; that is, the ‘common’ word or phrase which is used in the analysis 
to uniquely identify the thing. The other parts, preceding and/or following this 
basic name, will embody useful or even necessary information. Teamwork, 
however, considers the name of the thing to be the full string of characters, and 
is thus unaffected by the augmentation. The full string of characters is 
sometimes r e f e d  to as the official name, or as simply the name of the object. 
Object names always begin with capital letters followed by a double dash. 
Attribute, derived attribute names and event names always begin with lower 
case letters, followed by “- 1-”, “-2-”, and “-3-”, respectively. Relationship ids 
are always of the form ‘Rnn’. Relationship names always begin with the form 
‘RnnA’ or ‘RnnB’ followed by a single dash. 
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5 .6 .2  Conventions for Object Classes 
Every object class has a name, a description, and the following models: a Data 
Model andlor a Behavior Model and/or a Process Model. An object class’ 
oncia1 name contains within it various flags and 
of a generic member of the class. The descriprion 
person to determine whether a candidate real-w t is -- or is not -- a 
member of the object class. It is a brief, im 
of the schematic template provided by the D 
Several conventions were followed regarding the representation of object class 
templates in the specification. These include some which relate to the building 
of a name for a class, the format of its description, primary identifier, and 
aliases, and its appearance on system level diagrams. These whole-object 
conventions are explained in detail in 5.6.2. Conventions for the various parts 
of an object class tempIate (i.e., those associated with the parts of the class level 
models) are documented in 5.6.3, 5.6.4, and 5.6.5. 
Conventions for Object Class Names 
Refer also to 5.6.1, General Conventions for All Names. 
Some examples of object class names are: 
“FP--Flight-Plan” 
‘WlT--Waypoint” 
‘WFP--Waypoint-ona-Fligh t-Plan” 
The official object name consists of two parts: the object id and the basic name; 
these are separated by a pair of dashes. (A double dash is required to ensure 
that the object name immediately precedes its attributes’ names in the case- 
insensitive alphabetic listing of teamwork names.) 
The object id is always present, always unique, generally mnemonic, and 
always entered in all capital letters. It is typically made from the first letters of 
the object’s name (“FP” for “Flight Plan”, “WFP” for “Waypoint on a Flight 
Plan”), though not always (“WPT” for “Waypoint”). This id is always two or 
more characters, and always begins with a letter. 
The baric name is always in the singular, naming a typical instance of the object 
class. 
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Conventional Format for Object Class Descriptions 
The description is always present, indented from the left margin. 
The precise kind of object class being defined is given in italics within 
parentheses immediately prior to the body of the description. The following 
entries for object class kind may appear: regular object class; anonymous object 
class; external object class; external, anonymous object class; anonymous object 
class, no attributes; external, anonymous object class, no attributes. 
The description itself is &-form text of one or more paragraphs. 
Conventional Format for Object Class Primary Identifiers 
Any non-anonymous object class must have one or more identifiers. 
The chosen primary identifier is introduced with the key phrase "primary 
identifier". When several attributes form the primary id, each attribute is 
separated by a plus sign ("+"), and should appear on a line of its own; the last 
attribute may be followed by a period ("."). Comment blocks, if present, are 
delineated with a begin and end asterisk ("*',). 
Non-primary identifiers are indicated via attribute naming conventions. Refer to 
5.6.3. 
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Conventional Format for Object Class Aliases 
An object class may have aliases. If so, these are indicated using the format 
shown above. 
The Appearance of Object Classes on the OCRD 
Please note that the attribute list which appears inside the rectangle of a given 
object class on the Object Class Relationship Diagram (OCRD) is enclosed in a 
comment block -- it has been entered manually, and teamwork has not checked 
for agreement between this list and the list which is part of the object’s 
definition. It may help to know this in case a subsequent change is required, or 
an inconsistency should arise. 
The Appearance of Object Classes on OCCDs 
Please note that just the object id appears within the object class rectangles on 
Object Class Communication Diagrams (OCCDs), to conserve diagram space. 
Also note that, by convention, a pair of asterisks following such an object id 
indicates that the context of the object class is not fully defined on that particular 
diagram; that is, there may be some data and/or events not shown on the 
diagram which this object class consumes or provides. 
5.6.3 Convent ions for Attributes, Derived Attributes, Common 
Domains, Events, and Processes 
Several conventions were followed regarding the representation of attributes, 
derived attributes, events and processes in the analysis. These include some 
which relate to the building of a name for one, the fonnat of its definition, and 
its appearance on diagrams. The notion of a cornon domain also aided in 
concise representation. 
Every attribute has a name and a definition. An attribute’s ofsicial name 
contains within it various flags and indicators (see Conventions for ADCEP 
Names). Its definition captures two things: the domain of values which the 
attribute can take on; and the precise meaning of those values for this attribute. 
The former is captured via a domain specification; the latter via an English 
description (see Conventional Format for ADCEP Definitions). 
Common domains are created whenever two or more attributes share a common 
domain of values, due to an essential similarity (not a coincidence). This is 
done to follow the guideline, “Document each fact in just one place.” In these 
cases, the group of similar attributes simply reference the common domain 
definition by its name, rather than repeat the shared domain specification. Like 
attributes, every common domain has a nume and a definition. 
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Attributes which reference other definitions are said to have nonprimitive 
definitions. Attributes come by nonprimitive definitions in three ways: by 
referencing common domains as described above, by being referential 
attributes, or by being compound attributes. An attribute which directly 
specifies a domain of values (Le., which contains its own in specijication) 
is said to have a primitive definirion. 
A common domain usually has a primitive Wnition (i.e., usually contains its 
.; own domain specification). However, some common domains are compound 
domains, and these have nonprimitive definitions. Compound domains 
reference other common domains (never attributes). 
Derived attributes are identical to (regular) attributes except in an information 
modeling (data normalization) sense: they represent not stored data, but data 
derived from a process. (The process which derives a particular derived 
attribute may be explicitly defined for clarity or use in the Behavior Model, but 
is often left as an implied, always-available process. The term dataflow is not 
inappropriate.) Like attributes and common domains, every derived attribute 
has a name and a definition which consists of a description and a domain 
specification (which may be primitive, nonprimitive, or compound). 
Every event has a name and a description. The description of an event captures 
the precise meaning of the event when it occurs. (There is .no domain 
specification, since an event just occurs in a moment in time and is then gone.) 
Every process has a name and a description (also known as a minispec). The 
description of a process captures what the process must accomplish, not how it 
will be accomplished: it is not algorithmic. (There is no domain specification 
since it makes no sense to speak of the values of the process itself.) 
Attributes, derived attributes, common domains, events and processes are quite 
similar in regards to the conventions followed for them. It is therefore useful to 
refer to “ADCEPs”. An ADCEP is “an attribute / derived attribute / common 
domain / event / process”, i.e., either an attribute or a derived attribute or a 
common domain or an event or a process. 
Conventions for ADCEP Names 
Refer also to 5.6.1, General Conventions for All Names. 
Some examples of ADCEP names are: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
an attribute name: 
a derived attribute name: 
an event name: 
a process name: 
a common domain name: 
“fp 1 -Name” 
“wpt- 1 -Location-Descriptiod’ 
“wpt- 1 -Longitude-idOZ’ 
“wfp-1-Flight-Plan-Name-ROl A” 
“fp-2-Horizontal_Guidance-Possible~’ 
“tpg-3-Mode-Reversion” 
‘Maintain-Selected-Al titude” 
“wpt- 1-LatitUde-idOZY 
“domn-Airspeed” 
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The official ADCEP name consists of at least two parts: first (except for process 
names), the object id of the object class which is the source of the ADCEP in 
question (or, in the case of a common domain, the characters “domn” stand in 
the place of the object id); next, the basic name of the ADCEP; next, zero or 
more referential attribute tags; finally, zero or more identifier tags. All parts are 
separated by a single dash. 
It is a consequence of the above naming convention that a global dictionary 
printout (including both object classes and CEPs), alphabetized without 
regard to case, will list an object class’s attri , derived attributes and events 
immediately after listing the object class. Also, all common domains will be 
defined in a contiguous block. This considerably improves the readability and 
usefulness of such a printout, and aids the analysis process. 
The object id (and “domn”) is always entered in all lower case letters. This 
simply improves readability by markedly distinguishing an ADCEP name from 
an object class name (entered in all capital letters). 
The basic name of the ADGEP signifies the meaning of the values in the domain 
of the ADCEP. (For events, it signifies the meaning of the event. For 
processes, it signifies the work accomplished by the process.) The meaning 
may be moE precisely defined within the ADCEP’s definition. 
Referential attributes will include one or more referential attribute ~ g s .  These 
tags will be of the form ‘RnnA’ or ‘RnnB’, and serve to (a) flag an attribute as 
referential; and (b) indicate which relationship(s) are referenced, that is, from 
which related object class the attribute was borrowed. (Refer to 5.6.6 for 
conventions for relationships.) 
For example, the reader immediately knows that the attribute “wfp-l-Flight-- 
Plan-Name-RO1 A” is a referential attribute, because it has the ‘R’ tag “ROl A”. 
Specifically, the reader sees that relationship “RO1” is referenced, and that the 
object class connected to line “ROl A” is the object class from which the attribute 
comes. (“FP--Flight-Plan” in this case.) Therefore, the reader knows that the 
attribute “wfp-1-Flight-Plan-Name-ROlA” is in an essential sense equivalent to 
one of the attributes from the object class “FP--Flight-Plan”. Exactly which 
attribute has been borrowed from the object class cannot be discerned from the 
attribute name itself; it is documented via the attribute’s definition (see 
Conventional Format for ADCEP Definitions). 
Attributes which form part of an identifier (ak.a. key) will include one or more 
identifier tags. These tags name the identifier (primary, secondary, tedary, ...) 
of which an attribute is a part. The tag will be of the form ‘idnn’. For example, 
the attribute “wpt-1-Latitude-idO2” forms part of a secondary identifier for the 
“WPT--Waypoint” object class. Note, however, that primary identifiers are not 
always indicated in this way, because the analyst is required by teamwork to 
indicate a chosen primary identifier using a different method (see 
Conventional Format for Object Class Primary Identifiers in 5.6.2). 
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Conventional Format for ADCEP Definitions 
An ADCEP definition captures two things: the domain of values which the 
ADCEP can take on (the domain specflcation); and the me g of those values 
for this ADCEP. (Events and processes have no domain fication.) 'While 
the meaning is often clear from the name of the ADCEP, a more precise 
description is usually helpful. The domain of values is described in essenzid 
(technology indepen&nt) terms; how these values might be stored in memory 
or on disk is of no concern in analysis. 
An ADCEP definition consists of a well-structured body of text. The six 
examples below illustrate some of the various kinds of definitions. They are 
followed by the details of the exact structure. 
1. A nonprimitive definition of an attribute of an object class: 
2. A primitive defintion of an attribute of an object class: 
3. A primitive definition of a common domain: 
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4. A nonprimitive definition of a common domain: 
5 .  An event definition: 
6. A process definition: 
Every definition begins with the ADCEP name in bold print on a line by itself. 
The precise kind of ADCEP being defined is given in italics within parentheses 
on the next line, indented 0.125 inches. The following may appear: 
e attribute; referential attribute; subtype indication; compound 
derived attribute; compound derived attribute; 
attribute; compound refemthl attribute; 
e 
0 broadcast event; directed event; 
e process; 
e common domain; compound common domain. 
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An ADCEP definition usually has a description, indented 0.5 inches from the 
ADCEP name, and consisting of free-form English text. Except for events and 
processes, the description captures the precise meaning of the information 
recorded by the ADCEP. This description is commonly a brief, incomplete 
sentence like those of a normal dictionary entry, which assumes the reader 
mentally f m s  the sentence, “A [name] is [des on].” Another common 
foxmat is to begin the description with “This...”; the word mfers to the ADCEP 
name. In the case of an event, the &scrip e precise meaning of 
the event’s occurrence. In the case of description records 
unambiguously what the process must ac ut getting into how it 
might be implemented. The description for an ADCEP may be omitted where 
obvious from the name. The ADCEP’s domain specification (if any) is 
enclosed in a rectangle indented from both margins about 1 inch. (Events and 
processes never have domain specifications; other ADCEPs must.) 
There are two kinds of domain specifications: primitive and nonprimitive. The 
ADCEP itself is said to have either a primitive or nonprimitive definition, 
accordingly. 
Nonprimitive ADCEP Definitions 
A nonprimitive definition references other ADCEPs in its domain spec@cation. 
Generally, just a single ADCEP is referenced; occasionally, two or more may 
be referenced. 
Teamwork checks referenced ADCEPs when validating a nonprimitive 
definition. 
When two or more ADCEPs are referenced, this indicates that the ADCEP is 
actually composed of two or more meaningful parts, each with its own domain. 
Reference to this ADCEP is, strictly speaking, a shorthand for reference to its 
parts (the true, atomic ADCEPs). Such an ADCEP is called a Compound 
ADCEP -- specifically, a compound attribute, compound derived attribute, 
compound domain, and so on. 
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If a referenced ADGEP is an attribute of another object class (its name begins 
with an object id, not with “domn-”), as opposed to being a common domain, 
then the message is: 
this attribute is identical in meaning and domain to the rt$erenced 
attribute; it is, in essence, the same attribute. 
Referential attributes are always defrned in this way. 
If a referenced ADCEP is a common domain (its name begins with “domn-”), 
then the message is: 
this ADCEP has the same domain of values as the referenced 
common domain, but the precise meaning of those values for 
this ADCEP is documenred in this &$inition’s description. 
Common domains are created whenever two or more ADCEPs share a 
common domain of values, due to an essential similarity (not a coincidence). 
This is done to follow the guideline, “Document each fact in just one place.” 
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Primitive ADCEP Definitions 
A primitive definition is one that does not reference other ADCEPs; its domain 
(if any) is explicitly stated via a domain specification. Events and processes 
never have domain specifications; they are said to have primitive definitions.) 
The domain specification is not checked by teamwork, but does adhere to a 
rigorous syntax amenable to mechanical checking by auxiliary programs. 
The format of the domain specification varies, depending on the kind of domain 
being described: enumeration, subtype indication, string, numeric, or integer. 
However, all formats begin by indicating which of these five domain 
specifications follows (‘Type”). 
Enumerable domains are defined simply by listing the valid values. 
An attribute in a supertype which names the subtype object class is called a 
subtype indication, and its domain of valid values is, by definition, the object 
ids of the subtype object classes. 
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An ADCEP whose domain of valid values is strings of characters may be 
defined by a maximum size, minimum size, legal characters and/or format (if 
any). 
The description of a string ADCEP may have to include an English description 
of its required format in order to be precise. 
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Numeric ADCEPs are described by range and accuracy, as in the following 
examples. 
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Integer ADCEPs are described by range only. 
5.6.4 
Note, however, that an ADGEP morded to the nearest whole unit (such as rw- 
1-Usable-length) is not an integer ADCEP. It is still essentially numeric. 
NOTE: A pair of angle brackets (“eyy) is used to denote “deliberately omitted” 
material. Such material was not uncovered during the analysis process. (Refer 
to Section 7 for a discussion of relevant recommendations.) 
The Appearance of Attributes on the OCRD 
The attributes of an object class are listed inside the object class rectangIe on the 
OCRD, below a line of dashes. Note, however, that this list is enclosed in a 
comment block -- it has been entered manually, and teamwork has not checked 
for agreement between this list and the list which is part of the object’s 
def~tion. It may help to know this in case a subsequent change is required, or 
an inconsistency should arise. 
Conventions for Behavior Model Diagrams 
Several conventions were followed zegarding the representation of behavior via 
State Transition Diagrams (STDs). These include conventions which relate to 
the construction of state and transition labels and are explained in detail below. 
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Conventional Format for State Labels 
The state name is given on line 1. Line 2 consists of a separator line to improve 
readability; note that this line is enclosed in a comment block which begins after 
the state name. Below this appear the enabled processes, in the usual “E.” 
notation. An id number for the state appears in the lower left comer. 
State names are in all capital letters. Words are separated with spaces rather 
than underscores (“-”). 
Conventions for Transitions 
A transition is a change from one state to another state due to a particular event. 
The state from which a transition is drawn is referred to as the source stare; the 
state to where it goes, the next state. The source state of a transition is said to 
“contain” that transition. Every transition has either an event bZock or a guard 
(or both), and may additionally have a response (ordered sequence of triggered 
processes and signalled events). 
Transition labels have been augmented in several ways in order to simplify 
otherwise busy STDs. A standard STD (i.e., a standard OOA STD) modified 
according to these conventions will generally have fewer transition lines and/or 
fewer state boxes. Please note, however, that the meaning of both diagrams is 
the same (Le., the behavior specified is identical): the purpose of these 
conventions is to increase readability only. The transformation from an 
augmented to a standard version of a given STD is mechanical. 
The event block, when present, is always first. A slash (“/”) and a separator 
line follow the event block whenever a guard and/or response follow. The 
guard, when present, is always preceded and followed by a separator line, and 
always appears before the response (if any). The response, when present, 
always appears last, below a separator line. 
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Conventions relating to transition event blocks and guards are described below. 
No special conventions were adopted for the response on a transition. 
Conventions for Transition Event Blocks 
An event block consists of a list of everu names and/or boolean expressions. A 
mixture is allowed. Each item must be separated by the key word “.or.”. A 
transition which has a boolean expression in its event block is referred to as an 
evaluated transition. 
When more than one item is listed, the transition is taken to be a shorthand for a 
set of transitions (one for each item) which share the same source state, next 
state, guard and response. A step in the construction of the standard version of 
an STD is to replace such a transition with just that set. 
The event name carries the usual meaning: when an object of the class is in the 
source state, and the named event occurs, then the transition will be taken 
(unless the transition’s guard is false -- see below). 
A boolean expression is a series of one or more relational expressions 
separated by “.or.yy and/or “.and.”. Each relational expression compares an 
attribute or derived attribute of an object to that of another (or to a constant) via 
the usual operators:, “<”, “>”, “=y’, etc. Relational expressions may be negated 
using “.not.”, and may consist simply of an attribute or derived attribute name, 
so long as its domain is boolean. 
The boolean expression becoming true while the object is in the source state is 
treated as an event in the usual sense. Note well, however, the following 
subtlety. 
Upon entry into a state which contains one or more evaZuuted transitions, each 
of the boolean expressions must be evaluated (in any order), and the associated 
transition taken immediately if the guard evaluates to true; none of the enabled 
processes associated with the state shall begin until after all of these boolean 
expressions have been evaluated as false. This stipulation is extremely 
important, especially in light of the infinite speed with which an essential 
(technology independent) process is said to execute. 
It is possible to create non-deterministic state models using evaluated 
transitions; however, it is also possible to create non-deterministic state models 
using standad OOA state models in which states contain multiple processes that 
evaluate criteria and signal events (refer to the paragraph below). It is up to the 
analyst, as usual, to ensure the correctness of the state model, which may or 
may not mean ensuring that the model is deterministic. 
A step in the construction of the standard version of an STD is to relegate the 
evaluation of a boolean expression in an event block to a specially-created 
process which signals one of two specially-created events (one event for 
“[boolean expression] true,” another for “[boolean expression] false.” A 
specially-created “temporary evaluation” state for each original state containing 
one or more evuluated transitions would enable all the original state’s specially- 
created processes, and would contain two transitions: one going into the 
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original state (for the “false” event), and one going into the next state of the 
original evaluated transition. (The response on the former being null; the 
response on the latter being the response of the original.) All transitions going 
into the original state would be redirected to the specially-created state. 
When one of the events occurs, or when one of the boolean expressions 
evaluates to true, it is said that an event in the event block has occurred. 
Conventions for Transition Guards 
A guard consists of a single boolean expression. A transition containing a 
guard is r e f e d  to as a guarded event transition, and cannot be taken unless the 
guard evaluates to true at the time an event in the event block occurs. If the 
guard evaluates to false, then the transition is not taken: the event in the event 
block is ignored. It is pennissable for a guard to appear on a transition which 
has no event block. However, in this case, the guard is treated as an event 
block consisting of single boolean expression. See Conventions for 
Transition Event Blocks for more on boolean expressions. 
As with evaluated transitions, the evaluation of the boolean eqwession can be 
relegated to a specially-created process which signals one of two specially- 
created events. Any guarded event transition would be modified by removing 
its original response and changing its next state destination to a specially-created 
“temporary evaluation” state which would enable the specially-created process, 
and would contain two transitions: one going back into the source state of the 
original guarded event transition, with null response (for the “false” event), and 
one going ahead into the original next state of the original guarded event 
transition, with response equal to that of the original. 
5.6.5 Conventions for Process Model Diagrams 
Part of the specification of a process may be to generate particular events when 
certain conditions are met. In this case, the process is shown to produce the 
event by means of a dotted arrow notation. Other than this, no special 
conventions were adopted for Process Model diagrams. 
5.6.6 Conventions for Relationships 
Several conventions were followed regarding the representation of relationships 
in the analysis. These include some which relate to the building of a name for a 
relationship, its definition, and its appearance on diagrams. 
Throughout the discussion of these conventions, please refer to Figure 5.3, 
which shows an annotated example &om the OCRD. 
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Every relationship has an id, two names, two statements of multiplicity, and a 
definition. A relati mwork. Each 
name is formed by g a relationship id c name of the 
relationship itself. Each name (as well as each statement of multiplicity) is 
defined from the viewpoint of one of the object classes, so that one can refer to 
the subject and object of the name (or statement of multiplicity), in the 
grammatical sense of these words. 
id is a simple identifier u 
Each basic name signi iation between members 
of the two object class c member of the subject 
object class. Each sa number of objects from 
the object object class that may be associated with a single object from the 
subject object class. The relationship’s definition documents the precise details 
of a relationship, expanding on the meanings signified by the relationship as it 
appears on the Object Class Relationship Diagram (OCRD). 
Conventions for Relationship Names 
Refer also to 5.6.1, General Conventions for All Names. 
Some examples of relationship names are: 
“RO 1 A-may-be-on” 
“RO1 B-consists-of’ 
“R04A-centers-on” 
“R04B-may-be-the-center-of’ 
The official relationship name consists of two parts: the relationship name id 
and the basic name. These a~ separated by a single dash. 
The relationship name id is always present; it uniquely identifies one of the two 
m e s  for the relationship. It is always formed by appending ‘A’ or ‘By to the 
relationship id. Each relationship is assigned a unique id of the form ‘Rnn’ 
(e.g., R01, R02, R23, R46), referred to as the relationship id. This id is the 
only way teamwork will refer to the relationship. Keep this in mind when 
reading teamwork-generated reports and listings. Teamwork uses this id (and 
only this id) to alphabetize. 
The basic name of the relationship is always a verb or verb phrase. It signifies 
the meaning of an association between members of the two object classes from 
the viewpoint of a generic member of the subject object class. The precise 
meaning attached to the association is documented in the relationship definition 
(see Conventions for Relationship Definitions). Which object class is 
the subject of the verb phrase, and which is the object, is obvious from the 
physical placement of the relationship name on the OCRD, but cannot be 
discerned from the name alone (see The Appearance of Relationships on 
the OCRD). These verb phrases might use the word “may” to underscore the 
conditionality of the relationship, though not always. 
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Conventions for Statements of Multiplicity 
Some examples of statements of multiplicity are: 
The statement of multiplicity follows a straight-forward, teamwork-imposed 
syntax. It documents half of what is conventionally called the ‘multiplicity of 
the relationship’: the minimum and maximum number of objects in a class (the 
object object class) which might be associated, at any one time, with an object 
of the subject object class, defined from the viewpoint of a generic member of 
the subject object class. The other half of the ‘multiplicity of the relationship’ is 
documented in the other statement of multiplicity, in which the two object 
classes have reversed grammatical roles. For an example, refer to Rendering 
an English Definition From OGRD Relationships. 
Conventions for Relationship Definitions 
A textual plain-English relationship definition need not be given unless the 
definition will illuminate subtle aspects of reality or policy not obvious from the 
relationship as documented on the Object Class Relationship Diagram (OCRD). 
The Appearance of Relationships on the OCRD 
As shown in Figure 5.3, most aspects of a relationship are documented on the 
OCRD; only the definition is absent. (The definition serves to clarify the terse, 
somewhat artificial statements appearing on the OCRD.) 
Recall that a relationship name is either a verb or a verb phrase. As shown in 
the figure, each name appears next to the object class which is the object of the 
verb phrase (in the grammatical sense), as is customary when using two names. 
For example, the relationship name which is derived from the viewpoint of a 
“WPT-Waypoint” is placed next to the object class rectangle for “FP-- 
Flight-Plan”; the former object class is the subject object class, the latter the 
object object class. 
The Statement of multiplicity which appears next to each relationship name 
follows a self-evident, teamwork-imposed syntax. The statement of 
multiplicity appears adjacent to the object object class, and is defined from the 
viewpoint of a generic member of the subject object class. 
As shown, the relationship name and statement of multiplicity appear together, 
generally on a single line. The Elationship name is enclosed in a comment 
block; teamwork does not perform any checking of this name. However, 
teamwork does inspect and expect statements of multiplicity. 
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The relationship id appears inside the relationship diamond. This id is the only 
way teamwork will refer to the relationship. Keep this in mind when reading 
teamwork-generated reports and listings. Teamwork uses this id (and only 
this id) to alphabetize. 
Rendering an English Definition From OGRD Relationships 
It generally helps the rr=ader of an OCRD gain an understanding of the meaning 
of a relationship by reading all parts together in two sentences, as follows. 
1. Read the name of one of the object classes; an object class is 
always named in the singular. 
Read the relationship name (verb phrase) which is next to the 
other object class. 
Read the statement of multiplicity which follows the name, 
translating it into English. 
Read the name of the other object class, treating it as the object 
of the verb (in the grammatical sense), switching to the plural 
form for one-to-many and many-to-many relationships. 
Repeat this process from the other direction (starting with the 
other object class). 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The relationship depicted in Figure 5.3 may thus be read as follows: 
“A Flight Plan consists of 3 or more Wawoints.” 
“A WavDoint mav be on zero or more Flight Plans.” 
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6.0 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 
This section contains the actual requirements specification for the TSRV flight 
control system (see Section 4 for a system description). Although strictly 
speaking it is self-contained, any specification is best understood in the proper 
context. A key to a good understanding of the specification is an understanding 
of the typographical conventions used in it. Refer to 5.6. Qf course, it is also 
imperative to understand the concepts of Object Oriented Analysis (OOA). 
Refer to 5.2 and 5.3 
The scope of the requirements definition contained herein is limited to the Flight 
ManagemenVFlight Control computer functionality. (Future analysis would 
surely expand this “system boundary” in order to fully specify the TSRV flight 
control system. Section 7 contains recommendations along these lines.) Within 
the scope of the system analyzed, some requirements were identified but not 
thoroughly analyzed. In this analysis, such requirements were captured by 
identifying special placeholder object classes. 
Such an object class is termed a “pseudo external object class”: treated as 
external until such time as this aspect of the system can be analyzed further. 
For the interim, this object class provides a source and sink for closely related 
events and data: those known to be required by objects already defined in the 
analysis. Further analysis may reveal that this single placeholder must become 
several object classes. Also, several of these pseudo external object classes 
might be split andjoined. 
The requirements specification is divided into four sub-sections. 6.1 specifies 
the object classes alphabetically by defining the class level models for each 
object class. 6.2 contains definitions for “Common Domains,” which are 
referred to within object class specifications when defining the domain of valid 
values of particular data (see 5.6). 6.3 contains system level models: an Object 
Class Relationship Model and an Object Class Communication Model. Finally, 
6.4 consists of an Index of Identifiers, which will aid in determining where an 
identifier is &fined or referenced. 
NOTE: it may be useful to consult the system level models to formulate a 
reading order of the class level specifications given alphabetically in 6.1. 
6.1 CLASS LEVEL MODELS 
This sub-section contains the complete specification of each object class, in 
alphabetical &r. The requirements contained in the class level models are laid 
out in a format geared for maximum readability, although 5.3 and 5.6 may be 
useful in understanding the various products of OOA and the conventions used 
for the various pieces of a specification, respectively. The layout of these 
specifications and the explicit co-spondence between the layout and the class 
level products of OOA are descxibed below. 
Each object class is defined within its own paragraph, 6.1.11 (where ‘n’ is a 
number): its Data Model, Behavior Model, and Rocess Mo&l are documented. 
The title to paragraph 6.1.n consists of the official mme of the object class. 
Immediately following this title is the object class description. Following the 
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description, are Summary and Definitions. If the object class has a 
Behavior and/or Process Model, the Behavior Model Diagram and/or Process 
Model Diagram appear after Definitions. 
Summary consists of a summary of the object class: all attributes, derived 
attributes, events and processes are listed here without being defined. Also 
included is the primary identifier of the object class, along with any aliases by 
which the class is known. If the object class has a Behavior or Process Model, 
su zh is indicated. 
Definitions contains all of the textual definitions relevant to the object class. 
It defines the attributes, derived attributes, events and processes (in this order). 
Thus the Data Model is completely contained in Definitions (and is 
summarized in Summary), while just the textual def~tions associated with the 
Behavior Model and Process Model appear. 
The Behavior Model Diagram and Process Model Diagram depict the Behavior 
Model and Process Model, in the forms of a State Transition Diagram (STD) 
and a Data Flow Diagram (DFD), respectively.’ These diagrams document 
essential information; they are not mere summaries of information present 
e1sewheI.e in the specification. 
However, every item referenced on these diagrams is defined textually in 
Definitions of the source object class specification. With respect to the STD, 
signalled events, mggered processes and enabled processes are listed in 
Summary, and defined in Definitions. Consumed events are defined in the 
source object class specification, as are attributes and derived attributes 
appearing in boolean expressions. The meaning of a state is taken to be self- 
evident from (and identical to) the context given in the STD; a textual 
description is not given. With respect to the DFD, signalled events, processes, 
and “outflow” attributes and derived attributes are listed in Summary, and 
defined in Definitions. Consumed (“inflow”) attributes and derived attributes 
a~ defined in the source object class specifcation. 
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6.1.1 AAMC-AFD - AFCS - Mode - Controller 
(anonymous object class. no attributes) The AAMC, when d, controls the 
highest modes of the Automatic Flight Control System ( . It takesinput 
from the AFD as well as from the various subordinate mode-controller objects 
(for automatic mode reversion). 
Primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Summary 
none 
present 
aamc-3-Disengage-Auto-M&~ 
aamc-3-Disengage-Defadt-Mode 
aamc-3-Disengage-VCWS 
aamc-3-Engage-Auto-Modes 
aamc-3-Engage_Default_Mode 
aamc-3-Engage-VCWS 
Definitions 
aamc-3-Disengage-Auto_Modes 
(directed event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the 
AUTOMC. 
aamc-3-Disengage - Default - Mode 
(directed event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the DEFMC. 
aamc-3-Disengage-VCW S 
(directed event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the VCWS. 
aamc-3-Engage - Auto - Modes 
(directed event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the 
AUTOMC. 
aamc-3-Engage - Default - Mode 
(directed event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the DEFMC. 
aamc-3-Engage - VCWS 
(direcred event) 
This event corresponds to a command from the AAMC to the VCWS. 
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Scol 
AAMC \ 
ai 
S. 
-. I-3-AFD-Disabled / 
kmc-3-Disengage-VCWS 
..................... 
afcse-3-AFD-Disabled / 
S. aamc-3-Disengage-Auto-Mode 
afd-3-Velocity-Vector- 
S. aamc-3-Disengagepe 
S. am-3-Engage-VCWS 
...................... 
I 
IEICCITY VECTOR HOLD UODE * 
afd-3-Auto-nodes-Request / ............................ 
afd-3-Default-Mode-Req~ 
afd-3-Auto-Hodes-Desels 
5 .  aamc-3-Disengage-Aut 
S. aamc-3-Engage-Defaul 
....................... 
t .orr 
/ ------ 
Modes 
node 
Figure 6.1 Behavior Model Diagram for AAMC 
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6.1 .2  ACWS--Attitude - Hold - Control - Wheel-Steering-Mode - Controller 
(anonymous object clars) The Attitude-Hold-Control-Wheel-S 
Controller, while engaged, maintains the attitude of the air 
commands to the Effector-Controller, The ACWS allows the --Crew to 
change the attitude-being-maintained by responding to wheeVcolumn inputs (or 
equivalent control inputs) while engaged 
Summary 
Primary IdentifieK 
Alias: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Process: 
Process: 
none 
ACWS Mode Controlkr 
present 
present 
acws- 1-Selected-Bank-Angle 
acw s- 1 -Selected-Pitch-Angle 
acws- 1 -Selected-Yaw-Angle 
acw s-2-A tti tude-Hol d-Engaged 
acws-2-Commanded-Bank-Angle 
acw s-2-Comm anded-Pitc h-Angle 
acws-2-Commanded-Y aw-Angle 
Set-Selected-Attitude-to-Actual 
MaintainAttitude-of-Aircraft 
Definitions 
acws-l-Selected - Bank - Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. 
(attribute) 
I 
acws-l-Selected - Pitch - Angle 
domn-Pi tch-Angle. 
(attribute) 
acws-l-Selected - Yaw - Angle 
(anribute) 
domn-Yaw-Angle. I 
acws-2-At ti tude - Hold-Engaged 
(derived m u t e )  
‘True” while the ACWS is engaged (ie., controlling the aircraft so as to 
main 
acws-2-Commanded - Bank - Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. I 
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acws-2-Commanded - Pitch - Angle 
(derived aMib 
acws-2-Commanded-Yaw-Angle 
n-Yaw-Angle. I 
Set-Selected-A t ti t ude-to-Ac tual 
(process) 
This process makes the selected attitude (pitch, bank, yaw) of the 
aircraft equal to the instantaneous actual attitude. 
Maintain - A tti tude-of-Aircraft 
(process) 
This process commands the Effector-Controller to maintain the selected 
attitude (pitch, bank, yaw) of the aircraft, while at the same time 
allowing the Aft Flight Deck Crew to modify this selected attitude via 
control inputs. 
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57-91 
A W S  
Affltude-Hold- 
Controi-Wheel-Steering_ 
Mode-Controller 
BEHAVIOR MODEL 
defmc-3-Engage-ACWS / 
T. Set-Selected-Att itude-t 
.......................... 
ENGAGED * 
E. Maintain-Attitude-of-Aircraft 
...................................... * 
i 
.------- 
Actual 
I 
Figure 6.2 Behavior Model Diagram for ACWS 
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Figure 6.3 Process Model Diagram for ACWS 
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6 .1 .3  AFCSE- AFCS-Enabler 
(anonymous object class, no attributes) The AFCSE enables and disables the 
Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS), taking input only from the Forward 
Flight Deck Crew. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Behavior Model: present 
Event: afcse-3-AFD-Disabled 
Event: afcse-3-FFD-Disabled 
Event: afcse-3-FFD-Enabled 
Event: afc~e-3-AFD-E~bIed 
Definitions 
afcse-3-AFD Disabled 
(br&mt event7 
This event is signaled at the moment the rl JCSE disables the, 
afcse-3-AFD Enabled 
(boad~arl event7 
m. 
This event is signaled at the moment the AFCSE enables the AFD. 
afcse-3-FFD Disabled 
(broadcat eveni7 
This event is signaled at the moment the AFCSE disables the FFD. 
afcse-3-FFD Enabled 
(broadcmt eventi 
This event is signaled at the moment the AFCSE enables the FFD. 
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------------ 
ffd-2-FFD-De ------------ 
5 .  afcse-3-E 
I- 
I2 
--------- 
and. 
ated --------- 
Figure 6.4 Behavior Model Diagram for AFCSE 
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6.1.4 AFD--Aft-Flight-Deck-Crew 
(external, anonymous object class. no attributes) The Aft-Flight-Deck-Crew consists 
of the research pilots who fly the aircaft in the aft flight deck. 
primary Identifier: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Summary 
none 
afd-2-Autothrottle-Engaged 
afd-2-Column-Posi tion 
afd-2-Designated-Bfault-Mode 
afd-2-Rudder-Pedal-Pcsi tion 
afd-2-Wheel-Posi tion 
afd-3-Airspeed_Decrement_Request 
afd-3-Airspeed-Hold-Mode-Request 
afd-3-Airspeed-Increment-Request 
afd-3-AI titude-,mmen t-Reques t 
afd-3-Al titude-Hold-Mode-Deselect 
afd-3-Al titude-Hold_Mode_Request 
afd-3-AI titude-Incxcmen t-Request 
afd-3-Amtude-Hold_Deselec t 
afd-3-Auto-Modes-Deselec t 
afd- 3-Au to-Modes-Reques t 
afd-3-Au tothrottle-Deselec t 
afd-3-Defadt-Mode-Request 
afd-3-nigh t-Path-Angle_Decrement-Reques t 
afd-3-Flight-Path-hgle-Hold_Mode_Deselect 
afd-3-Flight-Path-Angle-Hold-Mode-Reques t 
afd-3-Flight-Path-Angle-Increment-Rques t 
afd-3 -Ground-Track-AngIe-kemen t-Reques t 
afd-3-Ground~Track~Angle~Hold~M0de~Deselec t 
afd-3-Ground-Track-Angle-Hold_Mode-Rques t 
afd-3-Ground-Track~Angle~Incrernent-Rques t 
afd-3-Hori~ntal-Guidance_Deselect 
afd-3-Horizontal-Guidance-Request 
afd-3-Time-Guidanm-Deselect 
afd-3 -Time-Guidance-Reques t 
afd-3-Velocity-Ve~tor_Hold-k~elm t 
afd-3-Velocity-Vector-Hold-Request 
afd- 3-Vertical-Guidance-Deselm t 
afd-3-Vertical-Guidance-Reques t 
afd-3-Airspeed33[0ldM~De~ele~t 
Definitions 
afd-2-Autothrottle-Engaged 
(derived attribute) 
“True” when the AFD has engaged the autothrottle. Note: this derived 
attribute has been placed in the AFD object class until such time as the 
system can be analyzed further. 
I domn-Boolean. I 
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a f d - 2-Column Posit ion 
(deriwd attribute)- 
The c aircraft. 
afd-2-Designa ted-Default-Mode 
(derived attribute) 
The mode to which the AFCS should default when a higher mode 
reverts, or when the AFD selects “Default Mode”; the abbreviations 
stand for “Attitude Hold Control Wheel Steering” and “Manual 
Elec 
Values: ACWS, ManEl; 
a fd - 2-R u d der Peda 1-Posi t i on 
(derived attribute)- 
The control input which indicates the desired Yaw Angle of the aircraf~ 
1 domn-RudderPenal-Position. 
afd-2-Wheel Position 
(derived attributa 
The control input which indicates the desired Bank Angle of the aircraft. 
domn- Wheel-Posi tion. I 
afd-3-Airspeed-Decrement-Request 
(br- event) 
This event corresponds to a request to decrease the maintained or 
preselected airspeed. 
afd-3-Airspeed - Hold-Mode - Deselect 
(brwdcclsl event) 
This event corresponds to a request to release control of the aircraft’s 
airspeed; i.e., a request to disengage the AIRSPDHMC. 
afd-3-Airspeed - Hold - Mode - Request 
(br- m?u) 
This event corresponds to a request to hold the current or preselected 
airspeed; i.e., a request to engage the AIRSPDHMC. 
afd-3-Airspeed - Increment - Request 
(broudcast m??u) 
This event corresponds to a request to increase the maintained or 
preselected airspeed. 
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afd-3-Altitude - Decrement - Request 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to decrease the maintained or 
preselected altitude. 
afd-%Altitude - Hold - Mode - Deselect 
This event corresponds to 
altitude; Le., a request to di 
afd-3-Altitude - Hold - Mode-Request 
(brwdcasr event) 
st to release control of the aircraft’s 
the ALTHMC. 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to hold the current or preselected 
altitude; Le., a request to engage the ALTHMC. 
afd-3-Altitude - Increment - Request 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to increase the maintained or 
preselected altitude. 
afd-3-Attitude - Hold - Deselect 
(broadcast event) 
This event cornsponds to a ques t  to disengage the “Attitude Hold with 
Control Wheel Steering (CWS)” mode; Le., a request to disengage the 
ACWS Mode Controller. 
afd-3-Auto Modes - Deselect 
(broadcast m%) 
This event corresponds to a ques t  to disable the automatic flight modes 
(the “Auto” Modes). 
afd-3-Auto Modes-Request 
(broadcast eve%) 
This event conesponds to a request to enable the automatic flight modes 
(the “Auto” Modes). 
afd-3-Autothrottle - Deselect 
(bodcast went) 
This event corresponds to a request to release automatic control of the 
throttle. 
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afd-3-Default Mode - Request 
(broadcast event)- 
This event corresponds to a request to engage the default mode of 
autopilot control, which might be the ACWS mode or the Manual 
Electric mode. 
afd-3-Fligh t-Path-Angle-Decrement - Request 
(br- event) 
This event corresponds to a request to decrease the maintained or 
preselected flight path angle. 
afd-3-Flight-Path - Angle - Hold - Mode-Deselect 
(broadcast event) 
This event comesponds to a request to disengage the FTAHMC. 
afd-3-Flight-Path - Angle-Hold - Mode - Request 
(bpoadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to hold the current or preselected 
flight path angle. 
afd-3-Fligh t-Pa t h-Angle-Increment-Request 
(broadcast mea) 
This event corresponds to a request to increase the maintained or 
preselected flight path angle. 
afd-3-Ground-Track - Angle - Decrement-Request 
(brwdcan event) 
This event corresponds to a request to decrease the maintained or 
preselected ground track angle. 
afd-3-Ground Track - Angle - Hold - Mode-Deselect 
(bcmicast event)- 
This event corresponds to a request to release control of the aircraft's 
ground track angle; i.e., a request to disengage the GTAHMC. 
afd-3-Ground Track - Angle - Hold-Mode-Request 
(bF- event) - 
This event corresponds to a request to hold the current or preselected 
ground track angle; i.e., a request to engage the GTAHMC. 
afd-3-Ground Track - Angle - Increment - Request 
(brwdcasr event) - 
This event corresponds to a request to increase the maintained or 
preselected ground track angle. 
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afd-3-Horizontal - Guidance - Deselect 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to disengage the “Horizontal Path 
Guidance” mode; Le., a request to disengage the Horizontal Path Guide. 
afd-3-Horizontal - Guidance - Request 
(bpoa&asteveM) 
This event corresponds to a request to engage the “Horizontal Path 
Guidance” mode, i.e., a request to engage the Horizontal Path Guide. 
afd-3-Time Guidance-Deselect 
(br.wdcart e&$ 
This event corresponds to a request to disengage the “Time Path 
Guidance” mode; i.e., a request to disengage the Time Path Guide. 
afd-3-Time Guidance - Request 
(broadcast evG1) 
This event cornsponds to a request to engage the “Time Path Guidance” 
mode; i.e., a request to engage the Time Path Guide. 
afd-3-Velocity-Vector-Hold-Deselect 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to disengage the “Velecity Vector 
Hold with Control Wheel Steering (CWS)” mode; Le., a request to 
disengage the VCWS Mode Controller. 
afd-3-Velocity - Vector - Hold - Request 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a request to engage the “Velocity Vector Hold 
with Control Wheel Steering (CWS)” mode; i.e., a request to engage the 
VCWS Mode Controller. 
afd-3-Vertical - Guidance - Deselect 
( b r e  event) 
This event corresponds to a request to disengage the “Vertical Path 
Guidance” mode; i.e., a request to disengage the Vertical Path Guide. 
afd-3-Vertical-Guidance-Request 
( b e t  mnl) 
This event corresponds to a request to engage the “Vertical Path 
Guidance” mode; i.e., a request to engage the Vertical Path Guide. 
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6.1.5 AIL- Aileron 
(external, anonymous object class, no 
aerodynamic control effectors used to 
res) The Aileron is one of the 
1 the motion of 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: ail-2-Current-Position 
Definitions 
ail-2-Current Position 
(&riwd amibiitey 
This is the current sensed position of the aileron. 
domn- Aileron-Posi tion. 1 
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6.1.6 AIRSPDHMC-Airspeed - Hold - Mode - Controller 
(anonymous object class) The , when engaged, 
commands the Effector-Con a pilot-selected 
airspeed. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
none 
present 
presenr 
airspdhmc- 1 -Selected-Airspeed 
a i r spdhmc-2-Commanded~~  
D i s p l a y - A c t u i i I ~ ~  
Display-Selected-Airspeed 
Set-!$electedAhpeed-to-Actual 
Increment-Selected_Airspeed 
Decrement-Selected-Airspeed 
Display-State 
Capture_and_Hold-Selected_Airspeed 
Definitions 
airspdhmc-1-Selected - Airspeed 
(attribute) 
This is the pilot-indicated airspeed which shall be maintained while the 
Airspeed-Hold_Mode_Controller is engaged. . I domn-Airspeed. I 
airspdhmc-2-Commanded - Airspeed 
(derived atnibute) 
This is the commanded airspeed which shall be attained. 
domn- Airspeed. 1 
Display Actual - Airspeed 
(process)’- 
This process displays the Actual-Airspeed of the aircraft. 
Display Selected - Airspeed 
(process)- 
This process displays the Selected-Airspeed. 
Set Selected-Airspeed - - -  to Actual 
(p rk?SS)  
This process makes the Selected-Airspeed attribute equal to the 
instantaneous Actual-Airspeed. 
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Increment - Selected-Airspeed 
(process) 
This process increases the current Selected-Airspeed by 5 knots. 
Decrement - Selected-Airspeed 
(process) 
This process decreases the current Selected-Airspeed by 5 knots. 
Display State 
(wocess)- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
Capture-and - Hold - Selected - Airspeed 
(process) 
,- This process commands the Surface-Controller to change the Actual 
Airspeed of the aircraft to match the Selected Airspeed. 
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afd-3-1 
tpg-3-1 ------. 
T. Set- 
a f d - 3 - A i r s p c M q u e s t  I 
T. Decrement-Selected-Airspeed 
................................. rfd-3-Airlpeed IncraPlnt-Request I 
2. Increment-Selected-Airspeed 
.................................. 
tpq-3-Engagement .or. 
.not. afd-2-Autothrottle-En 
tpq-3-node-Reversion 
Figure 6.5 Behavior Model Diagram for AIRSPDHMC 
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Figure 6.6 Pmcess Model Diagram for AIRSPDHMC 
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6.1.7 ALTHMC-Altitude - Hold - Mode - Controller 
(anonymous object class) The Altitude-Hold-Mode-Controller, when engaged, 
generates steering commands so as to capam and hold a pilot-selected altitude. 
It issues a vertical acceleration steering command. 
primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Event: 
Event: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Summary 
none 
present 
present 
althmc- l-selected_Alti&cie 
althmc-2-Altitude-DifTe1ence 
althmc-2-Comrnanded-Vertid-Accelemtion 
althmc-3-Disengagemen t-Criteria-Triggered 
althmc-3-Engagement_Criteria_Satisfied 
Display-ActualAltitude 
Display-Selected-Altitude 
Set-Selected-A1 titude-to-Actual 
Incremen t-Selected-A1 titude 
Decremen t-Selected-AI ti tude 
Capture_and_Hold-Selected-Al titude 
Watch-Altitude-Difference 
Display-State 
Definitions 
althmc-1-Selected - Altitude 
(anribUte) 
This is the pilot-indicated altitude which shall be captured and held when 
the Altitude-Hold-Mode-ConController is engaged. 
domn- Altitude-Above-Mean-Sea-Level. 1 
althmc-2-Altitude - Difference 
(&rived attribute) 
This is arithmetic difference between the actual and the select altitudes. 
1 domn-Altitude-Above-Mean3 ea-Level. I 
alt hmc-2-Commanded-Vertical-Acceleration 
(&riwd &ue) 
This is the commanded vertical acceleration of the aimaft which shall be 
attained. 
domn- Acceleration. I 
al t hmc-3-Disengagemen t - Cri teria-Triggered 
(bpwdcart everu) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the Altitude Hold Mode 
Controller must disengage, that is, release control of the aircraft. 
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althmc-3-Engagement - Criteria - Satisfied 
( b r d a s t  event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the Altitude Hold Mode 
Controller can successfully capture the Selected Altitude. 
Display Actual-Altitude 
(p.ocess~ 
This process displays the Actual-Altitude of the aircraft. 
Display Selected - Altitude 
(process)- 
This process displays the Selected-Altitude of the aircraft. 
Set Selected - Altitude-to - Actual 
&xess)  
This process makes the Selected-Altitude attribute equal to the 
instantaneous Actual-Altitude. 
Increment-Selected - AI ti tude 
(process) 
This process increases the current Selected-Altitude by 50 feet. 
Decrement - Selected - A1 t i tude 
(process) 
This process decreases the current Selected-Altitude by 50 feet. 
Cap tu re an d-Hol d-Selec ted-AI t i t ude 
(Process) - 
This process generates a vertical acceleration steering command so as to 
smoothly change the actual altitude of the aircraft to match the pilot- 
selected altitude. 
Watch Altitude-Difference 
(prOCC?3 
This process monitors the difference between the Actual-Altitude of the 
aircraft and the Selected-Altitude. At the moment the difference is small 
compared to the vertical speed of the aircraft, this process signals the 
Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied event, so that the selected altitude may 
be captured. At the moment the difference exceeds the maximum 
expected during altitude hold, the Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 
event is signalled by this process, so that the Capture-and-Hold process 
can be disengaged. 
Display State 
@rocas)- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
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I VALUE SELECTION * 
I . I 
.or. 
I 
------a;---- I T . bncreraent-Select rd-Al t it ude -. f. Uecrement-Selected-N 
Figure 6.7 Behavior Model Diagram for ALTHMC 
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Figure 6.8 Process Model Di3gm.m for ALTHMC 
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6.1 .8  AP-- Airport 
(regdur object class) An Airport is an air traffic control area from which aircraft 
take off and at which aircraft land. That is, the definition here follows the 
ordinary usage. 
Primary Identifier: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Summary 
ap-1-Name 
ap- 1- Automd-TrmlJnfo-Svc-Radio-Fnq 
ap- 1 -Clearance_Radio_Frequency 
ap- 1 -cround-Controlo-F~uency 
ap- 1 -Is-it-Usable 
ap- 1 -Name 
ap- 1 -Reference-Point-Latitude 
ap- 1 -Reference-Point_Longitude 
ap- 1 -Tower-Radio-Frequency 
Definitions 
ap-1-Automd-Trml - Info-Svc-Radio-Freq 
(attribute) 
This item is useful for the human pilot, and is otherwise unused in this 
domn-Radio-Frequenc y . 
ap-1-Clearance - Radio - Frequency 
1 
(umibute) 
This item is useful for the human pilot, and is otherwise unused in this 
analysis. 
I domn-Radio-Frequency. 1 
ap-1-Ground-Control - Radio - Frequency 
(umibute) 
This item is useful for the human pilot, and is otherwise unused in this 
domn-Radio-Rquenc y. I 
ap-1-1s it - Usable 
(uttribul~ 
This indicates whether the aircraft is allowed to land at the Airport under 
normal conditions. This item determines how the airport is displayed to 
the human pilot. 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Operational, Display-Only; 
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ap- 1-Name 
(attribute) 
The o 
ap- 1-Reference-Poin t-La titude 
(amibute) 
This is the latitude of the official “bcation” of the airport as defined by a 
t on the Earth‘s surface. 
domn-Latitude. I 
ap-1-Reference - Point - Longitude 
(amibute) 
This is the longitude of the official “location” of the airport as defined by 
a single point on the Earth’s surface. 
I domn-longitude. I 
ap-1-Tower - Radio - Frequency 
(umibute) 
This item is useful for the human pilot, and is otherwise unused in this 
domn-Radio-Frequenc y. i 
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6.1.9 ATGWAR-ATC - Waypoint - onan - Airway-Route 
(regular object class) A ATC-Waypoint-onan-Airway-Route arises out of the 
association of a particular ATC-Named-Waypint (AT- with a particular 
Published Airway Route (PAR). It captures the information relevant to such an 
association. me same ATGWPT on a different PAR may be assigned diffeEnt 
data values.) 
“ATC-Waypoint-onan-Airway-Route” is a somewhat artificial term created for 
the sake of clarity in this analysis; in general usa term “ATC-Named 
Waypoint” may refer to both ATCWFTs and s (where the meaning is 
clear from context). For that matter, the term “Waypoint” may refer to an 
ATCWFT or even an ATCWAR. 
par-1-Type 
+ par-1-Number. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: atcwar-1 -Route-Name-RlOB 
+ atcwar-1-Wpt-Name-RlOA. 
Attribute: atcwar-1-Route-Name-R1OB 
Attribute: atcwar- 1 - Wpt-Name-R 1 OA 
Definitions 
atcwa r- 1- W pt Name-R 10A 
(refere& atr&ie) 
The id of the ATC Named Waypoint which is on the named Published 
Route by means of this ATCWAR. 
atcwpt- 1-Waypoint-Name-R17. I 
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6.1.10 ATCWPT-ATC - Named-Waypoint 
Type: Subtype Indication; 
Objects: NAVAID, ISN; 
> 
(regular object class) An ATC-Named-Waypoint is a Waypoint which is officially 
recognized, and documented on air navigation charts. Being an 
official entity, an is not modifiable by a pilot. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: atcwpt- 1-Waypoint-Name-R17 
Attribute: atcwpt- 1-Type-R18 
Attribute: atcwpt- 1-Waypoint-Name-R17 
Definitions 
atcwpt- 1-Wa y point - Name-R 17 
(referential atm*bute) 
wpt- 1 -Name. 1 
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6.1.11 AUTOLAND-Automatic - Landing-Controller 
(external, anonymous object class, na attributes) 
external object class": treated as external unti 
system can be analyzed further. For the in 
source and sink for closely related events and data: those associated with 
landing and known to be required by objects already &fined in this analysis. 
Further analysis may reveal that this single placeholder must become several 
object classes. Also, several of these pseudo external object classes might be 
split and joined. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: nune 
Derived Attribute: autoland-2-Glide-Slope-Engaged 
Derived Attribute: autoland-2-localizers-Engaged 
Definitions 
autoland-2-Glide-Slope-Engaged 
(&rived attribute) 
I domn-Boolean. I 
autoland-2-Localizers_Engaged 
(&rived attribute) 
I domn-Boolean. I 
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6.1.12 AUTOMC- Au t o-Modes-Con t roller 
(anonymous object class, no artributes) The AUTOMC enables the engagement of the 
various “automatic flight modes”. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Behavior Model: present 
Derived Attribute: automc-2-Auto~Modes~Engaged 
Definitions 
au tome-2-Auto-Modes-Engaged 
(derived amibure) 
“True” while the AAMC has authorized the engagement of any of the 
automatic flight modes; “false” when that authorization has been 
retracted. 
I domn-Boolean. 1 
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5 6 4  
AUTOMC 
Auh-Modes- 
cwrtrdler 
BEHAVIOR MODEL 
Figm 6.9 Behavior Model Diagram for AUTOMC 
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6.1.13 CR- corn pan y-Rou te 
(regular object class) 
Plan which is used 
the need to “man 
fhquently travelled path is desired. “Company Route” is a generally recognized 
term of the aviation community. Note: it is thought that Company-Routes 
generally begin and end at the edges of airport air traffic control areas. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: CT- 1-Name. 
Attribute: cr- 1 -Name 
Definitions 
cr- 1 -Name 
(utrribwe) 
Type: String; I 
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6.1.14 CWFP--Constrained - Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan 
(regular object class) A Constrained-Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan is a special kind 
of WFP used primarily for SID and STAR waypoints. A WFP of this type 
allows more than the usual, simple specification of an altitude or planned time 
of arrival; rather, altitude and airspeed constraints on a flight leg are recorded. 
Summary 
+ cwfp-l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 
Primary Identifier: cwfp- 1 -Flight-Plan-.Name-R02 
Attribute: cwfp- 1 -Airspeed-Constraint_for-Wpt-Acq 
Attribute: cwfp- 1- Airspeed-Value-for-Wpt-Acq 
Attribute: 
Attribute: cwfp 1-Altitude-Value-at-Wpt 
Attribute: 
Attribute: cwfp-1-Waypoint-Name- 1-R02 
e*- 1 - Alti tude-Cbnstrain t-at-Wp t 
cwfp- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name- 1 -RO2 
Definitions 
cwfp-1-Airspeed - Constraint - -  for Wpt - Acq 
( d u e )  
This constraint must be continually met during the whole of waypoint 
acquisition. It applies to the cwfp-l-Airspeed-Value-for-Wpt-Acq. 
domn-LegConstrain t. 
cwfp-1 -Ai rspeed - Val ue-for-W pt-Acq 
(attribute) 
This defines the airspeed for the aircraft for the whole of waypoint 
acquisition. The attribute cwfp- 1 -Airspeed-Constrain t-for-Wpt-Acq 
defines what the aircraft must do with this value. 
domn- Airspeed. I 
cwfp-1-Altitude - Constraint - -  at Wpt 
(attribute) 
This constraint must be met just by the time the aircraft is actually at the 
waypoint. It applies to the cwfp-l-AltiturleValue-at-Wpt. 
domn-Poin t-constraint . I 
cwfp-1-Altitude - Value - -  at Wpt 
(&Ute) 
This defines the altitude for the aircraft just when actually at the 
waypoint. The attribute cwfp- 1-Altitude-Constraint-at-Wpt defines 
what the air& must do with this value. 
domn- Altitude-Above-Mean-Sea-Level. I 
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cwfp- 1-Fligh t c Plan - Name- 1-R02 
(referential 
cwfp-l-Waypoint-Narne-l-R02 
(referential attribute) 
wfpl-Waypoint-Name-ROlB. 1 
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6.1.15 DA--Direct - Acquisition 
(regdm object c h s )  A Direct-Acquisition is a Waypoint-ona-mght-Plan which 
is acquired (flown to) directly (roughly, in a straight line) from the preceeding 
WFP. 
Summary 
Primary Tdentifiec da- 1 -Flight_Plan-Name-R02 
+ da- l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 
Attribute: da- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name-R02 
Attribute: da-1-Waypoint-Name-R02 
Derived Attribute: da-2-Distance-to-Tangent 
Definitions 
- Name- R02 
wfp-1-Flight-Plan-Name-RO1 A. 1 
da- 1 -Way poin t-Name-RO2 
(referential artribure) 
wfp- 1 -W aypoint-Name-R0 1 B. 1 
d a - 2 -D is t ance-t o-Tan gent 
(derived anribUte) 
Indicates the distance to the tangent point of the standard rate turn arc 
which is used to transition smoothly from the current leg to the next. 
from 0 to o nautical miles; 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
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6.1.16 DEFMC--Default - Mode - Controller 
(unonymous object chss, 110 urtribures) The Default Mode Controller controls the 
engagement and disengagement of the designated “default mode” (which is 
chosen by the AFD). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Behavior Model: present 
Event: de fmc-3-DisengagC-ACWS 
Event: defmc-3-Disengage-MANEL 
Event: dehc-3-Engage-ACWS 
Event: defmc-3-Engage-MANEL 
Event: defrnc-3-Md-Reversion 
Definitions 
defmc-3-Disengage-ACWS 
( b h u s t  event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the ACWS must 
disengage. 
defmc-3-Disengage - MANEL 
(broadcart event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the MANEL must 
disengage. 
defmc-3-Engage-ACWS 
(br&m event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the ACWS should 
engage. 
defmc-3-Engage - MANEL 
(broadcust event) 
This event cornsponds to a determination that the MANEL should 
engage. 
defmc-3-Mode - Reversion 
(br&m event) 
This event cornsponds to the self-disengagement of the DEFMC. The 
event is generated to let other objects in the system react as they will. 
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aunc-3-Disenga 
S. defrac-3-Dis 
afd-3. Attitude-Hold-Deselect / 
S. de'mc-3-DlsengageACWS 
5 .  de:mc-3-I4cde~Reverslon 
I 
Figure 6.10 Behavior Model Diagram for DEFMC 
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6.1.17 DMEAA--DME Arc-Acquisition 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Clockwise, Counter Clockwise; 
, 
(regular object class) A DMEAA is a Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan which is acquired 
(flown to) via an arc (with the aid of DME) from the preceeding WFP. The 
pmeeding WFT is known as the “inbound waypoint” of the dme arc, while this 
WFP is known as the “outbound waypoint”. This is why the method of 
acquiring this WFP is said to be via a dme arc: that is the path in space between 
the two WFPs. 
Primary Identifier: dmeaa- 1-Flight-Plan-Name-R03 
+ dmeaa-1-Waypoint-Name-R03 
Attribute: dmeaa- 1 -DireCtion-of-Tum 
Attribute: dmeaa- 1 -Flight_Plan-Name-R03 
Attribute: dmeaa- 1 -Turn-Center-Wpt-Name-R04 
Attribute: dmeaa- 1-Waypoint-Name-R03 
Definitions 
dmeaa-1-Flight Plan - Name-R03 
(rderential otlributej- 
I fp-1-Name. I 
dmeaa-1-Turn Center - Wpt - Name-R04 
(referential attribuZ) 
This attribute names the center of the circle used for the DME Arc 
acquisition. To be valid, the distance from this Turn Center to the 
current WFP must be equal to the distance from this Turn Center to the 
previous WFP. (That is, the two radii must be qual.) 
1 wpt-1-Name. 1 
dmeaa-1- Wa ypoin t-Name-R03 
(rqferential attribute) 
wpt-Name. I 
6.1.18 EC--Effector-Controller 
(external, anonymous object class, no at 
requests to change certain “point mass” c 
airspeed, bank, pitch, vertical acceleration). 
or more commands to the primary con 
elevator, rudder, stabilizer, engine (via 
Note that in this analysis, where there may typically exist multiple coupled 
surfaces (e.g, upper and lower rudders), the surfaces are taken together as 
(logically) a single effector. 
Note: this object class is a “pseudo external object class”: treated as external 
until such time as this aspect of the system can be analyzed further. For the 
interim, this object class provides a source and sink for closely related events 
and data. Further analysis may reveal that this single placeholder must become 
several object classes. Also, several of these pseudo external object classes 
might be split and joined. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: ec-2-Commanded-Aileron-Position 
Derived Attribute: ec-2-Commanded~Elevator~Position 
Derived Attribute: ec-2-Commanded~Rudder~Position 
Derived Attribute: ec-2-Commanded~Stabilizer~Position 
Derived Attribute: ec-2-Commanded-Throttle-Position 
Definitions 
ec-2-Commanded - Aileron-Position 
domn- Aileron-Position. I 
ec-2-Comman ded - Eleva tor-Position 
(&rived attribute) 
1 domn-Elevator-Position. I 
ec-2-Commanded-Rudder-Posi tion 
domn-Rudder-Position. I 
ec-2-Commanded-Sta bilizer-Position 
domn-S tabilizer-Posi tion. I 
ec-2-Commanded-Th rottle-Position 
domn-Engine-Throttle-Position. 1 
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6.1.19 ELEV--Elevator 
(external, anonymous object class. no attributes) The Elevator is one of the 
aerodynamic control effectors used to control the motion of the aircraft. All 
elevator surfaces are taken together here to be (logically) a single effector. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: mne 
Derived Athibute: elev-2-Current-Position 
Definitions 
elev-2-Current - Position 
(derived atrribute) 
This is the current sensed position of the elevator. 
domn-Elevator-Posi tion. i 
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6.1.20 ENG-Engine 
(exrernal, anonymous object class) The Engine is one of the control effectors used to 
control the motion of the aircraft. All the engines are taken together as a single 
entity. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: eng-2-Current-Engine-Pressure-Ratio 
Derived Attribute: eng-2-Current-Exhaus t-Gas-Temperature 
Derived Attribute: eng-2-Current-Nl-RPM 
Derived Attribute: eng-2-bntwN2-RPM 
Derived Attribute: eng-2-Current_Throttle-Position 
Definitions 
eng-2-Current - Engine - Pressure-Ratio 
(&rived attribute) 
I domn-Engine-Pressure-Ratio. I 
eng-2-Current-Exhaust_Gas_Ternperature 
dom n-Exhaus t-Gas-Temperature. I 
eng-2-Current - Nl-RPM 
(&rived attribute) 
I domn-Engine-RPM. I 
eng-2-Current-NZ-RPM 
domn-Engine-RPM. I 
eng-2-Cur pen t - T h rot t le-Posi t ion 
domn-Engine-Throttle-Position. I 
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6.1.21 FFD--Forward-Flight-Deck-Crew 
(external, anonymous object class, IW attributes) The Forward-Flight-Deck-Crew 
consists of the safety pilots who fly the aircaft in the forward flight deck. 
Summary 
primary Identifier: none 
M v e d  Attribute: ffd-2-AFD-Designated 
Deiived Attribute: ffd-2-Column-Position 
Derived Attribute: ffd-2-FFD-DesignaAd 
Derived Attribute: ffd-2-Rudder-Pedal-Position 
Derived Attribute: ffd-2-Wheel-Position 
Definitions 
ffd-2-AFD Designated 
(derived attribute) 
“True” when the Forward Flight Deck Crew has selected Aft Flight 
Deck control of the aircraft. 
dom n-Boolean . I 
ffd-2-Column-Position 
(deriwd attribute) 
The control input which indicates the desired Pitch Angle of the aircraft. 
domn-Column-Posi tion. I 
f fd-2 -FFD Designated 
(derived atfrib‘icte) 
“True” when the Forward Flight Deck Crew has selected Forward 
Flight Deck control of the aircraft. 
domn-Boolean. 1 
ffd-2-Rudder-Pedal - Position 
(derived attribute) 
The control input which indicates the desired Yaw Angle of the aircraft. 
domn-Rudder-Pedal-Posi tion. I 
ffd-2-Wheel Position 
(derived aaribu;) 
The control input which indicates the desired Bank Angle of the aircraft. 
domn-Wheel-Posi tion. 1 
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6.1.22 FFDCWS-Fwd - Flight - Deck - Control - Wheel-Steering Mode - 
Controller 
(anonymous object class) The Forward-Flight_Deck_Control-Wheel-Steering-- 
Mode-Controller, while engaged, maintains the attitude of the aircraft by 
issuing commands to the Effector-Controller. The FFDCWS allows the FFD-- 
Crew to change the attitude-being-maintained by I;esponding to wheeVcolumn 
inputs (or equivalent control inputs) while engaged. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: 
Alias: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Process: 
Process: 
mne 
ACWS Mode Controller 
present 
present 
ffdcws- 1 -Selected-Bank-Angle 
ffdcws-l-Selected-Pitch-Angle 
ffdcws- 1 -Selected-Yaw-Angle 
ffdcws-2-Commanded-Bank-Angle 
ffdcw s -2-Commanded-Pitch-Angle 
ffdcws-2-Commanded-Yaw_Angle 
ffdcws -2-Forward-Fligh t-Deck-CWS-Eng aged 
Set-Selected_Attitu&-~-Actu~ 
Maintain-Attitude-of-Aircraft 
Definitions 
ffdcws-l-Selected - Bank - Angle 
(amibute) 
dom n -Bank-Angle. I 
f f dcws - 1 -Selected - Pit c h-An gl e 
(attribute) 
domn-Pitch-Angle. I 
ffdcws-1 -Selected-Ya w-Angle 
(attribute) 
domn-Yaw-Angle. I 
ffdcws-2-Commanded - Bank-Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. I 
ff dcws-2-Commanded-Pitch-Angle 
domn-Pitch-Angle. I 
ffdcws-2-Commanded-Yaw_Angle 
domn-Yaw-Angle. I 
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ffdcws-%Forward - Flight - Deck-CWS-Engaged 
(derived d u e )  
‘True” while the FFDCWS is engaged (Le., controlling the aircraft so 
as to maintain an attitude); “false” when disengaged. 
domn-Boolean. 1 
Set-Selected-A tti tude__to-Actual 
(prme4 
This process makes the selected attitude (pitch, bank, yaw) of the 
aircraft equal to the instantaneous actual attitude. 
Maintain - Attitude-of-Aircraft 
(process) 
This process commands the Effector-Controller to maintain the selected 
attitude (pitch, bank, yaw) of the aircraft, while at the same time 
allowing the Aft Flight Deck Crew to modify this selected attitude via 
control inputs. 
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60-81 
FFDCWS 
Fwd-Flig ht-Dock- 
Control-Wheel-Stowing- 
Mode-Controller 
BEHAVIOR YODEL 
afcse-3-FFD-Enabled / 
T. Set-Selected-Attitude-t 
.......................... 
3-FFD-Disabled / .................... 
Figure 6.11- Behavior Model Diagram for FFDCWS 
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Figure 6.12 Process Model Diagram for FFDCWS 
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6.1.23 FP--Flight - Plan 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Active, Provisional; 
(regular object class) A Flight-Plan is a scheduled p through space for an 
aircraft to follow. The scheduled path may be spec in two, three or four 
dimensions. When fewer than four dimensions are specified, the remaining 
dimensions are unconstrained and are determined by the pilot or system “on the 
fly” during flight. Different parts of the path may be specified in different 
numbers of dimensions. The path may contain so-called “discontinuities,” 
which arise due to modifications which delete part of the path. (The 
ontinuity exists until and unless the end and start points are explicitly 
The AFD Crew specifies a Flight-Plan by listing an ordered sequence of 
Waypoints, possibly creating “pilot-defined” Waypoints in the process, but 
generally referencing pre-existing Waypoints. Whole strings of Waypoints may 
be specified in the creation process by referencing SIDs, STARs, Company 
Routes and/or Published Airway Routes (which themselves are ordered 
sequences of Waypoints). A list of Waypoints without additional information 
determines a two-dimensional Flight Plan. Additional constraints may be 
placed on individual Waypoints on the Flight Plan, such as specifying an 
Altitude (to form a 3-D Waypoint) and possibly a Planned Time of Arrival (to 
form a 4-D Waypoint); alternatively, SID/STAR-like constraints may be placed 
on a Waypoint (or such constraints copied from pre-existing SIDs and STARs 
may be modified). 
A “Flight Plan” as commonly thought of in the aviation community begins at a 
Runway at one Airport and ends at another Runway at another Airport. 
However, this is the ideal, complete flight plan. The intermediate stages that 
exist during creation and editing are also FP--Flight-Plans, strictly speaking 
(merely incomplete ones). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: fp-1-Name. 
Process Model: present 
Attribute: fp- I-Name 
Derived Attribute: fp-2-Horimntal~Guidan~~Possible 
Derived Attribute: fp-2-Time-Guidance_Possible 
Derived Attribute: fp-2-Vertical_Guide-Possible 
Process: Modify_Provisional-l%ght-Plm 
Definitions 
fp-1-Name 
(amibue) 
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fp-2- Hori zon t a1 - G ui dance-Possi bl e 
(derived attribute) 
‘True” when 3 or more 4-D Waypoints exist in the Provisional Flight-- 
Plan 
fp-2-Time Guidance-Possible 
(&rived u&ute) 
“True” when 3 or more 4-0 Waypints exist in the Provisional Flight-- 
fp-2-Vertical Guidance - Possible 
(derived attribue~ 
“True” when 3 or more 4-D Waypoints exist in the Provisional Flight-- 
Plan without discontinuities; “False” otherwise. 
I domn-Boolean. 1 
Modify Provisional - Flight - Plan 
@roceSSj- 
This process allows the insertion and deletion of Waypoints in the 
provisional Flight Plan. This process allows the pilot to insert whole 
strings of Waypoints into the provisional flight plan via reference to 
route entry/exit Waypoints. Any route known by the system can be 
used for this purpose: Published Airway Routes, Company Routes, as 
well as SXDs and STARS. 
Deletion of a Waypoint in the middle of a Flight Plan shall create a 
“discontinuity” in the Flight Plan. 
This process allows two Waypoints in the provisional Flight Plan to be 
“joined,” wherein all Waypoints in between the two (if any) are deleted, 
and no discontinuity arises. (This is used to resolve a discontinuity.) 
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Figure 6.13 Process Model Diagram for FP 
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6.1.24 F P A ~ ~ C - = F l i g h t  - Path - Angle - Hold-Mode-Controller 
(anonymous object class) The Flight-Path-Angle-Hold-Mode-Controller, when 
engaged, generates steering commands so as to capture and hold a pilot-selected 
flight path angle. It issues a vertical acceleration steering command to the 
Effector-Controller. 
primary Identifier: none 
Behavior Model: present 
Process Model: present 
Attribute: fpahmc- 1 -SelectedJlight-Path-Angle 
Derived Attribute: fpahmc-2-Commanded~Ve1tical~Accelemtion 
Process: Display-Actual_night,Path,Angle 
Process: oisplay-~l~-~ght-Path-Angle  
Process: Se t-Selected-~ght-P~-Angle-~-Actu~ 
Process: Increment-Selected-Fligh t-Path-Angle 
Process: -men t,S electedJligh t-Path-Angle 
Process: Display-State 
Process: Capture_and_Hold_Selected_Fligh t-Path-Angle 
Summary 
Definitions 
fpahmc-l-selected - Flight - Path-Angle 
(attribue) 
domn-Flight-Pah- Angle. I 
fpahmc-2-Commanded - Vertical - Acceleration 
damn- Acceleration. 1 
Display Actual - Flight - Path-Angle 
wocess)- 
This process displays the Actual-Flight-Path-Angle of the aircraft. 
Displa y-Selected-Flight-Pat h-Angle 
(process) 
This process displays the Selected-fight-Path-Angle. 
Se t-Selected-Fligh t - Pat h-Angle-to-Actual 
(proc& 
This process makes the Selected-Flight-Path-Angle attribute equal to 
the instantaneous Actual-Flight-Path-Angle. 
Increment - Selected - Flight Path - Angle 
(process) 
This process increases the current Selected-l?light-Path-Angle by 0.1 
degrees. 
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Decrement - Selected - Flight - Path - Angle 
(process) 
This process decreases the current Selected-Night-Path-Angle by 0.1 
degrees. 
Display State 
(process)- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light differemt colored lamps.) 
Capture-and-Hold-Selected-Flight-Path-Angle 
(process) 
This process generates a vertical acceleration steering command so as to 
smoothly change the Actual Flight Path Angle of the aircraft to match the 
Selected Flight Path Angle. 
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ected-FPA-to-Actual 
afd-3-FlIght-Path-Ani 
1. Set-Selected-FPA-i 
2. Increment-selectei 
 VALUE SELECTION 
L 
Figure 6.14 Behavior Model Diagram for FPAHMC 
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Figure 6.1 5 Process Model Diagram for FPAHMC 
6.1.25 GTAHMC-Ground - Track-Angle-Hold-Mode_Controller 
(anonymous object class) The Croun e-Hold-Mode-Con troller, 
when engaged, generates steering c to capme and hold a pilot- 
selected ground track angle. It issues a bank angle steering command to the 
Effector-Controller. 
Primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Summary 
none 
present 
present 
gtahmc- 1 -Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 
gtahmc-2-Commanded-Bmk-Angle 
Display_ActualGround_Track_Angle 
Displa y-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 
Set-SelectedGroundT~kAngle-to_Actual 
Increment-Selected-Ground-Track_Angle 
Decrement-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 
Capture-and-Hold-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 
Display-State 
Definitions 
gtahmc-1-Selected - Ground-Track-Angle 
(amibure) 
domn-Ground-Track-Angle. 1 
gtahmc-2-Commanded - Bank - Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. 1 
Display Actual - Ground - Track-Angle 
bocessj- 
This process displays the Actual-Ground-Track-Angle of the aircraft. 
Display Selected - Ground - Track - Angle 
(processj- 
This process displays the Selected-Ground-Track-Angle of the aircraft. 
Set-Selected-Ground-Track - Angle-to-Actual 
(process) 
This process makes the Selected-Ground-Track-Angle attribute equal 
to the instantaneous ActualGround-Track-Angle. 
Increment - Selected - Ground - Track - Angle 
(process) 
This process increases the current Selected-Ground-Track-Angle by 
one degree. 
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Decrement - Selected - Ground - Track-Angle 
(process) 
This process decreases the current Selected-Ground-Track-Angle by 
one degree. 
Cap t u r e-and-Hold-Selec ted-G roun d-T rack-An gl e 
(process) 
This process generates a bank angle steering command so as to 
smoothly change the Actual-Ground-Track-Angle of the aircraft to 
match the Selected-Ground-Track-Angle. 
Display - State 
(process) 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
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~fd-3-Cround-Tr.ck-~qle 
T. Set-Seiected-GTA-to-A 
T. Incrsoent-Selected-Gr 
--------__-------------- 
I VALUE SELECTION 
Figure 6.16 Behavior Model Diagram for GTAHMC 
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Figure 6.17 Process Model Diagnm for GTAHMC 
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6.1.26 HPG--Horizontal - Path - Guide 
(anonymous object class, )10 attribzues) The HPG, while engaged, generates steering 
commands that direct the ahraft to, and maintain it on, the horizontal projection 
of the Flight-Plan. The HPG assumes the aircraft is near the leg between the 
first two waypoints of the flight plan. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
none 
present 
present 
hpg-2-Commanded-Bank-Angle 
hpg-2-Engaged 
hpg-3-Disengagemen t-CXteria-Triggered 
hpg-3-Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied 
hpg-3-Male-Reversion 
hpg-3-Path-Convergence 
hpg-3-Path-Divergence 
hpg-3-Waypoint-Acquired 
Display-State 
Evduate-Engagement_Griteria 
Evaluate_Disengagement-~te~ 
Watc h-for-Path-Divergence 
Watc h-for-Path-Convergence 
Fl y-Horiz-Chmp-of-Ac tive-Flight-Plan 
Definitions 
hpg-2-Commanded - Bank-Angle 
(deriwd attribute) 
This is the commanded bank angle which shall be attained. 
dom n-B &-Angle. I 
hpg-2-Engaged 
(deriwd attribute) 
“True” when the HPG is engaged, false otherwise. 
domn-Boolean. I 
hpg-3-Disengagement-Criteria - Triggered 
(broadeast event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the HPG must disengage, 
that is, release control of the aircraft. 
hpg-3-Enga gemen t - Criteria - Satisfied 
(broadccrst event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the HPG can successfully 
capture the horizontal component of the flight plan. 
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hpg-3-Mode Reversion 
(tmadmst eventi 
This event corresponds to the self-disengagement of the HPG. The 
event is generated to let others in the system react as they will. 
hpg-3-Path Convergence 
(tKoadcastcwcs-) 
This event cornsponds to a determination that the aircraft is physically 
moving toward the capture envelope of the current Right Plan leg. 
hpg-3-Pat h Divergence 
(bp.oadCastms-) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the aircraft is physically 
moving away from the capture envelope of the c m n t  Flight Plan leg. 
hpg-3-Waypoint - Acquired 
(hadcaa event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the “current leg” of the 
active flight plan is complete. This means that the first waypoint in the 
active flight plan should be deleted, and the aircraft should transition to 
the next leg. 
Display State 
(processj- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
Evaluate - Engagement - Criteria 
(process) 
This process determines whether the HPG can successfully capture the 
harimntal component of the flight plan. 
Evalua te-Disengagemen t - Criteria 
(process) 
This process determines whether the HPG must disengage, that is, 
release control of the aircraft. 
Watch for - Path - Divergence 
This process determines whether the aircraft is progressing towards the 
h t  path of the active flight plan, raising a signal if not. 
Watch for - Path - Convergence 
Wocesij 
This process determines whether the aircraft is progressing towards the 
first path of the active flight plan, raising a signal if so. 
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Fly Horiz - Gomp - -  of Active - Flight - Plan 
*;cess) 
This process steers the aircraft to, and maintains it on, the horizontal 
projection of the active flight plan. 
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hpg-3-Engaq~ent_Crltcria_5atiafi d ' I  
gagement_Crlterla_Satlaf led 
afd-3-Horizontal-Guidance-Deselect .or. 
afd-3-Ground Track Angle Hold Mode Requt 
.not. fp-2-H~rlzon~al~Gu~danc~~Pos~lble 
.not. automc-2-Engaged .or. 
loch1nc-2-Enqaqed / 
S. hpq-3-Mode-Reveralon 
_________--__--------------------------. 
.L 
ENGAGED * 
.or. 
I. 
 
Figure 6.18 Behavior Model Diagram for HPG 
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Figure 6.19 Process Model Diagram for IipG 
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6.1.27 ILSGS --ILS - G round-Sys tern 
(regular object class) A red-world 3LS Ground System is the collection of ground- 
based signal-generating equipment which f m s  the ground component of an 
ILS (Instrument Landing System). The ILSGS object class represents the 
knowledge within the system that real ILS Ground Systems exist in the real 
world; members of the ILSGS object class represent the knowledge within the 
system of particular real-world ILS Ground Systems. In other words, this is 
NOT an external objezt class: the system does NOT communicate (directly) with 
physical, real-world ground-based equipment. (Rather, the system talks to 
members of the external object class ILSOBS--ILS-OnJ3oard-System, whose 
radio communication with the real-world ground systems is not documented 
explicitly.) 
A detailed description of an ILS is not given here. 
Primary Identifier: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Summary 
ilsgs-l-Airport-Name-R15 
+ ilsgs- 1 -Runway-Name-R 15 
ilsgs- l-Airport_Name-R15 
ilsgs- 1 -Broadcast-Frequency 
ilsgs- 1 -Glide-Slope-Angle 
ilsgs- l-Runway-Name-R 15 
ilsgs- 1 - S h ac k-Posi tion 
Definitions 
ilsgs-l-A i rpor t-Name-R1S 
(referential attribute) 
This is the name of the airport at which this ILS ground system is 
located. 
I rw-Airport-Name-R 13. i 
ilsgs- 1 -B roadcas t-Frequency 
(attribute) 
This is the radio frequency used for transmission by the ILS-Ground-- 
domn- Radio-Frequenc y. I 
ilsgs-1-Glide - Slope-Angle 
( d u e )  
This is the designated appropriate approach angle for aircraft landing on 
ilsgs-1-Runway Name-R15 
(refereentior attribute)- 
This is the name of the Runway at the named airport which this ILS-- 
Grou 
ilsgs-1-Shack-Position 
(attribute) 
This is the location above the surface of the Earth of the broadcast 
antenna. 
domn-Three-D-Position. I 
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6.1 .28  ILSOBS--1LS-On - Board-System 
(external, anonymous object class, IU) attributes) The ILS-On-Board-S ystem is an 
external, anonymous object class which can determine the deviation of the 
aircraft from the path defined via radio communication by a nearby ILS Ground 
System. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: mne 
Derived Attribute: ilsobs-2-Lateral-Deviation 
Derived Attribute: ilsobs-2-Signal-Strength 
Derived Attribute: ilsobs-2-Vertical-Deviation 
Definitions 
ilsobs-2-Lateral - Deviation 
(&rivedamibute) 
ilsobs-2-Signal - Strength 
(derived attribute) 
A measure of the reliability of the signal being received from the 
ilsobs-2-Vertical - Deviation 
(&rived attribute) 
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6.1.29 ISN-Intersection 
(regular object class) An Intersection is an ATC-Named-Waypoint which is not a 
Navigational-Aid, Its *five-letter name is officially given and its location is 
known. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: isn- 1 -Name-R 18 
Attribute: isn-l-Name-R18 
Attribute: isn- 1 -Prefed-Nav-Aid-R 19 
Definitions 
isn-1-Name-R18 
(r&erential attribute) 
atcwpt-Name. 1 
isn-l-Preferred Nav - Aid-R19 
(rgerential uttributer 
I navaid-Name. I 
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6.1.30 MANEL-Manual - Electric - Mode - Controller 
(anonymous object class, no ottribures) The Manual-Electric-Mode_Controller, 
while engaged, provides mdimentaxy transformation of the AFD control inputs; 
the aimaft is essentially being flown manually. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Behavior Model: present 
Process Model: present 
Derived Attribute: manel-2-Commanded-Bank-Angle 
Derived Attribute: manel-2-Cammanded-Pitch_Angle 
Derived Attribute: manel-2-Commanded-Yaw-Angle 
Process: Enhance-Pilot-Contro1_1nputs 
Definitions 
manel-2-Commanded - Bank-Angle 
(derived amibute) 
1 domn-Bank-Angle. I 
manel-2-Commanded-Pitch-Angie 
domn-Pitch-Angle. I 
manel-2-Commanded - Yaw - Angle 
(&rived amibute) 
domn-Yaw-Angle. I 
Enhance - Pilot - Control - Inputs 
(process) 
This process provides rudimentary transformation of the AFD control 
inputs. The aircraft is essentially being flown manually. 
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52-81 
MANEL 
Manual-Electric 
Mode-Controller 
BEHAVIOR MODEL 
I 
I 
Figure 6.20 Behavior Model Diagm for MANEL 
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Figure 6.21 Process Model Diagram for MANEL 
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6.1.31 MLSGS-MLS - Ground - System 
(regular object class) A real-world MLS Ground System is the collection of 
ground-based signal-generating equipment which forms the ground component 
of an MLS (Microwave Landing System). The MLSGS object class represents 
the knowledge within the system that real NLS Ground Systems exist in the 
real world. See also ILSGS--ILS-Ground-System. 
primary Identifier: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Summary 
mlsgs- 1 -Airport-Name-R2 1 
+ mlsgs- l-Runway-Name-R21 
mlsgs- 1 -Airport-Name-R21 
mlsgs- 1 -Azimuth-Broadcas t-Location 
mlsgs- 1-DME-Lmation 
mlsgs- l-Flare_Broadcast-Lwation 
mlsgs- 1 -Glide-Path-Broadcast-Location 
mlsgs- 1 -Runway-Name-R21 
Definitions 
mlsgs-1-Airport Name-R21 
(referential attribute)- 
This is the name of the airport at which this MLSGS is located. 
rw- Airport-Name-R 13. 
mlsgs-1-Azimuth-Broadcast - Location 
(compound attribute) 
This is the location of the antenna which broadcasts azimuth 
information, specified relative to the rw-Threshold of the named 
mlsgs- 1-DME Location 
(conlpo~nd atrr&e) 
This is the location of the antenna which broadcasts distance 
information, specified relative to the Azimuth-Broadcast-Location. 
domn-X_Offset_From_Azimuth-Bro~as t-- 
+ domn-Y-Offset-From_Azimuth_Broadcast-- 
+ domn-Z-Offset-Frorn_Azimuth-Broadcast-- 
Location 
Location 
Location. 
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mlsgs-1-Flare Broadcast - Location 
(compowtd attriGe) 
This is the location of the antenna which broadcasts flare information, 
+ domn-Y-Offset-From-Azimuth-Broadcast-- 
+ domn-Z-Offset-Fbm-Azimuth-Broadcast-- 
domn-X-Offset-From-Azimuth-Broadcas t-- 
+ domn-Y-Offset-From-Azimuth-Broadcast-- 
+ domn-Z_Offset-From-Azimuth_Broadcast-- 
Location 
Location 
Location. 
rnlsgs-1-Runway - Name-R21 
(refeemaul atm'bure) 
This is the name of the runway which this MLSGS services. 
rw-Name. I 
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6.1.32 MLSOBS--MLS-On-Board-System 
(external, anonymow object class, no attributes) The MIS-Aircraft-S y stem is an 
external, anonymous object class which can determine the deviation of the 
aircraft Erom the path defined via radio communication by a nearby MLS 
Ground System. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: mlsobs-2-La 
Derived Attribute: mlsobs-2-Signal-Strength 
Derived Attribute: mlsobs-2-Ve~cal-Dewiation 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: o; 
Accuracy: o; 
Definitions 
mlsobs-2-Lateral - Deviation 
(derived attribute) 
mlsobs-2-Signal - Strength 
(derived atiribute) 
mlsobs-2-Vertical Deviation 
(derived attribute) 
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6.1.33 N AV AID--Na viga t ional- Aid 
Type: String; 
Range: exactly 3 upper case letters; 
(regular object class) A real-world Navigational Aid (aka Nav Aid) is a radio 
broadcast device located on the surface of ed to enable an 
aircraft to determine its latitude and longiru 
the service range of the Nav-Aid). The NA 
knowledge within the system that real Naviga 
members of the NAVAID object class represent lcnowledge within the system of 
particular real-world n an external object 
class: the system does ysical, real-world, 
on-the-ground nav aids. only directly with 
aircraft on-board receivers and other sensors.) 
Every NAVAID is an example of an ATGWPT, that is, the NAVAID object 
class is subtype of the ATCWPT object class. 
The navaid-Name is the official name designated by the FAA. Nav-Aids are 
called out on air navigation charts. "Navigational Aid" is a generally recognized 
term of the aviation community. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: navaid-1-Name 
Alias: Nav-Aid, nav aid, navaid; 
Attribute: navaid- 1-Elevation 
Attribute: navaid- 1 -Frequency 
Attribute: navaid- 1-Name 
Attribute: navaid- 1 -Service-Range 
Attribute: navaid- 1 -Type 
Definitions 
navai d- 1-Eleva tion 
(atfribute) 
This is the height of the nav aid's broadcast antenna. 
I domn-Altitude-Above-MeaxSea-Level. I 
navaid-1-Frequency 
(attribute) 
navaid-1-Name 
(attribute) 
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navaid-1-Service - Range 
(attribute) 
This indicates the general shape of the airspace above the nav aid for 
which the nav aid is certified to provide reliable broadcast signals; 
additional restrictions on this volume, due to mountains and so on, are 
not 
navaid-1-Type 
(amibute) 
This i 
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PAR-Pu blished Ai rwa y-Rou te 6.1.34 - 
Type: Integer; 
Range: from 1; 
(regular object clms) A Published-Airway-Route is an officially recognized 
sequence of ATCWPTs which form a two-dimensional, bi-directional path 
across the surface of the earth. The par- 1-Number is the official designation of 
the FAA. Given just any sequence of ATCWPTs ese may or may not form 
an official PAR Published-Airway-Routes are called out on air navigation 
charts. 
At the time of this writing, Published-Airway-Routes are divided into two 
categories (types): “low altitude routes” and “high altitude routes”, also known 
as “Victor Airways” and “Jet Airways” (respectively). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: par- 1-Type 
+ par-1-Number. 
Attribute: par- 1-Number 
Attribute: par-1-Type 
Definitions 
par- 1-T ype 
(attribute) 
This is the class of the route. 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Victor, Jet; 
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6.1.35 PC W PT- -Pilo t - or-Com pan y-Defined-Wa y poin t 
(regular object class) A I” is an unofficial 
as a standad reference for all pilots within 
for use during a particular flight. 
t, defied by a company 
y, or defined by a pilot 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: pcwpt- 1 -Name-R17 
Attribute: pcwpt- 1-Name-R17 
Attribute: pcwpt- 1 -Prefed-Nav-Aid-R05 
Attribute: pcwpt- 1-Primary-Use-Description 
Definitions 
pcwpt-1-Name-R17 
(referenfial attribute) 
wpt- 1 -Name. 1 
pcwpt-1-Preferred - Nav-Aid-ROS 
(referential atm*bute) 
I navaid- 1-Name. I 
pcwpt-1-Primary-Use - Description 
(attribute) 
A short English description of the primary purpose for which this 
waypoint was created (e.g., “DIVE arc center”). 
Type: String; I 
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6.1.36 RAD-Restricted - Area 
(regular object class) A Restricted-Area is an air traffic control area requiring 
explicit entry authorization by the controlling ATC facility. In this analysis, a 
Restricted-Area always takes the shape of a polygon, which is defined by its 
vertices (see Restricted-Area-Vertex). “Restricted Area” is an official term; 
however, we use the term colloquially, so that ADIZs, CADIZs, etc., are 
included as members of this class. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: ra-1-Name 
Attribute: ra- 1 -Name 
Attribute: ra-1-Type 
Definitions 
ra-1-Name 
(mibuze) 
The official name of the restricted area. 
Type: String; I 
ra-1-Type 
(attribute) 
Tw: Enumeration; 
Values: Air Defense Intercept Zone, 
Coastal Air Defense Intercept Zone, 
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6.1.37 RAV-Restricted - Area - Vertex 
(regular object class) A Restricted-Area-Vertex is a vertex of a polygon which 
defines a Restricted-Area. It does not necessarily coincide with any other 
geographic reference point. “Restricted Area Vertex” is not a generally used 
term, but is more M less self-explanatory. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier rav-1-Re~txicted-Am~Name-R 16A
Attribute: mv- 1 -Latitude 
Attribute: rav- 1 -Longitude 
Attribute: rav- l-Restricted-h-Name-Rl6A 
Attribute: rav-1 -Vertex-Number 
+ rav-1-Vertex-Number 
Definitions 
rav-1-Lat i tu de 
(attribute) 
The latitude of the vertex. 
domn-latitude. I 
rav-1 -Longitude 
(attribute) 
The longitude of the vertex. 
domn-hngitude. I 
rav- 1 -Restricted A rea-Name-R 16A 
(referenrial attribute)- 
The id of the Restricted Area of which this is a vertex. 
ra-Name. I 
rav-l-Vertex - Number 
( d u e )  
The position of this vertex in the sequential vertex list. The line 
connecting this vertex with its successor defines one edge of the 
polygonal Restricted Area. Numbering the vertices is necessary to 
unambiguously define the polygon. 
Type: Integer 
Range: €?om 1; 
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6.1.38 RUD--Rudder 
(external, anonymous object class, no attributes) The Rudder is one of the 
aerodynamic control effectors used to control the motion of the aircraft. 
Summary 
primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: rud-2-Current-Position 
Definitions 
rud-2-Current-Position 
(derived anribute) 
The c m n t  sensed position of the rudder. 
I domn-Rudder-Position. I 
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6.1.39 RW--Runway 
(regular object class) A Runway is a strip of pavement on which an aircraft lands in a 
particular direction. A given strip of pavement (airstrip) plays the role, at different 
times, of two distinct Runways (e.g., 1OL and 28R). Thus the term “Runway” refers to 
one of the roles played by an airstrip rather than to the physical airstrip itself. 
Primary Identifier: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Summary 
rw-1-Name 
+ rw-l-Airpor-Name-Rl3 
NV- 1-Airport-Name-Rl3 
rw- 1-Magnetic-Heading 
rw- 1-Missed-Appr-Point 
rw- 1 -Name 
rw- 1-Usable-Length 
f ~ -  1 -Threshold 
Definitions 
rw-1 -Airport Name-R 13 
(rej?rentia2 an&ie) 
The name of the Airport at which this Runway is located. 
ap-Name. 1 
rw- 1 -Magnetic - Heading 
(mibute) 
rw-1-Missed - Appr - Point 
(auribute) 
The location on the surface of the earth over which the pilot must make 
his go-around decision. 
I domn-Two-D-Position. I 
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rw-1-Name 
(attribute) 
This is the official name of the Runway, which is determined by (1) its 
Magnetic-Heading, and (2) its position at the Airport relative to a 
runway parallel to it (if one exists). In the format “nh”, ‘n’ is a sting of 
1 to 2 digits equal to the magnetic heading rounded to the nearest 10 
degrees; ‘h’ is either “L” OT “ R  (for left-hand runway and right-hand 
runway, respectively). If there is no parallel runway, then the ‘h’ is 
dropped. 
Type: String; 
Range: 
Format: nh; 
from 1 to 3 characters; 
rw-1-Threshold 
(attribute) 
The location of the beginning of the usable part of the Runw 
I domn-Two-D-Position. 
rw- 1-Usa ble-Length 
(mibuie) 
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6,1.40 SDF-Sensor - Data - Fitterer 
(external, anonymolcr object class. no attributes) sor-Data-Filterer reads the 
raw data provided by the external object cl -Sensor-Suite, tran 
filtering and validating this data. Some of the data provided by the 
Sensor-Suite may be simply “passed through”. The mapping from sensed data 
to SDF data is non-trivial. 
Note: this object class is a ‘‘pseudo external object class”: treated as external 
until such time as this aspect of the system can be anal further. For the 
interim, this object class provides a source and sink for ly related events 
and data. Further analysis may reveal that this single placeholder must become 
several object classes. Also, several of these pseudo external object classes 
might be split and joined. The array of inputs from the sensor suite is not 
known at the time of this writing. 
Primary Identifier: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
I1c 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
sd 
Summary 
me 
f-2-Al titu&-Above-Ground_Level 
f-2-AI titude-Above-Mean-Seaea_level 
f-2-Angle-of-Attack 
f-2-Bank-Angle 
f-2-Bank-Angle-Rate-of-Change 
f-2-Flight-Path-Angle 
f-2-Ground-Track-Angle 
f-2-latitude 
f-2-Longitude 
f-2-Pitch-Angle 
f-2-Pitch-Angle-Rate-of-Change 
f-2-Sideslip-An gle 
f-2-True-hpeed 
f-2-Wind-Velocity 
f-2-X-Accelera tion 
f-2-Y -Acceleration 
If-2-Yaw-Angle 
f-2-Y aw-Angle-Rate-of-Change 
f-2-2-Acceleration 
Definitions 
sdf-2-Altitude Above - Ground-Level 
(&rived attribute)- 
This is the current altitude of the aircraft. 
I domn-AltitudcAbove-Ground-Level. 1 
sdf-2-Altitude Above - Mean-Sea-Level 
This is the current altitude of the aircraft. 
(&rived attribute)- 
I domn- Altitude-Above-Mean-Sea-Level. I 
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sdf-2-Angle of - Attack 
(derived am&&) 
This i 
sdf-2-Bank-Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. 1 
sdf-2-Bank Angle-Rate-of-Change 
(derived anribze) 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: o; 
from <> to c> degrees per second; 
sdf-2-Flight-Path - Angle 
(derived anribute) 
I dorn n-High t-Parh-Angle. I 
sdf-2-Ground-Track-Angle 
domn-Ground-Track-Angle. I 
sdf-2-Latitude 
(derived attribute) 
This is the current latitude of the aircraft. 
domn-Latitude. I 
sdf-2-Longitude 
(derived attribute) 
This is the current longitude of the aircraft. 
domn-Longitude. 1 
sd f-2-Pi t c h-An gle 
domn-Pitch-hgle. 1 
sd f-2-Pi tc h-Angle - Rat e-of -.  Change 
(derived amiinue) 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: 0; 
from o to c> degrees per second; 
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sdf-2-Sides1 i p Angle 
(derived attribute)- 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: from <> to <>knots; 
Accmy: 0; 
This i 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: o; 
from <> to <> degrees per second; 
sdf-2-X-Accelerat ion 
(derived attribute) 
This is the instantaneous longitudinal acceleration of the aircraft, where 
forward acceleration is positive. 
domn-Acceleration. 1 
sdf-2-Y Acceleration 
(derived -attribute) 
This is the instantaneous lateral acceleration of the aircraft, where 
acceleration towards the right wing is positive. 
domn- Acceleration. 
sdf-2-Z Acceleration 
(&rived-&ute) 
This is the instantaneous "vertical" acceleration of the aircraft, where the 
vertical axis completes the right-hand coordinate system of the aircraft. 
domn- Acceleration. I 
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6.1.41 §EN§--Sensor-Suite 
(exrernuZ, anonymous object class, no attibuzes) The Sensor-Suite is a placeholder, an 
external object class used to provide a s plified source of sensed data until 
such time as this aspect of the system can be analyzed further. The a m y  of data 
provided by the Sensor-Suite (to the SDF) is not known; hence there are no 
definitions given for this object class of any &rived attributes. Rather, this 
object class serves merely to document the existence of some set of raw data, 
which can be used to derive the set of data provided by the SDF. 
Note that external object classes which have already been modeled provide their 
own sensed data. The SENS object class exists as a “catch-all” for sensed data 
which does not have a clear source at the time of this writing. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
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6.1.42 SS--§ID - -  or STAR 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: ILS, MLS, None; 
(regular object class) A member of this object class is either a SID or a STAR 
these two FAA p e d u r e s  were modeled as a single object class because their 
data, behavior and process models are identical. This is due to the fact that the 
system shall give maximum flexibility to the pilot as he or she constructs a 
Flight-Plan. (That is, the system shall not constrain SIDs to be at the 
beginning, etc.) Maximum flexibility manifests itself as very generic behavior 
and processing for SIDs and STARs. 
A Standard_Instrument_Departure_Procedun: is officially referred to as a SID. 
A SDD is a published IF’R ATC departure procedure established by the FAA. 
SIDs exist to reduce communication in the terminal area of an airport by 
providing a predefined transition route from a particular Runway to an 
appropriate en route structure. The ss-1-Name shall be the official, published 
SID name. “Standard Instrument Departure (SID)” is an official term. 
A Standard_Terminal-ARval-~~ed~e is Officially referred to as a STAR. A 
STAR is a published IFR ATC arrival procedure established by the FAA. 
STARs exist to reduce communication in the terminal area of an airport by 
providing a predefined transition route from an en route structure to a particular 
Runway. The ss-1-Name shall be the official, published STAR name. 
“Standard Terminal ARrival (STAR)” is an official term. 
Note that combining SIDs and STARs into a single SS object class did 
introduce a couple “wrinkles”: the introduction of the “Type” attribute, and the 
transitive dependence of “IAS Required“ on the key. However, the savings in 
terms of reduced complexity provided the impetus. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: ss-1-Name 
+ ss-1-Type 
Attribute: ss- l-Airport-Name-R12B-Rl4B-R2OB 
Attribute: ss- 1 -Name 
Attribute: ss- 1 -Runway-Name-R12B-R14B-R2OB 
Attribute: ss- 1-Type 
Attribute: ss-1-IAS-Rquired-R 14B 
Definitions 
ss-1-Airport NamemR12B-Rl4B-R20B 
(referential attr6-w) 
The id of the Airpart at which this SS is defined. 
rw-l-Airp01t-Name-Rl3. I 
ss-1-Name 
(&#e) 
The 
ss-1-Runway Name-R12B-R14B-R20B 
(refeerentid at&%?) 
The id of the Runway for which this procedure is defined; for SIDs, this 
is the Runway of origin; for STARS, this is the destination R 
rw- 1 -Name. 
ss- 1-Type 
(aitribzue) 
The class of proce8ure. 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: SID, STAR; 
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6.1.43 STAB - -S t a bi 1 i ze r 
(external, anonymous object class, no attributes) The Stabilizer is one of the 
aerodynamic control effectors used to control the motion of the aircraft. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Derived Attribute: stab-2-Cumnt-Position 
Definitions 
stab-2-Current - Position 
(derived attribute) 
The current sensed position of the Stabilizer. 
domn-Stabilizer-Posi tion. I 
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6.1.44 TOB J--Terrain - 0 bject 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Mountain, Obstruction; 
J 
(regular object class) A Terrain Object is any physical obstruction to flight of 
which a pilot should be aware. A Terrain Object known to the system can 
appear on a map display, for instance, or be used to validate a flight plan. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: tobj-l-Latitude 
Attribute: tobj- l-Elevation 
Attribute: tobj- l-Latitu& 
Attribute: . tobj-l-longitude 
Attribute: tobj- 1 -Type 
+ tobj-l-longitude 
Definitions 
tobj-l-Elevation 
(orrribute) 
domn- A1 titu&-Above-Ground_Level. I 
tobj- l-La ti tude 
(attribute) 
domn-Latitude. 1 
tob j-l-Lon gitu de 
(amibue) 
domn-longi tude. I 
tobj-l-Type 
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6.1.45 T PG - -Ti me-Pa t h G u ide 
(anonymous objecr class. no attributes) The TPG, while engaged, generates steering 
commands that direct the aircraft to, and maintain it on, the time projection of 
the Flight-Plan. The TPG assumes the aircraft is near the leg between the first 
two waypoints of the flight plan. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
Behavim Model: present 
Process Model: present 
Derived Attribute: tpg-2-Commanded-Ajrspeed 
Fkocess: Display-State 
Process: Fl y-Time-Com p-of-Ac tive-Fligh t-Plan 
Definitions 
tpg-2-Commanded - Airspeed 
(derived &&e) 
This is the commanded airspeed which the aircraft shall attain. 
b I I domn-Airsped. I 
Display State 
(process)- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
Fly-Time - Comp - -  of Active - Flight - Pian 
(process) 
This process steers the aircraft to, and maintains it on, the time 
projection of the active flight plan. 
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rfd-3-Tirae-Guidance-Deselect . 
afd-3-Auto Throttle Deielect . 
.not. tp2-T~e-Guibnce-Porsi 
.not. automc-2-Engaged .or. 
.not. vpg-Z-Armed .or+ 
qurd-tpg-2-Too-Slow J .............................. 
/ 
Figure 6.22 Behavior Model Diagram for TPG 
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Figure 6.23 Process Model Diagram for TPG 
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6.1.46 VCFV§--Velocity-Vector_Hold_GWS_Mode_Controller 
(anonymous object class) The VCWS Mode , while engaged, maintains 
the velocity vector (Le., ground track angle and flight path angle) of the aircraft 
by issuing commands to the Effector-Controller. The VCWS allows the 
AFD-Crew to change the velocity-vector-being-maintained by responding to 
wheeYcolumn inputs (or equivalent control inputs) while engaged. 
Primary Identifier 
Alias: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Process: 
Process: 
Summary 
none 
VCWS Mode Controller 
present 
present 
vcws-l-Selected-F%ght-Path-Angle 
vcws- 1 -Selected_cround-T~~k-Angle 
vcws-2-Comm anded-Ban k-Angle 
vc w s-2-Commanded_vertica?_Accelemtion 
vc w s-2-Velocity-Vector-Hold-Engaged 
Set_Selected_Velocity_vector_to_Actual 
Maintain-Velocity-Vector-of-Aimaft 
Definitions 
vcws- 1 -Selected - Fli g h t -Pa t h-Ang le 
(amibure) 
dom n-High t-Path-Angle. I 
vcws-1-Selected - Ground-Track-Angle 
(amibute] 
domn-Ground-Trac k-Angle. I 
vcws-2-Commanded - Bank-Angle 
domn-Bank-Angle. 1 
vcws-2-Commanded~Vertical~Acceleration 
domn- Acceleration. i 
vcws-2-Velocity - Vector-Hold-Engaged 
(&rived &Ue) 
“True” when the VCWS is engaged; “False” otherwise. 
domn-Boolean. I 
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Set Selected - Velocity - Vector - -  to Actual 
b;cess) 
This process makes the selected velocity vector (flight path angle and 
ground track angle) of the aircraft equal to the instantaneous actual 
velocity vector. 
Maintain - Veloci t y-Vect or-of-Ai re raft 
( P C d  
This process commands the Effector-Controller to maintain the selected 
velocity vector (flight path angle and ground track angle) of the aircraft, 
while at the same time allowing the Aft Flight Deck Crew to modify this 
selected velocity vector via control inputs. 
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5&Sl 
vcws 
Velocit y-Vector-Hdd- 
Control-WheeI-Steerlng_ 
Mode-Controller 
BEHAVIOR MODEL 
-Disengage-VCWS / .................... 
Figure 6.24 Behavior Model Diagram for VCWS 
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a 
Figure 6.25 Process Model Diagnm for VCWS 
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6.1.47 VPG-Vertical - Path - Guide 
(anonymous object class, no attributes) The VFG, while engaged, generates steering 
commands that direct the aircraft to, and maintain it on, the vertical projection of 
the Flight-Plan. The VPG assumes the aircraft is near the leg between the first 
two waypoints of the flight plan. 
Primary Identifier: 
Behavior Model: 
Process Model: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Derived Attribute: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Event: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Process: 
Summary 
none 
present 
present 
vpg-2-Armed 
vpg-2-Commanded-Vdcal-Acceleration 
vpg-2-Engaged 
vpg-3-Engagemen t-CXteria-S atisfied 
vpg- 3-Mock-Reversion 
vpg-3-Path-Convergence 
vpg-3-Path-Divergence 
Display-State 
Evaluate-Engagemen t-Criteria 
Evaluate-Diseng agement-Criteria 
Watc h-for-Path-Divergence 
Watch-for-Path-Convergence 
Fl y-Vertical-Com p-of-Ac tive-Flig ht-Plan 
Definitions 
vpg-2-Armed 
(derived attribute) 
“Tme” when the VPG is either armed or engage “False” otherwise. 
domn-Boolean. I 
1 
I 
vpg-2-Commanded - Vertical - Acceleration 
(derived &Ute) 
This is the commanded vertical acceleration which shall be attained. 
domn-Vertical-Accelemion. 
vpg-2-Engaged 
(&riwd atnibUte) 
“True” when the VPG is engaged, “False” otherwise. 
domn-Boolean. 
vpg-3-Engagement-Cri teria-Satisfied 
(broadcast event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the VPG can successfully 
capture the vertical component of the flight plan. 
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vpg-3-Mode Reversion 
(brwdcastevenij 
This event corresponds to the self-disengagement of the VPG. The 
event is generated to let others in the system react as they will. 
vpg-3-Pat h-convergence 
( b r m  event) 
This event corresponds to a determination that the aircraft is physically 
moving toward the vertical projection of the flight plan. 
vpg-3-Pa t h-Divergence 
( & d m  event) 
This event cornsponds to a determination that the aircraft is physically 
moving away from the vertical projection of the flight plan. 
Display State 
(process)’- 
This process makes visible the current state of this object. (The 
implementation of this process may display a message on a CRT, or it 
may light different colored lamps.) 
Evaluate - Engagement - Criteria 
(process) 
This process determines whether the VPG can successfully capture the 
vertical component of the flight plan. 
Evaluate - Disengagement-Criteria 
(process) 
This process determines whether the VPG must disengage, that is, 
release control of the aircraft. 
Watch for c Path - Divergence 
(prXG) 
This process determines whether the aircraft is progressing towards the 
first path of the active flight plan, raising a signal if not. 
Watch for L Path-Convergence 
This process determines whether the aircraft is progressing towards the 
first path of the active flight plan, raising a signal if so. 
Fly-Vertical-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 
*me.@ 
This process steers the aircraft to, and maintains it on, the vertical 
projection of the active flight plan. 
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afd-3-Vertical-Guidance_Doselect .or. 
afd-3-Altitude-Hold_node_Request .or.  
afd-3-Flight Path Angle Hold node Request 
.not. ~ 2 - V ~ r t i c ~ l _ G u i ~ c e ~ P o s ~ ~ b l e  .OI 
.not. (hpg-2-Engaged .or. lochmc-Z-Engage 
.not. automc-2-Engaged .or. 
gsk-Z-Engaged I 
S. evnt-VPG-Mode-Reversion 
--------I------------------------------- 
vpg-3-~qagerent_Criteria-Satis id 
I I  
Engagement-Criteria_Sati.ffad I rpb-3-Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 
or. 
.or. 
- -  
b I 
Figure 6.26 Behavior Model Diagrmi for VPG 
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Figure 6.27 Process Model Diagram for VPG 
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6.1.48 WCR-Waypoint - ona - Company - Route 
(regular object class) A Waypoint-ona-Compan arises out of the 
association of a particular Waypoint (WFT) with ar Company Route 
(CR). It captures the information relevant to such an association. (The same 
Waypoint on a different Company Route may be assigned different data 
values.) 
“Waypoint on a Company Route” is a somewhat artificial term created for the 
sake of clarity in this analysis; in general usage, the term “Waypoint” may refer 
to Waypoints, Waypoints on Company Routes, Waypoints on Flight Plans, or 
even Waypoints on SIDs or STARS (where the meaning is clear from the 
context). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: wcr- 1-Route-Name-RWB 
Attribute: wcr- 1 -Route-Name-RWB 
Attribute: wcr- 1 -Waypoint-Name-RWA 
Definitions 
wcr-1-Route-Name-R09B 
(referenrial attribute) 
The id of the Company Route which the named Waypoint is on by 
means of this WCR. 
cr-1 -Name. I 
wcr-1-Waypoint Name-R09A 
(refere& attribute) - 
The id of the Waypoint which is on the named Company Route by 
means of this WCR. 
wpt-1-Name. I 
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WFP--Waypoint ona-Flight-Plan - 6.1.49 
Type: Integm, 
Range: from 1; 
(regular object c h s )  A Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan arises out of the association of 
a particular Waypoint with a Flight-Plan. It captures the information 
relevant to such an association. same Waypoint on a different Flight-Plan 
may be assigned different data values.) 
“Waypoint on a Flight Plan” is a somewhat artificial term created for the sake of 
clarity in this analysis; in ‘Waypoint” may refer to both 
Waypoints and Waypoint the meaning is clear from the 
context). For that matter, the refer to a Waypoint on a SIC, 
or STAR (see WSS). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: wfp-1-Flight-Plan-Name-ROl A 
+ wfp-1 -Waypoint-Name-RO1 B 
Mas: Waypoin t-Enrollmen t, Enrollment; 
Attribute: wfp- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name-ROl A 
Attribute: wfp- 1 -Method-of-Acquisition-R03 
Attribute: wfp- 1 -Ordinal-Posi tion-on-Plan 
Attribute: wfp-1 -Waypoint-Name-ROIB 
Attribute: wfp- 1 -Tw-R02 
Definitions 
wfp-1-Flight Plan - Name-ROlA 
(referential atrii5ue~ 
The id of the Flight-Plan which the named Waypoint is on by means of 
this WFP. 
1 fp-1-Name. I 
wfp- 1 -Met hod-of-Acquisition OR03 
(subtype indicawn) 
The manner in which the aircraft will move from the previous WFP to 
this WFP. 
Type: Subtype Indication; 
Objects: D A , D m  
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wfp-1-Type-R02 
(Subrype indication) 
The type of WFP this is; this points the way to further information 
con 
wfp- 1-way Poin t-Name-RO1B 
(rqferential atnibUte) 
The id of the Waypoint which is on the named Flight-Plan by means of 
this WFP. 
wpt- 1-Name. I 
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6.1.50 WFP2D--Two-D-Waypoint - ona Flight-Plan 
(anonymous object class, no attributes) A WFP2D is a t w o 4  al WFP, Le., a 
waypoint on a flight plan which has not been assigned onal constraints, 
such as an altitude for the aircraft to be at, planned time of arrival, etc. As a 
vacuous object class, it's existence is justified only to complete the subtypes of 
WFP: it ensures that every WFP has a well-defined wfp-1-Type. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: none 
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6.1.51 WFPSD-Three-I) - Waypoint-ona - Flight-Plan 
, (regdur object c h s )  A WFP3D is a three-dimensional WFlP, Le., a waypoint on a 
flight plan which has been augmented with altitude information. 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: wfp3d- 1-night-Plan-Name-R02 
+ wfp3d- 1-Waypoint-Name-R02 
Attribute: wfp3d- l-Altitude-to-be-at 
Attribute: wfp3d-l-Flight-Plan-Name-RO2 
Attribute: wfp3d- l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 
Definitions 
wfp3 d- 1 -AI t i t ud e-to- be-a t 
(anribure) 
The desired altitude to be at by the time the airplane arrives at the 
domn- A1 titude-Above-Mean-Sea-Level. 1 
Plan-Name-R02 
wfp- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name-ROlA. I 
wfp3d-1- Way point - Name-RO2 
(referential attribute) 
wfp- 1-Waypoint-Name-RO1 B. I 
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6.1.52 WFP4D-Four-D I Waypoint I ona - Flight - Plan 
(regular objecr c h s )  A WFP4D is a four-dimensional WFP, Le., a waypoint on a 
flight plan which has been augmented with both altitude and time-of-arrival 
information. 
Summary 
Primary Identifiec wfp4d- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name-R02 
+ wfp4d-l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 
Attribute: wfp4d- l-Altitude-to-be-at 
Attribute: wfp4d- 1 -Flight_Plan-Name-R02 
Attribute: wfp4d- l-Planned-.Time-of-Anival 
Attribute: wfp4d- 1-Wapint-Name-RO2 
Definitions 
wfp4d- 1 -AM tude-to-be-at 
(attribute) 
wfp3d-Altitude-to-be-at. 1 
Plan - Name-R02 
wfp- 1 -Flight-Plan-Name-ROl A. I 
wfp4d-l-Planned-Time - -  of Arrival 
(attribute) 
The time of day at which the airplane should arrive at the wa 
domn-Time-of-Day . 
wf p4d -1- Way poin t - Name-R02 
wfp 1 -W aypoin t-Name-RO 1 B . 1 
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6.1 .53  WPT- Way poin t 
(regular object class) 
Earth used for ro 
the meaning is clear from the context). 
Summary 
Primary Identifiec 
Process Model: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Process: 
wpt- 1 -Name 
present 
wpt- 1-Location-Description 
wpt- 1 -Longitude 
wpt- 1 -Magnetic-Variation 
wpt-1-Name 
Create-Waypoint 
wpt- 1 -Latitude 
wpt- 1 -Tw-R 17 
Definitions 
wpt-1-Latitude 
(attribute) 
domn-Lati tude. I 
wpt - 1 -Location - Description 
(attribute) 
A short English description of the location of the waypoint, typically the 
name of a nearby city. 
Type: String; 1 
wpt-1-Longitude 
(anribute) 
domn-longitude. I 
wpt-1-Magnetic-Variation - 
(anribute) 
domn-Magnetic-Variation. I 
wpt- 1-Name 
A unique identifier for the Waypoint. If the Waypoint is an official 
ATC-Named-Waypoint (Le., a Navigational Aid or other officially 
named point), the official name shall be used; If the Waypoint is defined 
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by the pilot via reference to existing Waypoint(s) (e.g., SP0/30/20 or 
SPO/l80/EAT/270), then the pilot-entered reference shall be used. 
(“SP0/30/20” and “SPO/180/EAT/270”, respectively, would be the 
name 
Type: Subtype Indication; 
Objects: ATCWPT, P C m ,  
wpt- 1-Type-R 17 
( s u b ~ p  indication) 
Create Waypoint 
(proces~ 
This process allows the creation and deletion of Waypoints. If the 
Waypoint is an official ATC-Named-Waypoint, then the official name 
shall be used. If the Waypoint is &fined by the pilot via reference to 
existing Waypoint(s) (e+, SPO/30/30 or SPO/180/EAT/270), then the 
pilot-entered reference shall be used as the name. (“SPO/30/30” and 
“SPO/l 80/EAT/270”, respectively, would be the names assigned to the 
example pilot-defined Waypoints.) Likewise, if the Waypoint is defined 
by the pilot via latitude and longitude coordinates, then these coordinates 
shall be used as the name. Note that pilots may not create ATC-- 
Named-Waypoints. 
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Figure 6.28 Process Model Diagram for WPT 
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6.1.54 WSS--Waypoint - ona - SID - -  or STAR 
(regular object class) A Waypoint-onaSID-or-STAR arises out of the association 
of a particular Waypoint with a particular SS. It captures the information 
relevant to such an association. (The same Waypoint on a different SID or 
STAR may be assigned different data values.) 
“Waypoint-ona-SID-or-STAR” is a somewhat artificial term created for the 
sake of clarity in this analysis; in general usage, the tenn “Waypoint” may refer 
to both Waypoints and Waypoints on s/STARs (where the meaning is clear 
from the context). For that matter, the term Waypoint may refer to a Waypoint 
on a Flight Plan (see WFP). 
Summary 
Primary Identifier: wss- 1 -SID-STAR-Name-ROSB 
+ wss- 1-Waypoint-Name-ROSA 
Alias: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Attribute: 
Waypoint-Enrollment-onan-SS, Enrollmen t-onanSS; 
wss- 1-Airspeed-Constraint 
wss- 1 -Airspeed-Value 
wss-1-Altitude-Constraint 
wss- 1-Altitude-Value 
wss- 1-SID-STAR-Name-R08B 
wss-1 -Waypoint-Name-ROSA 
Definitions 
wss-1 -Airspeed - Constraint 
(arnibute) 
This constraint must-be continually met during the whole of waypoint 
tion. It applies to the wss- 1-Airspeed-Value. 
domn-LegConstraint. I 
wss- 1- Airspeed-Value 
(attribute) 
This defines the airspeed for the aircraft for the whole of waypoint 
acquisition. The attribute wss-1-Airspeed-Constraint defines what the 
wss-1- Altitude-Constraint 
(atnibUte) 
This constraint must be met just by the time the aircraft is actually at the 
waypoint. It applies to the wss- 1 -Altitudevalue. 
I domn-Point-Constraint. 1 
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wss-1-Altitude - Value 
(attribute) 
This defines the altitude for the aircraft just when actually at the 
waypoint. The attribute wss-1-Altitude-Constraint defines what the 
aircraft must do with this value. 
1 domn-Altitude-Above-Mean-Sea,Level. 1 
wss-1-SID-STAR-Name-ROSB 
(&ere& attribute) 
The id of the SS which the named Waypoint is on by means of this 
wss. 
I ss-1-Name. 1 
wss-1-way point-Name-ROSA 
(referential attribue) 
The id of the Waypoint which is on the named SS by means of this 
wss. 
4 
wpt- 1-Name. I 
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6.2 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: 0; 
from <> to e> feet per second; 
Definitions of Common Domains 
Common domains are two or more attributes share a common 
domain of values, due to zial similarity (not a coincidence). This is 
done to follow the gui teach fact in just one place.” In these 
cases, the group of similar attributes simply rqference the common domain 
definition by its name, rather than repeat the shared domain specification. See 
Section 5.6.2 for conventions of common domains. 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Ace-: to e> feet; 
from <> to a feet; 
domn-Acceleration 
<> feet per second per second; 
Accuracy: a; 
domn -A il  eron-Posi t ion 
domn-Ba nk-An gle 
149 . 
d om n - B oolea n 
(common do 
domn-Column-Posi t ion 
(common 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: from o to 0; 
Accuracy: to o; 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: 0; 
from 0 to 100 percent; 
domn-Ex haust Gas Temperature 
150 
domn-Mtude-hgrees 
+ domn-LatitudeHemisphere. 
domn-Latitude - Hemisphere 
(common domain) 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: North, South; 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: 0; 
from 0 to 90 degrees; 
domn-longitude-Degrees 
+ domn-longitude-Hemisphere. 
domn-Longit ude-Degrees 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: East, West; 
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domn-Magnetic - Variation 
c (common domain) 
An amount of variation between actual and measured magnetic north; a 
CorzeC 
domn-Pi t c h 
(common 
Type: Enumeration; 
Values: Must be At, Must be At or Above, 
Must be At or Below; 
i 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Atxumcy: to e> degrees; 
from o to o degrees; 
dornn-Rudder-Pedal - Position - 
(common domain) 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: to e> [units]; 
from e> to o [units]; 
domn-Ru dder-Posi t ion 
(common domain 
Numeric; 
from o to o degrees; Range: I_ Accuracy: to e> degrees; 
domn-Sta bilizer-Position 
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domn-Temperature 
(common do 
domn-Time-of-Da y-Hour 
+ domn-Time-of-Day_Minutes. 
domn-Three - -  D Position 
(compound common domain) 
A P  
Type: Integer, 
Range: from 0 to 23; 
Type: Integer; 
Range: fiomOto59; 
domn-Latitude 
+ domn-longitude. 
domn-Two - -  D Position 
(compound comwwn domain) 
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domn-X Offset 
( c o m n & m * n )  
This is the easvwest component of a distance from a point over the 
surfac stward. 
domn-X Offset-From-Azimu t h - Broadcast - Location 
(co-n-lomain) 
Type: Numeric; 
Range: 
Accuracy: to e> feet; 
from e> to o feet; 
This is an X-Offset from the location of an Azimuth antenna. 
I domn-X-Offset. I 
domn-Y-Offset From - Azimuth - B roadcast-Location 
(common domain) - 
This is a Y-Offset from the location of an Azimuth antenna. 
domn-Y-Offset. I 
domn-Y Offset From - Runway - Threshold 
(common-homoin) 
This is a Y-Offset from the threshold of a runway at an airport. 
domn-Y-Offset. 
domn-Y aw-Angle 
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domn-Z Offset 
(cornmo~hmain) 
This is the vertical component of a distance h m  a point over the surface 
of the 
- from <> to o feet; 
domn-2 Offset-From-Azimut h-I3 roadcas t - Location 
( C O r n m o ~ h ~ ~ ? l >  
This is a Z-OfTset from the location of an Azimuth antenna, 
domn-Z-Offset. 
domn -2 Offset From-Runwa y - Threshold 
(comn-domain) - 
This is a 2-Offset from the threshold of a runway at an airport. 
I domn-Z-Offset. I 
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6.3 System Level Models 
This sub-section documents the system level models (see 5.3.2): the Object 
Class Relationship Model and the Object Class Communication Model. 
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6.3.1 Object Class Relationship Model 
The existence relationships among object classes 511.e documented via the Object 
Class Relationship Diagram (OCRD) and, where further clarification is needed, 
with textual definitions. In the case of the TSRV flight control system, the 
OCRD suffices to specify the relationships. Figure 6.1 is a fold-out D-size plot 
of the OCRD. 
Please note that a complete understanding of the relationships depicted in the 
OCRD depends on one’s understanding of the graphical conventions employed. 
Refer to 5.6. 
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I 
Ob ject-ClassJlelationshiP-iliagram; 9 
OCRD 
Note. P lease  refer t o  s e c t i o n  5.6. Conventions. f o r  an 
explana t ion  of the  s i g n i f i c a n c e  of v a r i o u s  typographica l  
f e a t u r e s  p r e s e n t  on t h i s  c h a r t .  
Note. Only those  o b j e c t  c l a s s e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o t h e r  o b j e c t  
c l a s s e s  a r e  shown here. 
UFP4O--Four-D,Waypo i n t  - 
o n a J l i g h t g l a n  * .................................. 
@ wfp4d-l-Flightglan_Elamed02 
+e, nfp4d-l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 
i wfp4d-l-AltitudefoJe-at 
i n f p 4C- 1-P 1 anne d-T ime J f Jr r i v a l  . 
* 
WFP3D--Three-D-Waypo i n t  - 
ona_FI ightYlan  * .................................. 
@ wfp3d-i-Flight-Plan-Name-RO2 
i  wf p3d-I-Uaypo int-Name-RO2 
+ wfp2~-l-Altituoe-toJe-at. * 
I 
UFP--Waypo int-ona- 
F l i g h t p l a n  * .................................. 
@ nfp-l-Flight-~lan-Na~e-ROlA 
+@ wf p-1-Waypo int-Name-RO 18 
i wfp-l-Ordinalgosit iongn_Plan 
+ wfp-1-Type-RO2 
+ wfp-l-Method-of Jcquis  it ion-R03. * 
DA-DirectJcquisition f ............................ 
@ da-1-FlightJlan-Name-R02 
t@ da-1-Waypoint-Name-A02 
i da-2-Distance-toJangent . 
* 
------------------_-____I___ 
+  
m a -  
.................... 
t -0lan-Naae-RO I A  
int-Name-RO 1B 
alyosit ion-on-olan 
R02 DHEAA--DHEJ+rcJ+cquisition * 
3gfJcquisi t ion-R03. 
I 
R02 
p drneaa-l-Flight,plan_Name-R03 
+@ dmeaa-I-Uaypoint-Naae-R03 
t dmeaa-1-Turn-Center-WptfJame-RO4 
t dmeaa-1-Direct iongf -Turn. 
* 
* RO 
3 
* Ri6B-is-de 
, e- 
inedgy 
TOBJ--Terrain-Ob ject * ........................ 
@ tob j - 1-Lat i t dde 
+@ tobj-l-longitude 
+ tobj-1-Elevation 
+ tobj-I-Type. * 
NAVAID--NavigationalJid * .......................... 
@ navaid-1-Name 
+ navaid-1-Type 
+ navaid-1-Service-Range 
+ navaid-1-Elevation 
.) navaid-1-Frequency . * 
II AIBA-def ines -ver te i 
ISp(--Intersection * 
@ isn-i-Name-RlB 
_____------------ 
+ isn-1-Pref erred-Nav-Aid-Rig. 
* 
RA--RestrictedJrea * .................... 
@ ra-1-Name 
+@ ra-1-Type. * 
I * AlGA-defines -vertexgf  * 1 t 
Rl9 
RAV--RestrictedJrea-Vertex * 
_--_-_-___------_---________I_____ 
@ ra#-i-Restricted-AreaJarne-RiGA 
+@ rav-1-Vertex-Number 
+ PavJ-Latitude 
+ rav-;-Longitude. * 
ISN--Intersection * 
@ isn-I-Name-Ria 
-------------- 
+ isn-1-Preferred-Nav-Aid-Rig. 
* 
This includes ADIZs and 
CADIZs and any other 
simi lar  zones. 
XFP--Waypoint-ona- 
F l i g h t g l a n  * .................................. 
@ wfp-1-F1 ightglan-Nase-ROlA 
+@ wfp-1-Waypoint-Name-ROlB 
t wfp-i-0rdinal_positiongfl,olan 
t wfp-1-Type-RO2 
t wfp-l-Metho3gfAcquisitiOn-RO3. 
* ROSA-isa-se 
-------------- 
Name-ROlA 
e-ROlB 
tion-on,Qlan 
quisition-RO3. DMEAA--DHE_j\rc_j\cquisit i on  * ..................................... 
@ dmeaa-1-Fl ight,PlanJame-R03 
t@ dmeaa-1-hypo int-Name-RO3 
t dmeaa-i-Turn-Center,WptJame-R04 
t dmeaa-i-DirectiongfJurn. * 
* R048-mayle-t e -centergf  * 0 <= N /I
PCHPT--Pilotgr-Con 
Def ined-Haypoint * 
@ pcwpt-1-Name-Rli 
t pcwpt-1-Preferre 
+ pcwpt-1-Primary- * 
I----------------. 
* R04A-cen ers-on * 1 i 
< 
* ROSA-may4 . / 
* ROlB-cons is t s j f  t 3 <= N 1 @ wpt-1-Name t wpt-1-Type-R17 t wpt-1-Latitude t wpt-1-Longitude t wpt-1-Magnetic-Variation 
t wpt-1-LocationJescription 
<= N 
)f ROSA-may-b gss igned- to f 0 <= N i
'T--Pi 1 o t-or-Company- 
ned-Haypoint * 
cwpt-I-Name-R17 
;wpt-l-Preferred-~av_l\id-ROS 
cwpt-I-Primary-UseJescription. 
.............................. 
ATCAPT--ATC-Named-Haypoint f ................................ 
@ atcwpt-I-HaypointJ-Iame-R17 
t atcwpt-I-Type-Ria. * 
ISN-- In tersect ion f 
@ isn-I-Name-Ria 
------------------ 
+ isn-I-Preferred-Nav-Aid-Rig. * 
AiCWAR--ATC-Uaypointgnal 
@ atcwar-I-RouteJ4ame-A. 
+@ a t  cwar-1-Wp t-Name-RiOl * 
........................ 
ISN--Intersection * 
@ isn-1-Name-Rl8 
__---------------- 
t isn-1-Preferred-Nav-Aid-Rl9. 
L 
* -- 
- -  *_ . .  F - *  
e r -  
* r *  
r 
CR--CompanyJoute x 
@ cr-1-Name. * 
.................... HCR-- W a yp o i n  t -on a, CompanyJoute * ......................... 
@ ncr - 1-Rout eJame-RO9B 
+ wcr-i-WaypointJare-R( * 
t ilsgs-1-BroadcastJrequency 
t i Isgs-1-GI i d e S l o p e J n g l s .  
AP--Airport * 
@ ap-1-Name 
..................................... 
t ap-1-ReferencepointJatitude 
t ap-;-Re f e r e n c e p o  int-Longi tude 
t ap-1-Tonergadiofrequency 
t ap-1-ClearanceJ?adiofrequency 
t ap-1-6round-Contro 1 -Dad io-frequency 
t ap-l-AutomdJr~i~lJnf o g v c ~ R a d i o f r e q  
t ap-i-Isjt-Usable.  * 
2 
>-- it Rl3A-contro - 
\ 
@ ss-1-Name 
t@ ss-1-Type 
t ss-i-Runway~hfame-Ri28-Rl48-R20B 
t ss-l-Airport~ame-R12B-R148-R206 
+ ss-1-IAS-Required-Rl48. * 
Rn--Stinway i 
@ rw-1-Name 
............................. 
+@ rw-1-Airport-Name-R13 
t rn- 1-Thr esho i d  
+ rw-1-UsableJength 
+ rw-1-Yagnetic-iieading 
+ rw-l-Hissed_ppprqoint. * 
WSS--Waypoint-ona, 
S I D q r S T A R  * ............................... 
@ wss-1-SID-STAR~ame-ROEB 
t@ wss-1-Maypoint-Name-ROBA 
t wss-1-Altitude-Value 
t wss-1-Altitude-Consrraint 
t wss-1-Airspeed-Value 
t wss -1-Airspeed-Cons t rain t . 
i 
MLSGS--MLS-GroundJystem * .................................... 
@mlsgs-1-Airport ,Name-R21 
t @mlsgs-l-RunuayJ4ame-R2i 
t mlsgs-1-Az imuthJroadcast_l-ocat ion 
t mlsgs-1-GlidegathgroadcastJocation 
+ mlsgs-1-Flaregroadcastjocation 
+ mlsgs-1-DMEJ-ocation. * 
PAR--Pub1 iched_l\irwayd9 I 
@ par-1-Type-RlO 
t@ par-1-Number. 
* 
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* 
/2 
- 7 - 1 - 7 1  
Figure 6.29 Object Class Relationship Diagram 
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6.3.2 Object Glass Communication Model 
The Object Class Communication Model (OCCM) is one or more 
Object Class Communication Diagrams ( 0 s )  whic the data and 
events transferred between object classes. In the case of the TSRV flight 
control system, the approach was to develop multiple communication di 
each focusing on a related subset of the communications in the system. 
analysis strategy used (see 5.4), the development of the communication models 
is a simple matter of connecting the inputs and outputs of object classes and 
does not identify new information. In order to maximize the scope of analysis 
on this project, the development of OCCDs was given a low priority, and only 
an example OCCD was generated. The OCCD shown in Figure 6.2 specifies 
the communication among the objects relating to the higher level flight modes. 
P 
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Figure 6.30 Object Class Communication Diagram 
6 . 4  Index of Identifiers 
This sub-section is intended to aid in determining where an identifier is defined or referenced 
Here “identifier” refers to the names of object classes, attributes, &rived attributes, events, 
processes and common domains. This index includes entries for every significant piece of an 
identifier. For instance, the attribute “althmc-l-Selected-Altitude” appears in the index under 
its full name as well as “l-Selected-Altitude”, “Selected-Altitude” and “Altitude”. 
l-Airport_NaameR12B-R14B-R2OB 123,158 , 
l-Airport_NameR13 117,123,158 
l-Airport_Name-R15 100,158 
1-Airspeed-Constraint 147,158 
l-Airspeed_Constraint_for_wpt-Acq 70,158 
1-Airspeed-Value 147,158 
1 -Altitude-Constraint 147,158 
1-Altitude-Constraint-at-Wpt 70,158 
1-Altitude-to-tte-at 142,143,158 
1-Altitude-Value 147,148,158 
1-Altitude-Value-at-Wpt 70.158 
l-Automd-Trml-Info-Svc-Radio-Fxeq 62,158 
l-Azimuth-Broadcast-Lmation 107,158 
l-Broadcast-Frequency 100,158 
1 -Clearance-Radio-Frequency 62,158 
I-Direction-of-Tum 75,158 
1-DME-Location 107,158 
1-Elevation 110,126,158 
1-Flare-Broadcast-Location 107,108,158 
1-Flight-Plan-Name-1-R02 70,71 
l-Flight-Plan-Name-ROlA 71.72.139, 142, 143, 
l-Flight-Plan-Name-R02 72, 142,143, 158 
l-Flight-Plan-Name-RO3 75.158 
l-Frequency 110,158 
1-Glide-Path-Bmadcast-Location 107,108,158 
l-Glide-Slope-Angle 100,158 
1 -Ground-Contml-Radio-Fnxpency 62,158 
l-Is-it-Usable 62,158 
l-Latitude 115,126,144,158 
1-Location-Description 144,158 
l-Longitude 115,126,144,158 
1 -Magnetic-Heading 1 17,158 
1-Magnetic-Variation 144,158 
l-Method~of~Acquisition-RO3 139,158 
1 -Mssed-Appr-Point 1 17.158 
l-Name 62, 63, 65, 69, 75, 84, 110, 113, 114, 
117, 118, 123, 124, 138, 139, 
140, 144, 148,158 
1-Name-R17 113,158 
l-Name-R18 103,158 
l-Number 64,112,158 
1 -Ordinal-Position-on-Plan 139,158 
l-Planned-Time-of-ArrivaIl43,158 
l-Preferred_Nv-_Aid-R05 113,158 
l-Preferred_Navv_Aid-R19 103,158 
1-Primary-Use-Description 113,158 
l-Airport_NameR21 107,158 
l-Ahj.W&ValW-fbr-WPt-Aq 70,158 
158 
l-IAS-Required-Rl4B 123,158 
1-R02 70,71 
158 
3,158 
l-Restcicted~Area-NameRl6A 115.158 
l-Routc-Name-RO9B 138,158 
l-Runway-Name-R12B-R14B-R20B 123.124,158 
1-Runway-Name-R15 100,101,158 
l-Runway-Name-R21 107,108,158 
l-Selected-Ahpeed 54,57 
l-Selected-Altitude 58,61 
1-Selected-Bank-Angle 42,45,80,83 
l-Selected-Flight-F’ath-Angle 87.90, 130, 133 
l-Selected-Ground_Track_Angle 91,94,130,133 
1-Selected-Pitch-Angle 42,45,80,83 
l-Selected-Yaw-Angle 42,45,80,83 
1-Service-Range 110,111,158 
1-Shack-Position 100,101,158 . 
1-SID-STAR-Name-RO8B 147,148,158 
1State 57,61,90,94,99.129, 137 
1-Tower-Radio-Frequency 62,63,158 
l-Tum-Center-Wpt-Name-RO4 75,158 
158 
l-ROUte_Name-R 10B 64,158 
I-Threshold 117, 118, 158 
1-Type 64, 110, 111, 112, 114, 123, 124, 126, 
1-TW-RM 139,140, 158 
I-TF-RlO 158 
l -Tp-Rl7  144,145, 158 
l-Tm-Rl8 65,158 
1-Usable-Length 117,118,158 
l-Vertex_Number 115,158 
l-Waypoint-Name-l-R02 70.71 
1-Waypoint-Name-RO1B 71, 72, 139, 140, 142, 
1-Waypoint-NmeR02 72,142,143,158 
l-Waypoint-Name-R03 75,158 
l-Waypoint-Name-RO8A 147,148,158 
l-Waypoint-NameR09A 138,158 
1-Waypoint-Name-Rl7 64,65158 
l-Wpt-NameRIOA 64,158 
2-AFD-Designated 47.79.160 
2 - A l t i t u d e ~ ~ v e ~ ~ d ~ L e v e l l l 9  
2-Altitu~-A~ve-M~-Sude_~bove_~ean_~eaLeve161.119 
2-Altitu&-Differen~e 58.61 
2-Angle-of-Aaack 119,120 
2-Armed 128,134 
2-Attitude-Hold-Engaged 42 
2-Auto-Mocks-Engaged 67 
2-Aumthrotrle-Engaged 48,56,128 
2-Bank-Angle 45,83,119,120 
143, 158 
161 
2-Bad-Angle-Rate-of-Change 119,120 
2-Column-Position 45,48,49,79, 83, 106, 133 
2-Commanded-Aileron_Position 76 
2-Commanded-A@ 54,57,127,129 
2-Commanded-Bank-Angle 42,45,80,83,91,94, 
2-Commanded-Elevator-Position 76 
2-Commanded-Pitch-Angle 42, 43, 45, 80, 83, 
2-Commanded~Stabili~r~Position 76 
2-Commanded-k~e-Position 76 
2-Commanded~Vertical_Acceleration 58, 61, 87, 
2-Commanded-Yaw-Angle 42, 43, 45, 80, 83, 
2-Current-Engine~FVessure-Ratio 78 
2-Current-Exhaust-Gas-Temperature 78 
2-Current-Nl-RPM 78 
2-Current-N2-RPM 78 
2-Current-Position 53, 77, 116, 125 
2-Current-Throttle-Position 78 
2-Designated-Default_Mode 48,49,74,160 
2-Distance-m-Tangent 72,158 
2-Engaged 60,89,93,95,98,128,134,136 
2-F'FD-Designated 47,79,160 
2-Flight-Path-Angle 90, 119. 120, 133 
2-Forward-Flight-Deck-CWS-Engaged 80,8 1 
2-Glide-Slope-Engaged 60,66,89 
2-Ground-Track-Angle 94,119,120,133 
2-Horizontal_Guidance_Eossible 84,85,98 
2-Lateral-Deviation 102,109 
2-Latitude 119,120 
2-localims-Engaged 66,93 
2-Longitude 119,120 
2-Pitch-Angle 45,83, 119, 120 
2-Pitch-Angle-Rate-of-Change 1 19,120 
2-Rudder-Pedal-Position 45,48,49, 79,83, 106, 
2-Sideslip-Angle 119,121 
2-Signal-Strength 102, 109 
2-Time-Guidance-Possible 84,85,128 
2-True-Aimpeed 57,119,121 
2-Velocity-Vector-Hold-Engaged 130 
2-Vertical_Deviation 102,109 
2-Vertid-Guidance-Possible 84,85,136 
2-Wheel-Position 45,48,49,79,83,106,133 
2-Wind-Velocity 119,121 
2-X-Acceleration 119,121 
2-Y-Acceleration 119,121 
2-Yaw-Angle 45,83,119,121 
2-Yaw-An@e-Rate-of-Change 119,121 
2-Z-Acceleration 119,121 
3-AFD-Disabled 41, 46, 47, 56, 60, 89, 93, 98, 
128,136,160 
3-AFD-Enabled 41, 46, 47, 56, 60. 89, 93, 98, 
128,136.160 
95,99,104, 106,130,133 
104,106 
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90,130,133,134,137 
104,106 
133 
~-Too-S~OW 128 
3-Airspeed-Decrement-Request 48,49,56 
3- 
3- 
3- 
3- 
3-Altitude-Hold-Mode-Bseilect 48,50,60 
3-Altitude-Hold-Mode-Request 48, 50, 60, 89, 
136 
3-Altitude~Incment-Request 48,50,60 
3-Attit~de-H0ld-Ik~ele~t 48,M, 74,160 
3-A~to-M&~-De.~el~t 41,48,50 
3-Auto-Modes-Rq~~~t 41,48,50 
3-A~toth~%&-kle~t  48,W 
3-Au~-Thmttle-Dese.lect 128 
3-Default-Mode-Deselect 160 
3-Default-Mode-Request 4 1,48,50,160 
3-Disengage-ACWS 44,73,74,160 
3-Disengage-Auto_Modes 40.4 1,68,160 
3-Disengage-Default-Mode 40,41,74,160 
3-Disengage-MANEL 73.74.105 
3-Disengage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
3-Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 58, 60, 61, 
95,98,99, 136, 137 
3-Engage-ACWS 44,73,74,160 
3-Engage-Auto-Modes 40,41,68,160 
3-Engage-lhfault-Mode 40,41,74,160 
3-Engage-MANEL 73,74,105,160 
3-Engage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
3-Engagement 56 
3-Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied 58, 59, 60, 61, 
95,98,99, 134, 136,137 
3-FFD-Disabled 46,47,82,160 
3-FFD-Enabled 46,47,82,160 
3-Flight-Path-Angle-Decrement-Request 48, 5 1, 
3-Flight-Path-Angle-Hold-Mode~Deselect 48,5 1 
3-Flight-Path-Angle-Hold-Mode-Request 48,5 1, 
3-Flight-Path-Angle-Increment-Request 48, 51, 
3-Ground-Trac k-Angle-Decrement,Reques t 48, 
3-Ground-Track-Angle_Hold-Mode-Deselect 48, 
3-Ground~Track~Angle~Hold~M&~R_~old_~ode_~equest 48, 
3-Grou~-TraclrAngleIncrement~R~uest 48,51, 
3-HaPizontal-Guidance-Deselect 48.51.98 
3-H~ntal-Guidance-Request 48,52,93,98 
3-Mode-Reversion 56. 73, 74, 95, 96, 98, 134, 
135,160 
3-Path-Convergence 95, 96, 98, 99, 134, 135, 
136,137 
3-Path-Divergence 95,96,98,99, 134. 135, 136, 
137 
3-Thne-Guidance-Deselect 48,52,128 
3-Time-Guidance-Request 48,52.56,128 
89 
60,136 
89 
51,93 
51 
51,98 
93 
162 
3-Velocity-Vector_Hold-~le~t 41,48,52,160 
3-Velocity~Vector~Hold~Request 4 1,48,52,160 
3-Vertical-Guidance-Desele~t 48,52,136 
3-Ve.rtical-Guidan~-Request 48,52,60,89,136 
3-Waypoint-Acquired 95,%,99.129,137 
@ ap-l-Name 158 
@ atcwar-l-Route-NameRlOB 158 
@ atcwpt-l-Waypoint-Name-R17 158 
@ cr-l-Name. 158 
@ cwfp-l-Flight-Phn-Name-RO2 158 
@ dmeaa-l-Flight-Plan-Name-R03 158 
@ fp-l-Name. 158 
@ ilsgs-l-Airport-Name-Rl5 158 
@ isn-l-Name-R18 158 
@ mlsgs-l-Airport_Name-R21 158 
@ navaid-l-Name 158 
@ pcwpt-l-Name-R17 158 
@ ra-l-Name 158 
@ rav-l-Reseicted-Area-Name-Rl6A 158 
@ rw-l-Name 158 
@ ss-l-Name 158 
@ tobj-l-Latitude 158 
@ wcr-l-Route-Name-R09B 158 
@ wfp-1 -Flight-Plan-Name-ROl A 158 
@ wfp3d- 1-night-Plan-Name-R02 158 
@ wfp4d-l-Flight-PIan-Name-RO2 158 
@ wpt-l-Name 158 
@ wss-l-SID-STAR_Name-R08B 158 
AAMC41,160 
AAMC--AFD-AFCS-Mode-ControlIer 40 
aamc-3-Disengage-Aum-Modes 40,41,68,160 
aamc-3-Disengage-DefauIt-Mode 40,41,74,160 
aamc-3-Disengage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
aamc-3-Engage-Autc-Modes 40,4 1,68,160 
aamc-3-EngageJkfault-Mode 40,41,74,160 
aamc-3-Engage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
Above-Ground-Level 119,126,149 
Above-Mean-Sea-Level 58, 61, 70, 110, 119, 
142,148, 149,153 
Acceleration 58, 61, 87. 90, 119, 121, 130, 133, 
134,137, 149 
Acq 70,158 
Acquired 95,96,99,129,137 
Acquisition 72.75, 158 
Acquisition-R03 139,158 
Active-Flight-Plan 95,97,98,99. 127, 128, 129, 
134, 135,136,137 
Actual 42,43,44,45, 54, 56, 57,58,59,60,61, 
80, 81, 82, 83, 87, 89, 90, 91, 
93,94, 130, 131,132, 133 
ActualAkpeed 54,56,57 
Actual-Altitude 58,59,60,61 
Actual_Elight-~th-Angle.87,89,90 
Actual-Ground-Track-Angle 91,93.94 
ACWS 44,45,73,74,160 
ACWS--Attitude-Hold_Control_Wheel_ 
@ &-1-Flight-Ph-Name-R02 158 
@ PiX-l-Type-RlO 158 
Steering-Mode-Controller 42,45 
acws-l-Selected-Bank-Angle 42.45 
acws-1 -Selected-F%tc 
acws-2-Cmrnanded-Yaw-hgle 42,43,45 
ADEs 158 
AFCS 47 
AFCS-Enabler 46,47 
AFCS-Mode-Controller 40,4 1 
AFCSE 47,160 
AFCSE--AFCS-Enabler 46 
af~~e-3-AFl-Disabled 41,46,47,56,60,89,93, 
af~~e-3-AFD-Enribled 41,46,47, 56, 60, 89, 93, 
98,128, 136, 160 
98, 128, 136, 160 
afcse-3-FFD-Disabled 46,47,82,160 
afcse-3-FFD-Enabled 46,47,82,160 
AFD47,160 
AFD--Aft-night-~k-C~w 48 
afd-2-Autotl~ottle-Engaged 48,56,128 
afd-%Column-Position 45,48,49, 106, 133 . 
afd-2-Desig~ted-Defaunated_Default_Mode 48,49,74,160 
afd-2-Rudder-PedaLPosition 45,48,49,106,133 
afd-2-Wheel-Position 45,48,49,106,133 
afd-3-Airspeed-Hold-ModeRequest 48,49,56 
afd-3-Akspeed-11~rement-Request 48,49,56 
afd-3-Altitude_Decr.ement_Request 48,50,60 
a f d - 3 - A l t o d e - D e s e l ~ t  48,50,60 
afd-3-Akitude-Hold-Mde-Request 48,50,60,89, 
a f d - 3 - A l t i t e n t - ~ u e s t  48,50,60 
afd-3-Airspeed_Decrement_Request 48,49,56 
afd-3-AirspeedH0ldModeDeselect 48,49 
136 
afd-3-Attit~&-H0ld-De~ele~t 48,50,74,160 
afd-3-A~to-Mod~-lk~el~t 41,48,50 
afd-3-Auto-M&-Rq~~t 41,48,50 
afd-3-Auto~ThmtUe-Des$lect 128 
afd-3-Autothrottle~Desele~t 48,50 
afd-3-Flight-Path-Angle-Decxment-Request 48, 
afd-3-night_Path_Angle-Hold-Mode-&~l~t 48, 
afd-3-Flight-M-Angle-Hold-Mode-Request 48, 
aafd-3-Flight-Path-Angle-Increment-Request 48, 
afd-3~TrackAnn]eDecrement-Request 48, 
afd-3-DeWt-M0de-De&e~t 160 
afd-3-Default-Mode-R~~~t 41,48,50,160 
51,89 
51 
51.60, 136 
51.89 
51.93 
48.51 
afd-3-GroundTrackAnaleH0~ModeDeselect 
163 
afd-3-Ground_Track~Angle~In~ment~Request 48, 
afd-3-Horkontal-Guidance-Requ~ 48,52,93,98 
afd-3-Time-Guidance-Desekct 48,52,128 
afd-3-Tirne-Guidance-Request 48,52,56,128 
afd-3-Velocity-V~tor-Hold-~l~t  4 1.48, 52, 
afd-3-Velocity-Vector-Hold-Request 41.48, 52, 
afd-3-Vertical-Guidance-Request 48,52,60, 89, 
136 
AFD-AFCS-Mode-Controller 40.41 
AFD-Designated 47,79,160 
AFD-Disabled 41, 46, 47, 56, 60, 89, 93, 98, 
128, 136,160 
AFD-Enabled 41,46,47, 56,60, 89,93,98, 128, 
136, 160 
Aft-Flight-Deck-Crew 48 
Aid 110,158 
51,93 
afd-3-H0ri~0nt&G~idan~~-kkt 48,51,98 
160 
160 
afd-3-Ve1tid-Guidan~e-Deselect 48,52,136 
Aid-RO5 113,158 
Aid-R19 103,158 
AIL--Aileron 53 
ail-2-Current-Position 53 
Aileron 53 
Aileron-Position 53,76, 149 
Aircraft 42,43,44,45, 80, 81, 82, 83, 130, 131, 
Aircraft-Movement 128 
Airport62.158 
Airport-Name-R12B-R 14B-R20B 123.158 
Airport-Name-Rl3 100,107,117.123,158 
Airport-Name-RlS 100,158 
Airport_Name-R21 107,158 
AIRSPDHMC 56,57 
AIRSPDHMC--AirspeedHoldModeConooller 
54 
airspdhmc-1-Selected-Ahpeed 54,57 
airspdhmc- 1-State 57 
~ m c - 2 € o m m a n d e & ~  54,57
Airspeed 54, 55, 56, 57, 70, 119, 121, 127, 129, 
147,149 
Airspeed_Constraint 147,158 
Airspeed-Constraint-for-Wpt-Acq 70,158 
Ahpeed-Decrement-Request 48,49,56 
Airspeed-Hold-ModeController 54.56.57 
Ahpeed-Hold-Moder)eselect 48,49 
Airspeed-Hold-ModeReqUest 48,49,56 
Airqxed-Increment-Request 48,49,56 
Airspeed-to-ActUal54,56.57 
Airspeed-Value 147,158 
AirSpeedValueforWptAq 70,158 
Airway-Route 64,112,158 
ALTHMC 60,61 
ALTKMC--Alt i tude~Hold~Mode~~n~~er 58,6 1 
alrhmc-1-Selected-Altitude 58,61 
althmc-1-State 61 
132, 133 
althmc-2-Alti~e-Difference 58.61 
althmc-2-commanded_Veitid-~leration 58.61 
althmc-2-Engaged 89 
althmc-3-Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 58, 
althmc-3-Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied 58, 59, 
Altitude 58,59,60,61 
Altitude-Above-Grwnd-~vel119,126,149 
Altitude_Above_Mean_sea,LRvel58,61,70,110, 
Altitude-Constraint 147,158 
Altitude-Constraint-at-Wpt 70,158 
Altitude-Demment-Request 48,50,60 
Altitude-Difference 58,59,60,61 
Altitde-Hold-Mode-Controller 58,60,61 
AltitudeHoldModekIect 48,50,60 
Altitude-Hold-Mode-Request 48,50,60,89,136 
Altitude-Increment-Request 48,50,60 
Altitude-to-Actual58,59,60.61 
Altitude-to-be-at 142,143,158 
Altitude-Value 147,148,158 
Altitude-Value-at-Wpt 70,158 
Angle 42,43,45, 80, 83, 87, 88, 89.90, 91, 92, 
93, 94, 95, 99, 100, 104, 106, 
119, 120, 121, 130, 133, 149, 
150,151,154,158 
60.61 
60,61 
119,142, 148, 149,153 
Angle-Decrement-Request 48,5 1,89,93 
Angle-Hold-Mode-Controller 87, 89,90, 91,93, 
Angle-Hold-Mode-Deselect 48,51 
Angle-Hold-Mode-Request 48,51,60,98,136 
Angle-Increment-Request 48,51,89,93 
Angle-of-Attack 119,120 
Angle-Rate-of-Change 119,120,121 
Angle_tO_Actual87,90,91,94 
ap- 1- Automd-Trml-Info-Svc-Radio-Fxcq 62,158 
ap-1-Ground-Control-Radio-Frequency 62,158 
ap-1-Is-it-Usable 62,158 
ap-1-Name 62.63.158 
ap-l-Reference-Point-LAtude 62,63,158 
ap-l-Reference-Point-Longituae 62,63,158 
ap-Name 117 
Appr-Point 117,158 
Arc_Acquisition 75,158 
Area 114,158 
Area-Name-Rl6A 115,158 
Area-Vertex 115,158 
ARMED 60,74,98,128,134, 136 
Arrival 143,158 
ATC-Named~Waypoht 65,158 
ATC-Waypoht-onan-May-Routf3 64,158 
ATGWAR--ATC,Waypoint_onan_AiFNay_Route 
atcwar-1-Route-NameRlOB 64,158 
94 
AP--Airport 62,158 
ap-l-Clearance_RadiO-F~UeIICy 62,158 
ap-l-Tower_Radio,Frequency 62.63.158 
64,158 
164 
atcwar-l-Wpt-Name-R1OA 64,158 
ATCWPT--ATC-Named-Waypoint 65,158 
atcwpt-l-TypeR18 65,158 
atcwpt-l-Waypoint-NameR17 64,65,158 
atcwpt-Name 103 
Aaimde-Hold-Con 
Attitwie-Hold-Deselect 48,50, 74,160 
Atfimde-Hold-Engaged 42 
Attitude-of-Aircraft 42,43,44,45,80,81,82,83 
A.ttimde-to-Actual42.43,44,45,80,81,82,83 
Auto-Modes 40,41,68,160 
Auto-Modes-Controller 67,68 
Auto-Modes-Deselect 41.48.50 
AutoJlodes-Engaged 67 
Auto-Modes-Request 41.48,50 
Auto-Throttle-Deselect 128 
A U T 0 L ~ -  Automatic-LanandingController 66 
autoland-2-Glide_Slope_Engaged 60,66.89 
autoland-2-localizers_Engagd 66,93 
AUTOMATIC 4 1,50 
Automatic-LandingController 66 
AUTOMC 67.68, 160 
automc-2-Auto~Modes-Engaged 67 
automc-2-Engaged 60,89,93,98,128,136 
Automd-Tml-Info-Svc-Radio-Freq 62,158 
Autothrottle-Deselect 48,50 
Autothrottle-Engaged 48,56,128 
Azimuth-Broadcast-Location 107, 108, 154,155, 
Bank-Angle 42,45, 80, 83, 91, 94, 95, 99, 104, 
Bank-Angle-Rate-of-Change 119,120 
BEHAVIOR 41,44, 47. 56, 60, 68, 74, 82, 89, 
Board-System 102.109 
Boolean 42,48,66,67,79, 81, 85.95, 130, 134, 
Broadcast-Frequency 100,158 
Broadcast-bation 107,108,154,155,158 
CADm 158 
CAPTURE 56.60.89.93 
Cap~-and-Hold-Selected_Airspeed 54,55,56, 
Capture-and-Hold-Selected-Altitude 58, 59,60, 
AUTOMC--Auto_Mode~-C~tr~ller 67 
158 
106,119,120,130,133,149 
93,98,105, 128, 132, 136 
150 
57 
61 
Captm-and-Hold-Selectixl-FPA 89 
~ a n d ~ l d S e l e c t e d G r o u n d T r a c k A n g l e  
Captme-and-Hold-Selected-GTA 93 
Center-Wpt-NameRW 75,158 
Change 119,120,121 
Class-Relationship-Diagram 158 
Clearance-Radio-Frequency 62,158 
91,92,94 
Column-Position 45, 48, 49, 79, 83, 106, 133, 
150 
Commanded-Aileron-Position 76 
Commanded-Ahpeed 54,57,127,129 
Commanded-Bank-Angle 42.45, 80,83,91,94, 
43,45,80,83,104, 
130,133,134,137 
106 
Commanded-Yaw-Angle 42,43,45,80,83,104, 
Communication 160 
Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 95,97,98,99,127, 
128,129,134,135,136, 137 
Company-Defined-Wayint 113,158 
Company-Route 69,138,158 
Constrained-Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan 70,158 
Constraint 70, 147, 151, 152, 158 
Constraint-at-Wpt 70, 158 
Constraint-for-Wpt-Acq 70,158 
Control-Inputs 104,105,106 
Control-Radio-Frequency 62,158 
Control-Wheel-SteeringMode_Controller 42,44, 
controlled-by 158 
Controller 40,41,42, 44, 45. 54, 56, 57. 58, 60, 
61, 66, 67, 68, 73, 74, 76, 80, 
82, 83. 87, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 
104,105, 130, 132, 133 
45,80,82,83, 132, 133 
controls 158 
Convergence 95,96,98,99,134,135,136.137 
CR--Company-Route 69,158 
cr-l-Name 69,138,158 
Create-Waypoint 144,145,146 
Crew 48,79 
Criteria 95,%,98,99,134,135, 136, 137 
Criteria-Satisfied 58,59,60,61,95,98,99, 134, 
Criteria-Triggered 58,60,61,95,98,99,136,137 
Current-Engine_Pressure,Ratio 78 
Current-Exhaust-Gas-Temperature 78 
Current-Nl-WM 78 
Current-N2JWM 78 
Current-Position 53.77.116, 125 
Cumnt-Throttle-Position 78 
CWn?-Constrained-Waypoint-ona-l%g ht-Plan 
wfp- 1 -AirSpeedValueforWptAcq 70,158 
cwfpl-Altitude-Constraint-at-Wpt 70,158 
cwfp-l-Altitude-Value-at-Wpt 70,158 
cwfp-l-F%ght-Plan-Namel-R02 70,71 
cwfp 1 -Fligh-Ph-Name-RO; 158 
136,137 
70,158 
cwfpl-Ahpd-CoMtraint-fWirspeed_Constraint_forWpt-Acq 70.158 
165 
cwfp-1-Waypoint-Name-1-R02 70,71 
cwfp-l-Waypoint-Name-Ro2 158 
CWS-Engaged 80,8 1 
CWS-Mode-Controller 130 
D-Position 101,117, 118, 153 
DWaypoint_ona-Flight-Plan 141,142,143,158 
DA--Dimt-Acquisition 72,158 
da-l-Waypoint-Name-RO2 72,158 
da-2-Disrance-ro-Tangent 72,158 
Data-Filterer 1 19 
Day 143,153 
Deck-~n~l_Wheel-SteeringMode_Controller 
80,82, 83 
Deck-Crew 48,79 
Deck-CWS-Engaged 80.8 1 
Decrement-Request 48,49,50,51,56,60,89,93 
Decrement-Selected-Ahspeed 54,55,56,57 
Decrement-Selected-Altitude 58.59.60.61 
Decrement-Selected-Flight-Path-Angle 87, 88, 
89,90 
Decrement-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 9 1,92, 
93,94 
DEFAULT 4 1 
Default-Mode 40,41,48,49,74, 160 
Default-Mde-Connoller 73,74 
Default-Mode-Deselect 160 
Default-Mode-Request 41,48,50,160 
Defied-Waypoint 113,158 
DEWC 74,160 
DEFMC--Default-Mode-Controller 73 
defmc-3-Disengage-ACWS 44,73,74,160 
defmc-3-Disengage-hbWEL 73,74,105 
defmc-3-Engage-ACWS 44,73,74,160 
defmc-3-Engage-MANEL 73,74,105,160 
defmc-3-Mode_Reversion 73,74,160 
defmcDisengage-MANEL 160 
Degrees 151 
Description 113,144,158 
Deselect 41,48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 60, 74, 98, 128, 
136, 160 
Designated 47,79,160 
Designated-Default-Mode 48,49,74,160 
Deviation 102,109 
Diagram 158,160 
Difference 58,59,60,61 
Dmt-Acquisition 72,158 
Direction-of-Tum 75,158 
Disabled 41,46.47, 56.60, 82. 89, 93, 98, 128, 
136,160 
Disengage-ACWS 44,73,74,160 
Disengage-Auto-Modes 40,41,68,160 
Disengage-Default-Mode 40,41,74,160 
Disengage-MANEL 73,74,105,160 
Disengage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
Disengagement-Criteria 95,96,98,99, 134, 135, 
&-l-F%ght-Plan-N~e-R02 72,158 
136,137 
Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 58,60,61,95, 
98,99, 136, 137 
54.56.57 
58,59,60,61 
Display-Actwd-Fligbt-Path-Angle 87,89,90 
ssp 91,93,94 
Disp 
Display-Selected-Altitude 58,59,60,61 
Display-Selected-Fli 
Display-Selec 
Display-State 54.55, 56. 57, 58.59, 60. 61. 87, 
88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95. 
96, 98, 99, 127, 128, 129, 134, 
135,136, 137 
Distance-to-Tangent 72,158 
Divergence 95,96,98,99,134,135.136,137 
DIVERGING 98,136 
DME-Arc-Acquisition 75,158 
DME-Location 107,158 
DMEAA--D?dE-Arc-Acquisition 75,158 
dmeaa-1-Direction-of-Tum 75,158 
dmeaa-l-Flight_Plan_NameR03 75,158 
dmeaa-l-Turn_Center_Wpt-N~e-R04 75,158 
dmeaa-1-Waypoint-Name-RO3 75,158 
domn-Acceleration 58,87,121.130,149 
domn-Aileron-Position 53,76,149 
domn-Airspeed 54,70,121,127,147,149 
domn- Altitude-Above-Ground-Level 1 19, 126, 
domn-Altitude-Above-Mean-Sea-Level 58, 70, 
domn-BankJngle42, 80, 91,95, 104, 120, 130, 
domn-Boolean 42,48,66,67,79,81,85,95, 130, 
domn-Column-Position 150 
Qmn-Elevator-Position 76,77,150 
Qmn-Engine-Pressure-Ratio 78,150 
domn-Engine-RPM 78,150 
domn-Engine-Throttle-Position 76,78,150 
domn-Exhaust-Gas-Temperature 78,150 
domn-Flight-Path-Angle 87, 120,130. 150 
Qmn-Ground-Track-Angle 91,120,130,151 
domn-Latitude 63,115,120,126,144.151,153 
domn-latitude_Degrees 151 
domn-Latitude-Hemisphexe 151 
domn-LegConstraint 70,147,151 
domn-longitude 63,115,120,126,144,151,153 
cIomn-bngitude-Degrees 151 
domn-Longitude-Hemisphere 151 
Qmn-h4agnetic-Variation 144,152 
Qmn-Pitch 152 
domn-Pitch-Angle 42.43,80,104,120 
domn-Point-Constraint 70,147,152 
domn-Radio-Frequency 62,63,100,152 
domn-Rudder-Pedal-Position 49.79.152 
domn-Rudder-Position 76,116,152 
Qmn-Stabilizer-Position 76,125,152 
149 
110, 119, 142, 148, 149, 153 
149 
134,150 
166 
domn-Tmpenture 153 
domn-Three-D-Position 101,153 
domn-Time-of-Day 143,153 
domn-Time-of-Day-Hour 153 
domn-Time-of-Day-Minutes 153 
domn-Two-D-Position 117,118, 153 
domn-Wheel-Position 49.79.153 
domn-X-Offset 154 
domn-X-Offset-Fhrn-h-imuth- 
Broadcast-Location 107, 108, 
154 
domn-X-Offset-From-Runway-Threshold 107, 
154 
domn-Y-Offset 154 
domn-Y-Offset-From-Azimuth- 
B roadcas t-Location 107, 108, 
154 
domn-Y-Offset-From-Runway-Threshold 107, 
154 
domn-Yaw-Angle 42,43,80,104,121,154 
domn-2-Offset 155 
domn-Z-Offset_From-~imuth- 
Broadcast-Location 107, 108, 
155 
domn-2-Offset-From-Runway-Threshold 107, 
155 
E. Capture-and-Hold-Selected_Airspeed 56 
E. Capture-and-Hold-Selected-AI titude 60 
E. Capture-and-Hold-Selected-ITA 89 
E. Capture-and-Hold-Selected-GTA 93 
E. Display-ActualAbped 56 
E. Display-Actual-Altitude 60 
E. Display-Actual-Flight-Path-Angle 89 
E. Display-Actual-Ground-Track-Angle 93 
E. Display-Selected-Airspeed 56 
E. Display-Selected-Altitude 60 
E. Display-Selected-Flight-Path-Angle 89 
E. Display-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 93 
E. Display-State 56,60.89,93,98,128, 136 
E. Enhance-.Pilot-Contro?_Inputs 105 
E. EvaluateAircraftMovement 128 
E. Evaluate-Disengagement-Criteria 98,136 
E. Evaluate-Engagement_Criteria 98,136 
E. Fly-Horiz-Comp-ofActive-Flight-Plan 98 
E. Fly-Time-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 128 
E. Fly-Vextical-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 136 
E. Maintain-Attitude-of_Aircrat 44,82 
E. Maintain-Velocity-Vec~-of_AiFcraft 132 
E. Watch-Altitude-Diffemce 60 
E. WatCh-for-Path-Convergence 98,136 
E. Watch-for-Path-Divergence 98,136 
EC-Effector-Controller 76 
ec-2-Commanded_Aileron_Position 76 
ec-2-Commanded~Elevator~Position 76 
ec-2-Commanded-Rudder-Position 76 
ec-2-Commanded-Stabb-Position 76 
ec-2-Commanded-Throttle_Position 76 
d o m n - V e I I h l - A ~ l ~ t i ~  134 
Effector-Controller 76 
Electric 105 
Electric-Made-Controller 104 
ELEV--Elevamr 77 
elev-2-Current-Position 77 
Elevation 110,126,158 
Elevator 77 
Elevam-Position 76,77, 150 
Enabled 41,46, 47, 56, 60, 82, 89,93,98, 128, 
Enabler 46.47 
eng-2-Current-Engine-~ure-Ratio 78 
eng2-Cunent-Ehamt_cas_Temperature 78 
eng2-Cmt-Nl-RPM 78 
en&2-Current-N2-RPM 78 
eng-2-Current-Throttle-Position 78 
Engage-ACWS 44.73.74.160 
Engage-Auto-Modes 40,4 1,68,160 
Engage-Default-Mode 40,41.74,160 
Engage-- 73.74,105,160 
Engage-VCWS 40,41,132,160 
Engaged 42, 44, 48, 56.60, 66, 67, 68, 74, 80, 
81,82, 89.93, 95,98, 105, 128, 
130,132,134,136 
Engagement-Criteria 95, 96, 98, 99, 134, 135, 
136, 137 
Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied 58,59,60,61,95, 
98,99,134.136,137 
Engine 78 
Engine-Pressure-Ratio 78,150 
Engine-FWM 78,150 
Engine-Throttle-Position 76,78,150 
Enhance-Pilot-Control-Inputs 104, 105, 106 
Evaluate-Aircraft-Movement 128 
Evaluate_Disengagement-Cn~na 95,96,98,99, 
Evaluate-Engagement-Criteria 95, 96, 98, 99, 
evnt-VPG-Mode-Reversion 136 
Exhaust-Gas-Temperature 78,150 
FED 47,160 
FFD--FOMlard-Fli@it-Deck-CRW 79 
ffd-2-AFJ3-Wg~td 47,79,160 
ffd-2-Column_Position 79,83 
ffd-2-FFD-Wignated 47.79.160 
ffd-2-Rudder-PedaLhition 79.83 
136, 160 
ENG--Engine 78 
134,135,136, 137 
134,135, 136,137 
ffd-2-wheel_PoSitiOn 79,83 
FFD-Designared 47,79,160 
IT’D-Disabled 46,47,82,160 
FFD-Enabled 46,47,82,160 
FFDCWS 82,83,160 
FFDC!WS--Fwd-Right-hk-Conaol_ 
ffdcws-l-Selected-Bank-Angle 80.83 
ffdcws-l-Selected_PtCh-Angle 80.83 
ffdcws-l-Selected-Yaw-Angle 80,83 
Wheel-SteeringMode_ 
Controller 80.83 
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ffdcws-2-Commmded-Bank_Angle 80,83 
ffdcws-2-Commanded-Pitch-Angle 80.83 
ffdcws-2-Comm~ded~Yaw~Angle 80,83
ffdcws-2-Forward-Fiight-Deck-CWS-Engaged 80, 
Filterer 119 
Fke-Broadcast-Loation 107,108,158 
FLIGHT 41,160 
Flight-Deck-Control-W heel-StewingMode_ 
Controller 80.82,83 
Flight-Deck:Crew 48,79 
Right-Deck-CWS-Engaged 80,81 
Flight-Path-Angle 87,88,89,90, 119, 120. 130, 
133,150 
Flight-Path-Angle_Decrement-Rquest 48,51,89 
Flight-Path-Angle_HoId_Mode_Controller 87,89, 
Flight_Path_Angle_HoId_Mode_Deselect 48,5 1 
Flight-Path-Angle-Hold-Mode-Request 48, 5 1, 
Flight-Path-Angle-lncrement-Request 48,5 1,89 
Flight-Path-Angle-to-Actual 87,90 
Flight-Plan 70, 84, 85, 86, 95, 97, 98, 99, 127, 
128, 129, 134, 135, 136, 137, 
139,141,142, 143, 158 
Flight-Plan-Name-1 -R02 70'7 1 
Flight-Plan-Name-RO1A 71, 72, 139, 142, 143, 
Flight-Plan-NameR02 72, 142,143,158 
Flight-Plan-Name-R03 75, 158 
Fly-Horiz-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 95, 97, 
98,99 
Fly-Time-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 127, 
128.129 
81 
90 
60,136 
158 
Fly-Vertical-Cornp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 134, 
135,136,137 
Fonvard-F%ght-Deck-Crew 79 
Forward-Flight-Deck-CWS-Engaged 80,8 1 
Four-D-Waypoint-ona-Flight-Plan 143,158 
FP 86 
FP--Flight-Plan 84, 86, 158 
fp-l-Name 75,84,139,158 
fp-2-Horizontal-Guidance-Possible 84,85,98 
fp-2-Time-Guidance_Possible 84,85,128 
fp-2-Vertical-Guidance-~ssible 84,85,136 
FPA 89 
FPAHMC 89.90 
FP~C--Flight-~-Angle-Hold- 
fpahmc-l-Selected-Flight-Path-Angle 87,90 
fpahmc-l-State 90 
fp~mc-2-Commmd~~Vertical_Accele~tion 87, 
90 
Freq 62,158 
Frequency 62,63,100,110,152,158 
From-Azimuth-Broadcast-..ation 107,108,154, 
155 
From-Runway-Threshold 107,154,155 
Mode-Controller 87.90 
Fwd-~ghtDeckControlWheel-Steering 
Mode-Controller 80,82,83 
Gas-Temperaaue 78,150 
Glide-hth-Broadcast-Location 107,108,158 
Glide-Slope-Angle 100,158 
Glide-Slope-Eingaged 60,66,89 
Ground-Control-Radio-Fnquency 62,158 
Ground-Level119,126,149 
Ground-System 100,107,158 
Ground-Track-Angle 91, 92, 93, 94, 119, 120, 
130,133,150 
Gro~d-Track-Angle_Decrement_Request 48,5 1 , 
93 
Ground-Track-Angle-Hold-Mode-Controller 9 1, 
93.94 
GrorrndTrack-Angle-~old-~~Deselect 48,5 1 
Ground_Track_Angle_Hold_Mode_Request 48,5 1, 
98 
Ground-Track-Angle-Increment-Request 48, 5 1, 
93 
Ground-Track-AngIe-to-Actual 9 1,94 
GTA 93 
GTAHMC 93,94 
GTAHMC--Ground-Track-Angle-Hold- 
Mode-Controller 9 1.94 
gtahmc-l-Selec~-Grgle 91,94 
gtahmc-l-State 94 
gtahmc-2-Cmmanded-Bank-Angle 91,94 
Guidance-Deselect 48,51,52,98,128.136 
Guidance-Possible 84,85,98,128, 136 
Guidance-Request 48,52,56,60,89,93,98,128, 
136 
Guide95,98,99.127.128,129, 134, 136, 137 
Heading 1 17,158 
Hemisphere 151 
Higher 160 
HOLD 41,56,60,89,93 
Hold-ControlJheel-S teeringM&-Controller 
42,44,45, 132,133 
Hold-CWS-NIOdeControUer 1 30 
Hold_I>eselect 41,48,50,52,74,160 
Hold_Engaged 42,130 
Hold-Mode-Controller 54,56,57,58,60,61,87, 
Hold-Mode-Deselect 48.49.50.5 1.60 
Hold-Mode-Request 48.49, 50, 51, 56, 60, 89, 
Hold-Request 41,48,52,160 
Hold-Selected-~ 54.55.56.57 
Hold-Selected-Altitude 58,59,60,61 
Hold-Se~ted-~ght-Pa~-Angle 87,88,90 
Hold-Selected-FPA 89 
Hold-Selecm,-Gmund Track-Angle 9 1 , 92.94 
Hold-Selected-GTA 93- 
Horiz-Comp-of-Active-Flight-Plan 95, 97, 98, 
gshmc-2-Engaged 136 
gurd-tpg-2-To0-Sl0~ 128 
89,90,91.93,94 
98, 136 
99 
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HorizontalGuidance-Deselect 48.51.98 
Horizontal-Guidance-Possible 84,85,98 
HoniontalGuidance-Request 48,52,93,98 
Horizontal-Path-Guide 95,98,99 
Hour 153 
HPG 98,99 
HPG--HorizontalPath-Guide 95,99 
hpg-2-Commanded-Badc-Angle 95,99 
hpg-2-Engaged 93,95,136 
hpg-3-Disengagement-Criteria-Triggered 95, 98, 
hpg-3-Engagement-Criteria-Satisfied 95,98,99 
hpg-3-Mode-Reversion 95,96,98 
hpg-3-Path-Convergence 95,96,98,99 
hpg-3-Path-Divergence 95,96,98,99 
hpg-3-Waypoint-Acquired 95, %, 99 
hpg-l-State 99 
99 
IAS-Required-Rl4B 123,158 
IDLE a,47,56,60,68, 74,82,89, 93, 98, 105, 
128. 132, 136 
ILS-Ground-System 100,158 
ILS-On-Board-S ystem 102 
ILSGS--ILS-Ground-System 100,158 
ilsgs-l-Aixport-Name-Rl5 100,158 
ilsgs-l-Bmadcast-F+equency 100,158 
ilsgs-l-Glide-Slope-Angle 100,158 
ilsgs-l-Runway-Name-Rl5 100,101,158 
ilsgs-l-Shack-Position 100, 101, 158 
ILSOBS--ILS-On-Boa&Systern 102 
ilsobs-2-Lateral-Deviation 102 
ilsobs-2-Signal-Strength 102 
ilsobs-2-Vertical-Deviation 102 
Increment-Request 48,49,50,51,56,60,89,93 
Increment-Selected-Aiqxd 54,55,56,57 
Increment-Selected-Altitude 58,59,60,61 
Increment-Selected-Flight-Pa&-Angle 87,89,90 
Increment-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 91,93, 
94 
Info-SvcJ?adio-Freq 62,158 
Inputs 104,105,106 
Intersection 103,158 
ISN--Intersection 103,158 
isn-l-Name-R18 103,158 
isn-l-Fkferred-Nav-Aid-Rl9 103,158 
Landingcontroller 66 
Lateral-Deviation 102,109 
Latitude 62, 63, 115, 119, 120, 126, 144, 151 
153,158 
Latitude-Degrees 151 
Latitude-Hemisphere 15 1 
Leg_Constraint 70,147.151 
Length 117,118,158 
Level 58, 61, 70, 110, 119, 126, 142, 148, 149, 
153 
Localizers_Engaged 66,93 
Location 107,108,154, 155,158 
Location-Description 144,158 
lochmc-2-Engaged 98,136 
Longitude 62, 63, 115, 119, 120, 126, 144, 151, 
153,158 
Longilude-Degrees 151 
Longitude-Hemisphere 151 
Magnetic-Heading 117,158 
Magnetic-Variafion 144,152,158 
Maintain-Attitude-of_Aircraft 42,43,44,45,80, 
81,82,83 
Maintain_Velocity_Vector_of-~c~ft 130, 13 1, 
132, 133 
MANEL 73,74,105,106,160 
MANEL-Manual_Electri~-M&-ChE~ll~~ 104 
manel-2-Commanded-Bank-AngIe 104,106 
manel-2Commanded-Pitch-Angle 104,106 
manel-2-Comman&-Yaw-Angle 104,106 
Manual-Electric 105 
Manual-Elec~c-Mode-ConMode_Controller 104 
Mean-Sea-Level 58.61, 70, 110, 119, 142, 148, 
Method-of-Acquisition-R03 139,158 
Minutes 153 -.  
Missed-Appr-Point 117. 158 
MLS-Ground-System 107,158 
MLS-On-Board-System 109 
MLSGS--MLS-Ground-System 107,158 
mlsgs-l-Airport_Name-R21 107,158 
mlsgs-l-Azimuth-Broadcast_Location 107,158 
mlsgs-l-DME-Location 107,158 
mlsgs-l-Flare_Broadcast_Location 107,108,158 
mlsgs- 1 -Glide-~th_Broadcast-~ation 107,108, 
158 
mlsgs-l-Runway-Name-R21 107,108,158 
MLSOBS--MLS-On-Board-System 109 
mlsobs-2-Lateral~Deviati0n 109 
mlsobs-2-Signal-Strength 109 
mlsobs-2-Vertical-Deviation 109 
Mode 40,41,48,49,74, 160 
Mode-Controller 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 54, 56, 57, 
58, 60, 61, 73, 74, 80, 82, 83, 
87,89,90,91,93,94,104, 105, 
130, 132, 133 
Mode-Deselect 48.49,50,51,60,160 
Mode-Request 41,48,49, 50, 51, 56,60, 89,98, 
136,160 
Mode-Reversion 56,73,74,95,96,98, 134, 135, 
136,160 
MODEL 41,44, 45, 47, 56, 57, 60, 61.68, 74, 
82, 83, 89, 90, 93, 94, 98, 99, 
105, 128, 129, 132, 133, 136, 
137 
149, 153 
Modes 40,41,50.67,68. 160 
Modef-Controller 67.68 
Modes-Deselect 4 1,48,50 
Modes-Engaged 67 
Modes-Request 41,48,50 
Modify-~visional_Fight-Plan 84,8586 
Movement 128 
Nl-RPM 78 
169 
N2-RPM 78 
Name 62,63,65,69,75,84, 101, 103, 108, 110, 
113, 114, 115, 117, 118, 123, 
124, 138, 139, 140, 144, 148, 
158 
Name- 1-R02 70,7 1 
Name-RO1A 71,72,139,142,143,158 
NameROlB 71,72,139,140,142, 143,158 
Name-RO2 72, 142,143,158 
Name-R03 75,158 
Name-RO4 75,158 
Name-R08A 147,148,158 
Name-RO8B 147,148,158 
Name-RO9A 138,158 
NameRO9B 138,158 
Name-R1OA 64,158 
Name-RlOB 64,158 
Name-Rl2B-Rl4B-RUIB 123,124,158 
Name-R13 100,107,117, 123, 158 
Name-R15 100,101,158 
Name-R16A 115,158 
Name-R17 64,65,113,158 
Name-R18 103,158 
Name-R21 107,108,158 
Named-Waypoint 65,158 
Nav-Aid-RO5 113,158 
Nav-Aid-RI9 103,158 
NAVAID-Navigational-Aid 110,158 
navaid-1-Elevation 110,158 
navaid-1-Frequency 110,158 
navaid-1-Name 110,113,158 
navaid- 1 -Service-hge 1 10, I 1 1,158 
navaid-1-Type 110,111,158 
navaid-Name 103 
Navigational-Aid 110,158 
not 47, 56, 60, 86, 89, 93,98, 99, 128, 129, 136, 
137, 146 
Number 64,112,115,158 
Obiect 126,158,160 
Offset 153, 154,155 
Offset_Ftom_Azimuth_Broadcast_Location 107, 
108,154,155 
Offset-From-Runway-Threshold 107,154,155 
Ordinal-Position-on-Plan 139,158 
PAR--Published-hay-Route 112,158 
par-1-Number 64,112,158 
PATH 98.136 
Path-Angle 87, 88, 89, 90, 119, 120, 130, 133, 
Path-Angle-Decrement-Request 48,51,89 
Path-Angle-Hold_Moae_Controiler 87,89,90 
P a t h - A n g l e - ~ o l d - M ~ e - ~ ~ l ~ t  48.5 1 
Path-Angle-Hold-Mode-Request 48,51,60,136 
Path-Angle-Increment-Request 48,5 1,89 
Par-l-TyPe 64,112 
~-1-TYpe-RlO 158 
150 
Path-Angle-to-Actual 87,90 
Path-Broackast-Lwation 107,108,158 
Path-Convergence 95,%, 98.99, 134, 135, 136, 
137 
Path-Divergence 95, 96, 98, 99, 134, 135, 136, 
137 
Path-Guide 95,98,99, 127, 128, 129, 134, 136, 
137 
~---Pilot_or_Companv-T)efined_Waypoini 
113,158 
pcwpt-l-Prefened_Nav-Aid-R05 113,158 
pcwpt-l-Phary-Use-Description 113,158 
Pedal-Position 45,48,49,79,83,106,133.152 
Pilot-Control-Inputs 104,105,106 
Pilot-or_Company_I)efined-Waypoint 1 13,158 
Pitch 152 
Pitch-Angle 42, 43, 45, 80, 83, 104, 106, 119, 
120 
Pitch-Angle-Rate-of-Change 119,120 
Plan 70, 84, 85, 86, 95, 97, 98, 99, 127. 128, 
129, 134, 135, 136, 137, 139, 
141, 142, 143, 158 
Plan-Name-1-R02 70,71 
Plan-Name-RO1A 71,72,139, 142,143,158 
Plan-Name-RO2 72,142,143,158 
Ph-Nme-RO3 75,158 
Planned-Time_of-Arrivall43,158 
Point 117. 158 
Point-Constraint 70, 147, 152 
Point-Latitude 62.63, 158 
Point-hgitude 62.63, 158 
PORTION 47 
Position 45,48, 49, 53, 76, 77, 78, 79, 83, 100, 
101, 106, 116, 117, 118, 125, 
133,149,150, 152, 153, 158 
p~wpt-l-Na111e-Rl7 113,158 
Position-on-Plan 139, 158 
Possible 84,85,98, 128, 136 
PREENGAGED 41 
Preferred-Nav-Aid-R05 113,158 
Prefmed-Nav-Aid-R19 103,158 
PreSsm-Fbtio 78,150 
Primary-Use-Description 113,158 
PROCESS 45, 57, 61,83,90, 94, 99, 129, 133, 
Provisional-Flight-Plan 84,85, 86 
Published-hay-Route 112,158 
RO1 158 
ROlA 71,72, 139,142, 143, 158 
ROlB 71.72, 139, 140, 142,143, 158 
R02 70,71,72,139,140,142,143,158 
R03 75,139, 158 
R04 75,158 
RO4A 158 
R04B 158 
R05 113, 158 
R05A 158 
R05B 158 
137 
170 
R07 158 
R07A 158 
R07B 158 
R08 158 
R08A 147,148, 158 
R08B 147,148,158 
R09 158 
R09A 138,158 
R09B 138,158 
R10 158 
RlOA 64,158 
RlOB 64,158 
R12 158 
R12A 158 
R12B 123,124.158 
R13 100,107.117,123.158 
R13A 158 
R13B 158 
R14 158 
R14A 158 
R14B 123, 124, 158 
R15 100,101, 158 
R15A 158 
R15B 158 
R16 158 
R16A 115, 158 
R16B 158 
R17 64,65,113, 144, 145,158 
R18 65, 103, 158 
R19 103, 158 
R19A 158 
R19B 158 
R20 158 
R20A 158 
R20B 123,124,158 
R21 107, 108, 158 
R21A 158 
R22B 158 
ra-l-Name 114,158 
=-Name 115 
Radio-Freq 62,158 
Radio-Frequency 62,63,100,152,158 
Range 110,111,158 
Rate-of-Change 119,120,121 
Ratio 78,150 
rav-l-Longitude 115,158 
rav-l-Restricted-Area-Name-Rl6A 115,158 
READY 56,60,74,89,93,98,128,136 
Reference-Point-Latitude 62,63,158 
Reference-Point-Longitude 62,63,158 
Relationship-Diagram 158 
Request 41,48,49,50,51,52,56,60,89,93,98, 
128, 136,160 
RA-ReStricted-h 114,158 
r a - 1 - T ~  114,158 
RAV-Re~tri~ted-Area-Verte~ 115,158 
ra~-l-latitu& 115,158 
rav-l-VerteX-Nmk 115,158 
ReqUired-Rl4B 123.158 
Restricted-Area 114,158 
Restricted-Area-Name-Rl6A 115,158 
Restricied-Area-Vertex 115,158 
Reversion 56,73,74,95, %,98, 134, 135, 136, 
Route 64,69, 112,138, 158 
Route-NameRO9B 138.158 
Route-NameRlOB 64,158 
RPM 78, 150 
RUD-Rudder 116 
~d-~-Current-Position 116 
Rudder 116 
Rudder-Pedal-Position 45, 48. 49, 79, 83, 106, 
Rudder-Position 76,116.152 
Runway 117,158 
Runway-Name-R12B-Rl4B-R20B 123,124,158 
Runway-Nme-R15 100,101,158 
Runway-Name-R21 107,108,158 
Runway-Threshold 107,154,155 
RW--Runway 117,158 
rw-l-Airport-Name-Rl3 117,123,158 
rw-l-Missed-Appr-Point 117,158 
rw-l-Name 117,118,124,158 
rw-l-Usable-length 117, 118,158 
rw-Airport_Name-R13 100,107 
rw-Name 101,108 
S. aamc-3-Dkngage-Auto-Modes 41 
S. aamc-3-Disengage-hfault-Mode 41 
S. aamc-3-Disengage-VCWS 4 1 
S. aamc-3-Engage-Auto-Modes 41 
S. aamc-3-Engage-Default-Mode 41 
S. aamc-3-Engage-VCWS 41 
160 
133,152 
rW-l-uagnetic_Heading 117,158 
W-l-?hreShold 117,118,158 
S. af~~e-3-AFD-DiSabled 47
S. afcse-3-AFD-E~bled 47 
S. af~~e-3-FFD-DiSabled 47 
S. af~~e-3-FFD-E~bled 47 
S. defrnc-3-Disengage-ACWS 74 
S. defmc-3-Disengage~MANEL 74 
S. defmc-3-Engage-ACWS 74 
S. defmc-3-EngageJMNEL 74 
S. define-3-Mode-Revemion 74 
S. evnt-VPG-Mode-Reversion 136 
S. hpg-3-Mode-Reversion 98 
sl 41,44,47, 56,60,68,74, 82, 89,93,98, 105, 
128,132,136 
Satisfied 58,59,60,61,95,98,99, 134,136,137 
SDF--Sensor-Da&a-Filterer 119 
sdf-2-Altitu&~Above~Ground~Levelll9 
sdf-2-Altitu~-A~ve-M~-Se_Above161, 19 
sdf-2-Angle-of-Attack 119,120 
sdf-2-Bank-Angle 45,83,119,120 
sdf-2-Bank_AngIe-~-of-Ch~ge 1 19,120 
sdf-2-Flight-Path-Angle 90,119,120,133 
sdf-2-Ground-Track-Angle 94,119,120,133 
171 
sdf-2-Latitude 119,120 
sdf-2-longitude 119,120 
sdf-2-Pitch-Angle 45,83,119,120 
sdf-2-Pitch-Angle-~te_of-C~ge 119,120 
sdf-2-Sideslip-Angle 119,121 
sdf-2-Wind-Velocity 119,121 
sdf-2-X-Acceleration 119,121 
sdf-2-Y-Acceleration 119,121 
sdf-2-Yaw-Angle 45,83,119,121 
sdf-2-Yaw-AngIe-~-of-~ge 119,121 
sdf-2-Z-Acce140n 119,121 
Sea-Level 58, 61, 70, 110, 119, 142, 148, 149, 
153 
Selected-Ahpeed 54,55.56,57 
Selected-Airspeed-to-Actual54,56,57 
Selected-Altitude 58,59,60,61 
SeIected-AItitude-to-Actual58,59,60,61 
Selected-Attitude-to-Actual 42, 43, 44, 45, 80, 
Selected-Bank-Angle 42,45,80,83 
Selected-Flight-Path-Angle 87, 88, 89, 90, 130, 
Selected-.Flight-Path-Angle-to-Actual87,90 
Selected-FPA 89 
Selected-FPA-to-Actual89 
Selected-Ground-Track-Angle 9 1,92,93,94,130, 
Se1ected-Ground_Track-Angle-~-~~9lI 94 
Selected-GTA 93 
Selected-Pitch-Angle 42,4580.83 
Selected-Velocity-Vector-to-Actual 130, 13 1, 
Selected-Yaw-Angle 42,45,80,83 
SELECTION 56,60,89,93 
SENS--Sensor-Suite 122 
Sensor-Data-Filterer 119 
Sensor-Suite 122 
Service-Range 110,111,158 
Set 60 
Set-Selected-Ahpeed-to-Actud 54,56,57 
S e t - S e l e c t t u a l  58,59,60,61 
Set-Selected-Attitude-to-Actual 42, 43, 44, 45, 
80, 81, 82, 83 
Set-Selected-~ght-Pa~-Angle-~-Actual87,90 
Set-Selected-FPA-to-Actual89 
Set-Selected-Ground-Track-Angle-to-Actual 9 1, 
Set-Selected-GTA_to_Actual93 
Set-Selected_veroci~-Vector-~-~t~l30,131, 
Shack-Position 100,101,158 
SID-STAR-Name-R08B 147,148,158 
SID-or-STAR 123,147, 158 
Sideslip-Angle 119,121 
Signal-Strength 102,109 
Slope-Angle 100,158 
Slope-Engaged 60,66,89 
sdf-2-T~e-Aiqx~xi 57,119,121 
81, 82, 83 
133 
133 
132, 133 
94 
132, 133 
Slow 128 
SS--SID-or-STAR 123,158 
ss-l-Airport_Name-R12B-R14B-R20B 123,158 
ss-1-Name 123,124,148,158 
ss- 1 -Runway-Name-R 12B-R14B-R20B 123,124, 
~-1-IAS-Required-Rl4B 123,158 
158 
s s - 1 - T ~  123,124,158 
STAB--Stabi 125 
stab-2-Cwent-Position 125 
Stabilizer 125 
Stabili-Position 76,125,152 
STAR 123,147,158 
STAR-Name-RO8B 147,148,158 
State 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 87, 88, 89, 
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 
99, 127, 128, 129, 134, 135, 
136, 137 
SteeringMode-Controller 42,44,45,80, 82,83, 
132, 133 
Strength 102,109 
Suite 122 
Svc-Radio-Freq 62,158 
System 100,102,107,109,158 
T. Deaement-Selectd-Airspeed 56 
T. IXxmnent-Selected-Altitude 60 
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7.0 SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
A definition of a subset of the NASA Transport System Research Vehicle 
(TSRV) flight control system essential requirements was developed using the 
Boeing developed Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) requirements analysis 
methodology. 
The scope of the analysis was limited to the functionality included in the Flight 
ManagementfFlight Control (FM/FC) computer which hosts the navigation, 
guidance, and flight control software. In terms of depth, a significant portion 
of the essential requirements for the FM/FC software was specified with Data, 
Behavior, and Process Models. Some requirements need further analysis to be 
fully specified. Such requirements were captured via pseudo external object 
classes which serve as placeholders until they can be thoroughly analyzed. 
Follow-on research activities might begin with extending the scope of the 
analysis in terms of both breadth and depth. In regards to depth, it would be 
beneficial to analyze the EM/FG software further to completely ferret out the 
essential requirements relating to portions of the flight control laws, the 
autoland capability, and the sensor data requirements. This process may result 
in the specification of additional object classes and/or modifications of those 
already identified. 
In regards to breadth, additional analysis might address the quirements for the 
on-line simulated airplane capability, the interfaces to other research flight deck 
systems (e.g., the IC, HOLD, and RUN operating system modes), and the 
displays. 
The specification of the display system requirements could be addressed in at 
least two ways. One approach would be to perfom an analysis of the Displays 
host computer software functions similar to that of the analysis documented in 
this report. (This could be extended to include the Sperry Color Display 
System if necessary.) The essential functionality could be integrated 
appropriately with the FM/FC functionality specified in this report or as 
extended per the abve recommendations. 
Alternatively, the requirements implemented in the displays host could be 
captured in a user interface document where the pilot(s) and the other inflight 
test personnel are viewed as “users” of the system. In this approach, the 
various pilot display formats and real-time data acquisition capabilities are 
considered to be a xesult of nonessential reformatting of the FM/FC essential 
data and could therefore be appropriately documented in a user interface 
document. 
The goal of another potential follow-on activity might be to formulate a more 
rigorous mapping of the essential system requirements to the existing 
implementation. This might take the farm of m m  detailed Process Model mini- 
specs or merely some degree of cross-referencing of an essential system 
specification to the existing software documentation. Such a mapping might 
provide a better understanding of the current TSRV flight control system, 
however, a design focused specification could hinder innovative architecture 
development of a new system. Also, the complexity of an object-to-code 
mapping may limit its usefulness. 
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A final recommendation for future research addresses the development of 
alternate more advanced software architectures for modem transport flight 
control systems. Architecture trade studies may be conducted on the system 
defined in this report or on any of its enhancements described above. In 
particular, artificial-intelligence based real-time architectures and related 
concepts have shown great potential for flight 1 application. Studies 
should consider such things as the potential imp on of existing or new 
functions with expert systems, innovative integration of numeric and symbolic 
processing, the real-world technology-based requirements associated with 
failure modes and reliability issues, and the appropriate use of parallel and 
distributed processing. 
In summary, the essential system requirements specification presented here 
offers high visibility of the TSRV flight control system and may be readily 
extended to capture an increased set of existing system functionality and/or may 
be easily modified to accommodate new features, e.g., ones using expert 
system concepts. The Object Oriented Analysis methodology proved to be an 
effective approach to distill the essential requirements of a complex, integrated 
system and the information centered strategy was a useful one for backing out 
the requirements of an existing system. 
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